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Decided September 24 1964

Application of Louis Applebaum for freight forwarding license denied

A partner in a firm primarily engaged in the business of selling and shipping
goods to foreign countries does not qualify as an independent ocean freight
forwarder as defined in Public Law 87 254 and cannot be licensed

S Robert Putteirnan for Applicant
Gerald H Ullman for New York Foreign Freight Forwarders and

Brokers Association Intervener

Frank Gormley and J Scot Provan Hearing Counsel
Herbert K Greer Hearing Examiner

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION Jolm Harllee Ohairman James V Day
Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett George H Hearn John S
Patterson 0ommissioners

This proceeding involves the application of Louis Applebaum for

a license to operate as an independent freight forwarder under the

provisions ofsection 44 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 D S C 841 b

In an initial decision the hearing examiner concluded that because

the applicant was a partner in a firm primarily engaged in the busi
ness of selling and shipping goods to foreign countries he could not

qualify as an independent freight forwarder within the meaning of

section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 D S C 801 The proceeding
is before us upon applicant s exceptions to the initial decision

Applicant s exceptions are directed to the examiner s findings and

conclusions regarding constitutionality of the statute and the nature

of applicant s so called grandfather rights In essence they consti
tute nothing more than a reargument of the issues and contentions
resolved by the examiner in his initial decision
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A careful consideration of the record leads us to the conclusion
that the examiner s disposition of these issues was well founded and

proper except to the extent that the examiner s decision could be read
as conditioning the so called grandfather rights upon an applicant s

status as an independent ocean fre ght forwarder prior to the pas

sage of Public Law 87 254 Under such a construction all persons

engaged in the business of freight forwarding prior to the passage
of Public Law 87 254 would thereafter continue to operate only at

their peril should they not qualify under the new legislation We
think it clear that Congress intended no such result and that all

forwarders regardless of their status as independents were entitled

to continue operations until otherwise ordered by the Commission if

they complied with the other provisions of section 44 b

Accordingly and to the extent that it is not inconsistent with the

foregoing we adopt the initial decision a copy of which is attached

hereto and made a part hereof as our own

Attachment
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No 1168

ApPLICATION FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING LICENSE
LoUIS APPLEBAUM 8 10 BRIDGE STREET NEW YORK N Y

Application of Louis Applebaum for freight forwarding license denied

A partner in a firm primarily engaged in the business of selling and shipping
goods to foreign countries does not qualify as an independent ocean freight
forwarder as defined inPublic Law 87 254 and cannot be licensed

S Robert Putterman for Applicant
George H UllmaJn for New York Foreign Freight Forwarders and

Brokers Association Intervener
Frank G01lnley and J Soot Provan IIearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF HERBERT K GREER EXAMINER 1

Louis Applebaum applicant filed an application for a license as

an independent freight forwarder pursuant to section 44 of the Ship
ping Act 1916 Public Law 87 254 46 US C 841 b The Federal

Maritime Commission Commission haring considered the applica
tion advised applicant that it intended to deny his application because
as owner of a firm engaged in the export of housewares hardware

plumbing and furniture he could not qualify asa person eligible for

licensing within the statutory definition of independent freight for
warder Applicant requested an opportunity to show that denial
of his license would not be warranted and this proceeding was insti
tuted to afford him that opportunity

THE FACTS

1 Applicant is and has been for approximately 30 years engaged
in the general exporting business selling to customers in foreign
countries mainly in the Caribbean area and dispatching shipments
of goods which he owns or it which he has an interest

1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on Sept 24 1964 and an order
was issued denying the application Rules 13 d and 13 h Rules of Practice and
Procedure 46 CFR 502 224 502 228
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2 The exporting business is conducted under the trade name of

Mercury Sales and Export Co Mercury a partn rship owned by

applicant and his wife his wife does not actively participate in the

business

3 In the conduct of his exporting business applicant gravitated
into forwarding activities because of customer complaints that for

warding fees were excessive On January 13 1954 Certificate of

Registration No 1689 vas issued to him by the Federal Maritime

Board predecessor to the Commission
4 The main office ofNlercury is located at 8 10 Bridge Street New

York City Applicant operates a freight forwarding business at the

same location under the name ofLouis Applebaum utilizing Mercury
personnel recording his business activities on Mercury books and

using the san1e banks and books of account

5 Applicant does not collect a forwarding fee from purchasers of

his products but renders this service as a means of establishing good
will however with respect to freight forwarding services which he

performs on other cargo he does collect a reasonable fee Broker

age on shipments handled by applicant is collected by him from

carriers on both types of shipments
6 Mercury s export business grosses approximately 500 000 per

annum 50 percent of which applicant attributes to the good will

generated by the forwarding services rendered by him to his customers

Inability to dispatch shipments for his customers would in appli
cant s estimation result in a net loss of 15 000 to 18 000 per annum

7 Applicant s gross income from brokerage is approximately 2 500

per annum and gross income from forwarding is approximately 1 500

per annun1

DISCUSSION

Applicant takes the position that the intent and purpose of the

Shipping Act 1916 is to allow a person who is fully competent
qualified honest fit willing and able to operate as a freight for

warder although his basic occupation is that of shipping as long as

the combined operation is in furtherance of the development of

foreign commerce To support this premise he argues that Public

Law 87 254 amending the Shipping Act is unconstitutional
This is not the proper forum for determination of the constitution

ality of the statute The Commission is an administrative agency

and is without authority inherent or express to consider the consti

tutionality ofa statute under which it operates It derives its author

ity from Congress and must act in accordance with congressional
8 F M C
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direction Davis Administrative Law Treatise page 74 Panitz v

District of OolJumbia 112 F 2d 39 1940 2

The Commission being bound by the direction of Congress will

apply the statute in accordance with its tenns Public Law 87 254

in pertinent part provides
An independent ocean freight forwarder is a person carrying on the business

of forwarding for a consideration who is not a shipper or cQnsignee or a seller

or purchaser of shipments to foreign countries nor has any beneficial interest

therein nor directly or indirectly controls or is controlled by such shipper or

consignee or by any person hav ing such a beneficial interest

SEC 44 a No person shall engage incarrying on the business of forwarding
as defined in this Act unless such person holds a license issued by the Federal

Maritime Commission to engage in such business Provided however That a

person whose primary business is the sale of merchandise may dispatch ship
ments of such merchandise without a license

b A forwarder s license shall be issued to any qualified applicant therefor

if it is found by the Commission that the applicant is or will be an independent
ocean freight forwarder as defined in this Act and is fit willing and able

properly to carry on the business of forwarding and to conform to the provisions
of this Act and the requirements rules and regulations of the Commission issued

thereunder and that the proposed forwarding business is or will be consiltent

with the national maritime policies declared inthe Merchant Marine Act 1936
otherwise such application shall be denied Any independent ocean freight
forwarder who on the effective date of this Act is carrying on the business

of forwarding under a registration number issued by the Commission may con

tinue such business for a period of one hundred and twenty days thereafter
without a license and if application for such license is made within such period
such fo warder may under such regulations as the Commission shall prescribe
cOIltinue such business until otherwise ordered by the Commission

The basic issue for decision is whether applicant comes within the

prohibitions stated in the definition of independent ocean freight for

warders In relating the facts adduced to the definition there is no

doubt that applicant is not and does not intend to become an inde

pendent forwarder His principal occupation is selling and shipping
to foreign countries and there is no ambiguity in the statutory pro
hibition against issuing a license to a shipper or consignee or a seller

or purchaser of shipments to foreign countries Applicant does not

seriously contend that he is eligible to be licensed in the absence of

a determination that the statute is unconstitutional Apparently he

considers this proceeding mainly as a prerequisite to submitting the

question of constitutionality to the courts

2 See also the following agency decisions
In reBecker Becker Fruit Produce Co 7 Ad L 2d 15l
Blanton00 6 Ad L 2d 736
OurUs O Wilson 5 Ad L 2d 247
In the Matter of Moog Industries Inc I Ad L 2d 138
In reEdward R BlIer et aZ 4 Ad L 2d 729

In re Great Western Distributors Inc et aZ 1 Ad L 2d 592
Air Transport Associates Ino En Proc l AdL 2d 537
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The Commission is precluded from issuing a license unless it affirma

tively finds that the applicant is or will be an indepetYtlent ocean

freight forwarder as defined in this Act Under the facts here pre
sented such a finding cannot be made The statute makes clear that

Congress intended to eliminate any connection between shippers and

forwarders If the wording of the statute permitted any doubt it

would be resolved by reference to the Legislative History of Public

Law 87 254 8

II

j

This would make it clear that aU shippers consignees sellers purchasers and

carriers of ocean export cargoes are to be prohibited from obtaining a license

regardless of whether these groups forward only their own cargoes or the cargoes

of others Emphasis supplied

Applicant may of course dispatch shipments of the merchandise he

sells without a license because his primary business is the sale of

merchandise although the nature of his primary business prevents
obtaining a license

In addition to questioning the constitutionality of the statute appli
cant has raised the question of whether denial of a license would be

a constitutional application of the statute in view of the fact that

he had been a grandfather forwarding agent and is entitled to

grandfather rights which permit him to continue his forwarding
activities He relies on that portion ofsection 44 b above fully set

forth which permits Any independent ocean freight forwarder who

on the effective date of this Act is carrying on the business of for

warding under a registration number issued by the Commission to

continue to so operate for 120 days and if his application for a license

is filed within that period to continue to operate until otherwise

ordered by the Commission This provision does not authorize nor

permit the Commission to issue a license to every forwarder who is

the holder of a certificate It does not recognize operating rights as

being vested by virtue of the issuance of a certificate but merely
permits independent ocean freight forwarders to continue their oper
ation for a limited period of time during which application for a

license must be presented together with evidence to prove qualification
in accordance with the statutory requirements This provision is not

in the true sense a grandfather clause Republic Oarloading and

Di8tributing 00 Ino Freight Forwarder Application 250 LC C 670

1943 Moreover the clause referred to grants permission to tempo

rarily continue in business only to independent ocean freight for

warders Inasmuch as applicant does not qualify as an independent
forwarder under the statutory definition he could not rely on the

benefits limited to that category Gregg Oartage 00 v V S 316 U S

8 H Rpt 2333 85 Cong 2d sess pp 8 9

8 F M C
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75 1942 The question of whether he has been operating illegally
since the effective date of Public Law 87 254 has not been presented
for decision There is no question that applicant as a partner in

Mercury owns or has an interest in Mercury shipments

CONCLUSION

Applicant is a shipper and seller of shipments to foreign countries
and is not eligible to be licensed as an independent freight forwarder
under the provisions of Public Law 87 254

An appropriate order denying the application will be entered

Signed lIERmmT K GREER
Presiding Examiner

JUNE 24 1964

8 FM C



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1168

APPLIcATION FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING LICENSE

LoUIS ApPLEBAUM

AMENDED ORDER

The Commission having fully considered the above matter and

having on September 24 1964 made and entered of record a report
containing its conclusions and decision thereon which report is

hereby referred to and made apart hereof

It is ordered That the application for a license ofLouis Applebaum
is hereby denied pursuant to Section 44 b Shipping Act 1916 and
Rule 510 8 of General Order 4

It is further ordered That this order shall be effective as of Decem

ber 31 1964

By the Commission

8 F M C

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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DOCKET No 881

GENERAL INCREASES IN ALASKAN RATES AND CHARGES

ORDER DISCONTINUING PROCEEDING AS TO RESPONDENT ALASKA STEAM
SHIP CO AND DISMISSING PETITIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION

Order served Ootober 16 1964

On July 13 1964 the Commission considered the petitions for re

consideration briefs and the transcript of oral argument held before
the Commission Present were John Harllee 0hairman James V

Day Vioe Ohairman Ashton C Barrett and John S Patterson Oom
missioners being all the members of the Commission Chairman
Harllee and Vice Chairman Day voted to reverse the prior decision
of the Commission for the reasons stated in their separate opinion
attached hereto and Commissioners Barrett and Patterson voted to

affirm the prior decision for the reasons stated in their separate
opinion also attached

Reorganization Plan No 7 of 1961 requires the affirmative votes of
three Commissioners then in office to transact any business of the
Commission and as the proposal to reconsider the Report and Order
previously entered and to set aside the increased rates under

investigation has failed to obtain the necessary three votes
It is ordered That this proceeding be discontinued as to the re

spondent Alaska Steamship Co and that the petitions filed by Gen
eral Services Administration and the State ofAlaska to reconsider the

prior Report and Order and to set aside the increased rates under

investigation be and they are hereby dismissed

By the Commission

Signed THOltfAS LISI

Seoretary

Commissioner George H Hearn was not a member of the Commission at the time

314 8 F M C
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No 881

GENERAL INCREASES IN ALASKAN RATES AND CHARGES

October 16 1964

John Harllee OhairnUtn and James V Day Vice Ohairman

In our decision dated April 30 1963 7 F MC 563 we found that

increased rates and charges of Alaska Steamship Co were just and

reasonable In so doing we overruled the Presiding Examiner who

had disapproved these rates and charges insofar as they operated in

the future On July 19 1963 the State of Alaska and the Adminis

trator of General Services intervenors in the proceeding who have

opposed the rate increases filed petitions for reconsideration of our

decision in accordance with the provisions of Rule 16 b of the Com

mission s Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 262 Peti

tioners generally contend that certain errors in our decision render

that decision unsupportable as a matter of law and urge us to disap
prove the increased rates and charges On April 21 1964 we ordered
that the proceeding be reopened for the purpose of receiving briefs

on the errors alleged in the petitions Briefs were filed by inter

venors Hearing Counsel and respondents Oral arguments were

heard on June 16 1964
The basis for our earlier decision was the acceptance of respondent

Alaska Steamship Co s estimate that it would carry 472 392 tons of

cargo for the year 1960 On the basis of this traffic we found that

respondent would realize a rate of return of 9 07 Such a return

we believed to be reasonable The Examiner rejected respondent s

1960 projections and had found a more reliable estimate to be 511 000

tons vVe acknowledged that the Examiner may have been correct

7 F M C 573 However we did not accept his projection as the

better estimate because ve felt that certain facts in the record

showed the year 1960 to he better than average Teare now con

vinced that the record does not lead us to this conclusion and that

the Examiner s estimate should be accepted
8 F lfC 315
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There are three findings on which we relied to show that 1960
was not a representative year These were 1 An unprecedentedly
large salmon pack in Bristol Bay in 1960 2 a large movement of

MSTS cargo during the summer and fall of 1960 following with
drawal of three naval ships from service in the Alaskan trade 3 a

surmise that additional income stemming from the large pack would

generate increased northbound traffic iVe have reviewed the record
and are convinced that these findings of fact should be reversed Our
discussion with respect to each follows

1 The Bristol Bay salmon pack
The first finding on which we based our earlier opinion regarding

the year 1960 was that the salmon pack in Bristol Bay would be excep
tionally large in 1960 However true this might be it is offset by many
considerations Respondent Alaska Steam serves virtuaJly every area

of Alaska Bristol Bay is only one area out of many which provide
respondent with salmon traffic Any meaningful evaluation of re

spondent s operations pertaining to this cargo must consider that the
carrier also carries salmon from vast areas in western central and
southeastern Alaska Evidence of record shows for example that

despite the good fortune in Bristol Bay the salmon run in south
eastern Alaska vas the lowest since records have been kept and that
the other salmol1 areas served by respondent showed increases which
were not noteworthy Indeed considering the totlll salmon pack for
all Alaska respondent s witness estimated as of July 27 1960 that
24 953 additional tons were available for carriage by Alaska Steam in
1960 over 1959 At 30 cases per revenue ton this represents an esti
mated increase of 748 590 cases over 1959 The record shows that the
1959 total catch was the lowest since records were first kept in 1905

totaling 1 600 886 cases If the 748 590 additional cases in 1960 are

added to the 1959 total then the 1960 total catch aside from small
amounts possibly available to other carriers would amount to 2 349
476 cases This however is hardly a memorable figure The record
shows that the average catch for the period 1905 59 is 2 885 965 cases

By respondent s own estimate therefore the total salmon catch for

1960 was probably below average
1

The record shows that the western Alaska saImon area which in
cludes Bristol Bay the Yukon River and North Peninsula produced
as of July 24 1960 1 011 677 cases of salmon Although this exceeded
the average catch for the previous 10 years it is by no means un

r

t

Iii II

1 The record provides an alternative method to evaluate the 1960 total catch and like
wiso shows the year to be below average As of July 17 1960 the total Alaskan catch

was 1 460 653 cases On July 19 1959 the catch was 851 136 The 1960 catch wae thus

running 1716 times over that of the previous year The total 1959 catch turned out to
be 1 600 886 The complete 1960 totals would therefore be 2 747 120 cases 1 716X
1 600 886 Again this is below the average for the years 1905 59 inclusive
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precedented In western Alaska the annual salmon pack exceeded

1 000 000 cases on 10 occasions between 1933 and 1948 In Bristol Bay
alone the salmon catch exceeded 1 000 000 cases in 1943 1947 a ld

1948 2 Respondent itself did not believe that the lnillion case catch

would significantly augment its carryings Although its traffic wit

ness predicted an increase of 24 943 tons in the movement of canned

salmon overall he offset this by estimated declines in military traffic

and commercial cargo northbound Despite the size of the Bristol Bay
catch therefore he estimated a net increase of 11 392 tons a nlere 2 5

over the previous year

Regardless of what support the record contains for our prior deci

sion as to the significance of the 1960 Bristol Bay salnlon pack upon

our review of the record we now believe the factors hereinabove dis

cussed lead to the conclusion that the total salmon catch would not

serve to make 1960 an exceptional year
2 MSTS cargo movement
The second finding we made with respect to 1960 being an ex

ceptional year was the supposed fact that a large movement ofMSTS

cargo during 1960 resulted after the Navy had withdrawn three ships
from service in the Alaska trade 7 F MC at 574 We have reviewed
the record and find reference therein to the withdrawal 9f one naval

vessel the U S N S Harris Oounty which occurred sometime after

June 20 1960 Alaska Steam s witness testified that with the naval

vessel withdrawn Alaska Steam carried all of the privately owned

vehicles of military personnel and their families that its MSTS ton

nage for the first 5 months of 1960 increased and that it appeared that

increased tonnage was going to continue The witness further testi
fied however that he knew the naval ship was expected to be returned

to the trade probably late in September and predicted that with her

return and with her carrying all she could load he believed that his

original forecast should be amended to indicate that Alaska Steam
would carry in 1960 approximately the same tonnage as in 1959 The

record does not refute this prediction Hence we view this testimony
disregarding respondent s statements about the withdrawal of several
naval ships inadvertently incorporated in our prior decision as suffi
cient support for our now concluding that military cargoes tem

porarily diverted to Alaska Steam would be minimal and the effect on

respondent s overall 1960 operations insignificant
3 Unusual northbound movement to Bristol Bay
The third basis for our earlier decision with respect to the estimated

1960 operations of Alaska Steam is the surmise that an exceptionally

o

j

1

f

11

I In 1943 1947 and 1948 the salmon catch out of Bristol Bay numbered 1 275 081

1 335 031 and 1 236 226 cases respectively

8 F M C
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large salmon pack out of Bristol Bay would by creating added income

generate an increase in northbound cargoes 7 F M C at 574 As we

stated this is merely a surmise

The record shows that the income of fishermen in the Bristol Bay
ranged from 20 000 to 53 000 for 1 month s work that the large catch

was rather nice news to Alaska Steam and that when the catch is

bad in the area those people don tbuy refrigerators or automobiles

which Alaska Steam could hope to carry There is not enough in the

record however by which we can determine whether income of such
size is unusually large in comparison with previous years and we are

unable to evaluate the other statements without engaging in additional 0

speculation We conclude on reconsideration that there is insufficient

evidence to indicate that an unusually large movement of northbound j

cargo to Bristol Bay would in fact occur as the result of an ex

ceptional catch of salmon in that region during 1960 1

We believe that the foregoing findings amply demonstrate 1960 not f

to be an exceptional year Significantly Alaska Steam s traffic wit 11

ness after considering theBristol Bay catch and MSTS cargo adhered

to a prediction of472 392 tons This amount is a mere 11 000 tons over

the previous year s actual tonnages and is considerably below the

average tonnages for the 5 year period 1955 59 8

Aside from the consideration of the foregoing factors however

there is other evidence of record to support the Examiner s 1960 pro

jection Respondent maintains that 511 000 tons is too optimistic
However the record shows an increasing trend of northbound carry

ings Total tonnage carried for the first 7 months of 1960 reflected an

increase of 12 6 over an equivalent period in 1959 Salmon which

is the principal southbound cargo of respondent had been unusually
low in 1959 insofar as Bristol Bay was concerned but this does not

represent a trend and thecatch rebounded to healthy levelsin 1960 A

final factor which supports the reasonableness of the Examiner s esti

mate is the improvement of respondent s service The record discloses

that Alaska ISteam substantially increased its voyages in 1960 Addi

tional service to the rail belt area was initiated in May 1959 more

particularly with respect to containerization Service to southeastern

Alaska was increased as well Respondent hoped to attract addi
tional cargo by means of these changes yet its pessimistic 1960 pro

jection apparently ignored this consideration We believe that the

record supports the Examiner s conclusions with respect to his 1960

projection
I The average for the period 1955 59 Is 490 462 tons based on the following actual

operating results 1955 5i4 301 19M 532 214 1957 481 411 1958 482 202 1959

461 000

a F M C
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CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

In our earlier decision we allowed as an operating expense deposits
in the Skinner Trust 7 F M C at 576 The Trust was shown to be a

depositary of charitable donations and recipients therefrom are all

worthy objects of charitable contributions The Examiner had dis

allowed such contributions stating
While the contrihutiollS shown above by Alaska Steam and similar contri

butions by its affiliates are for a laudable purpose they cannot be deemed to Ibe

operating expenses c1rargea ble to the Alaskan trade since to do so would impose
upon the shipping pUblic a double burden of meeting not only their own civic

responsibilities but those of the contriblltors to Skinner Foundation Trust as

well The donations must therefore be disallowed as operating expense Initial

Decision p 19

Intervenors and IIearing Counsel urge us to adopt the Examiner s

position in this regard Upon reconsideration we feel that he was

correct and we concur with his reasoning Charitable donations how
ever worthwhile are not expenses relating to the cost of furnishing
tran portation l10reover not only are ratepayers charged a double
burden as the Examiner stated but the very amount of the burden

lies completely within the discretion of carrier management An
abundant although not unanimous body of authority in the courts

holds that these donations are not legitimate expenses chargeable
against ratepayers See Oarey v Oorporation Oommission 33 P 2d

788 794 Okla 1934 0 P Telephone 00 ofMarylandv Marykund
Public Service Oommission 187 A 2d 475 Md 1963 Oleveland

Akron v Hope Natural Gas 00 44 P U R n s 1 29 F P C 1942
but see also Public Service 00 of New Hampshire v State 153 A 2d

801 1959

In The People Gas Light Ooke 00 19 P U R ns 177 274 Ill

1937 it was stated

It has long been held that donations made by a public utility no matter how

worthy the charity to which the donation is made are not a proper charge
against the ratepayer and that a CommiSSion should make no allowance for same

inoperating expenses

Ve are convinced that the Examiner s decision in this area is sound
and comports with legal authority

CONCLUSIONS

On reconsideration we find that the Examiner s disapproval of the

increased rates of respondent Alaska Steamship Co was correct We

have reviewed the record and reverse our earlier finding that the year
1960 was to be an exceptional one overall Evidence of record indi

8 F M C
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cates rather the contrary and tends to corroborate the Examiner s

findings
On the basis of the Examiner s findings with respect to 1960 we

adopt his conclusion that the increased rates would provide an exces

sive rate of return to respolldent Ve furthermore find that such

rates were excessive from the date of their inception i e January
10 1960 and were not lawful during the pendency of this proceeding
as stated by the xaminer The Examiner we believe had given
interim approval on the basis of an erroneous interpretation of law

The case of Arizona Grocery v Atchison Ry 284 U S 370 1932 on

which he had relied merely held that a carrier respondent is entitled to

rely on rates approved in the past by a regulatory agency and could not

be subsequently penalized for such reliance Inthe instant case how

ever we had never given such approval prior to initiation of the

proceeding and are consequently free to disapprove the subject rates

from their inception
Commissioners Ashton C Barrett and John S Patterson

supplementing Commission s Report ofApril 30 1963

A The issues before us

On May 6 1963 the Commission served its report and order finding
that increased rates of Alaska Steamship Co Alaska Steam for the

transportation of property between Seattle vVash and ports in
Alaska were just and reasonable Since that date on July 19 1963

the Administrator of the General Services Administration GSA
and the State of Alaska State have filed petitions for reconsider

ation of our report and order vVe held further oral argument on

the petitions on June 17 1964 The following assignments of alleged
error were offered as justification for the petitions

1 Disregard of the public interest in deciding this docket by not

giving any consideration to the problems of consumers and shippers
in Alaska and the inhibiting effects of high water freight rates on

the State s economy
2 The finding that 472 392 tons wasa reasonable projection of traf

fic to be carried in the future and that the Examiner s projection of

511 000 tons was not acceptuJble The Commission also filed to

consider an increasing trend of northbound traffic

3 Consideration of extra record material improperly placed before

the Commission by Alaska Steanl
4 The estimate of Alaska Steam s 1960 revenues as 17 673 521

5 The failure properly to weigh the effect of added voyages by
Alaska Steam

6 The failure to find that Alaska Steam s rates are unreasonably
high as shown by diversion to other carriers

8 F M C
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7 The failure to make findings regarding evidence submitted by
GSA demonstrating unreasonableness of individual rates and rate

relationship in the Alaskan trade

8 The provision on the basis of the record of a rate of return of
9 07 for Alaska Steam

9 The failure to consider the contentions of the State with respect
to the Examiner s initial decision

10 The remand to an examiner of that part of theproceeding which

related to the rates of Puget Sound Alaska Van Lines PSAVL

Garrison Fast Freight division of Consolidated Freightways Inc

and Alaska Freight Lines

11 Itwas also claimed that error was made when the Commission

agreed with respondents to not suspend the proposed increase if re

spondents agreed to refund charges above those determined to be just
and reasonable

B What we did

1 Held further oral argument on the petitions on June 17 1964
2 Reviewed the unanimous report and order of the Commission

served on May 6 1963 which found that increased rates of Alaska

Steamship Co were just and reasonable for the purpose of deter

mining if any errors or language ambiguity existed in this report that

prompted the petitioners finding of alleged errors

3 Searched the record before us to determine if the alleged errors

claimed by the petitioners were justified concerning the unanimous

report by the Commissioners decided April 30 1963 and served on

May 6 1963

4 Received read and studied all briefs that were filed by Hearing
Counsel respondents and intervenors

C OUT decisions
As a result of the oral argument held on June 17 1964 coupled with

our review of the Commission s unanimous decision given in its report
and order served 1ay 6 1963 and our thorough search of the entire

record before us we concluded that

1 No new facts have been presented
2 The existing evidence of record fully sustains the conclusions

reached in our first report that the rates ofAlaska Steamship Co are

just reasonable and lawful

3 No extra record material was relied upon to influence the ulti
mate decision and no error wascommitted in reaching our conclusions

4 Tithout reference to or consideration of any extra record mate
rial there is in the record as cited in our report sufficient evidence to

lawfully justify the ultimate conclusions reached concerning the 11

alleged errors offered by the petitioners
8 F M O
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5 A report supplementing and confirming onr earlier conclusions

would be made based 011 the entire record before us in order to

clarify any language or basis for our reasoning alleged to have been

ambiguous
The only possible Hew fact since the time of the record on which our

report was based was a reference by the General Services Administra
tion in oral argument Tr p 11 to the earthquake and ensuing
disaster earlier in 1964 as affecting the needs of the people of Alaska

in obtaining a level of freight rates to assist them in the reconstruction

job Ve would wish to be considered as in full sympathy with the

needs of Alaskans in this regard Our decision herein in no wise

detracts from our desire to help 1uch as one might be moved by
compassion to make adjustments in freight rates to minimize the

severe costs Alaskans must bear in recovering from this natural dis

aster Congress has given us no authority to go back and adjust past
rates based on conditions existing from 1960 onward to accommodate

unfortunate events such as an Act of God occurring in 1964 nor may
the respondent a private carrier be made to bear the burden of costs

that must be made ither from public funds or from insurance pay
ments or from private resources

To the extent these events have relevance to future rates after 1964

a new proceeding is an appropriate remedy
D Owr report
The purpose of this report is to supplement and confirm our earlier

reasoning and decisions based on the evidence of record before us and
to cite specific references in the record supporting our conclusions

The following is our response to the several assignments of error

together with references in parentheses to the portions of the record

which sustain our findings
1 Public interest As long as the standard for measuring justness

and reasonableness of rates in a business managed enterprise such

as Alaska Steam is based onthe assumption that transportation service

will be sold at freight rates at least approximately related to the cost
of rendition of the service to shippers there is very little scope for
a welfare standard based on the shipper s ability to pay as is implied
in the State s contention that we consider the overall cost of living
in Alaska the inhibiting effect of the high level of water freight
rates on the growth of the Alaskan economy and the impeding effect
ofhigh costs on the development ofnatural resources

We are cognizant of and sympathetic with the fact that the State of
Alaska because of its distance from the mainland of the United States
and its geographic location is dependent upon water transportation
for importing its basic needs Covering almost all types ofmerchandise
In full recognition of this fact we know how very important it is for
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us to thoroughly evaluate any requests ror an increase in rates hy any
carrier serving Alaska and to search the evidence or record so as to be

certain that any rate we approve is just and rail Eventhough we are

cognizant or this ract and or its influence on the broader economic

problems or the State we have no authority through our control over

the rates of Alaska Steam to chn nge radically the economic problems
of the State except insorar as we find the rates just reasonable and

lawful

In recognition or our responsibility to protect the public and in the

public interest we fully weighed each or the contentions as advanced

and argued by the State or Alaska and based on the racts and argu

ment as presented we reasoned and concluded that unless these ractors

could be shown to be relevant measureshaving some practical applica
tion in determining reasonableness or rates under a cost standard no

userul purpose would be served by further prolonging discussion or

them We disclaim authority to consider such matters because we

have no power to compel service at a loss nor the power to compel a

waiver or charges to less prosperous shippers no matter how worthy
or public assistance Any such action would additionally involve a

discriminatory burden on other shippers These problems are larger
than our authority to deal with them and must be considered by legis
latures rather thanthe Commission

2 Tonnage projeotions The complaint is made that the Com
mission had no basis ror reducing the Examiner s tonnage projec
tions that the projection or the Hearing Examiner should not have

been manipulated
A basic objective or ratemaking is to estimate ruture conditions

affecting rates

Rates ror the future must be based on predicted tonnages or cargo
to be carried and the predictions must be reasonably related to past
perrormance modified by reasonably roreseeable ractors influencing
ruture expectations The tonnage to be carried controls the amount

or revenue to be expected and in turn controls the return to be derived

thererrom after subtracting anticipated expenses chargeable to ship
pers Hence the importance or a reasonable estimate

The carrier has the burden or rurnishing the racts necessary to esti

mate its ruture carryingg and to provide reasonably supportable esti

mates establishing the reasonableness or its rates We thought
respondent had done this Fault was round with Alaska Steam s

estimate of 472392 tons which we adopted Petitioner states the evi
dence does not form a proper basis for such a finding but by the

saine token neither does the evidence support any contrary finding
There are only disputes over the reliability or Alaska Steam s figures
An averaging or tonnages carried from 1955 through a projected
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year 1960 as shown in the record produces 490 462 tons This is dose

to that supplied by the expert testimony of the carrier s witness Our

report dealt with certain relevant nonstatistical factors which were

thought to have a depressing effect on future carryings and to over

come the Examiner s belief that an admitted declining trend between

1955 and 1959 had come to an end and wasbeing reversed to go back

up to 511 000 tons which would be well above tonnages carried dur

ing the last 3 years 481 411 tons in 1957 482 202 tons in 1958 and

461 000 tons in 1959 and nearerthe 514 301 tons carried in 1955 and

532 214 tons carried in 1956 7 FMB 563 572 Even these figures
represented declined from earlier years as shown by other docket

records involving respondent Docket No 828 5 FMB 486 490 In

1949 690 626 revenue tons were carried There was a peak yea r in

1951 715 049 revenue tons caused by the Korean war but gen

erally there has been a declin ng trend in Alaska Steam s traffic over

the years since then The declining trend seems to have leveled off

and northbound carryings have increased butcompetition northbound

has also increased We did not think a reversal of any magnitude
would occur and consequently the Examiner s assumption ofa drastic

reversal based on 1960 alone would not be a proper basis for fixing
rates over the next few years We thought facts showing a diversion

of traffic in recent years would if anything influence a continuing
downward trend The Examiner s projection was based solely on what

he foresaw as coming up for 1960 as a result of a the salmon pack
for that year and b trends in northbound traffic We conceded the

possibility his estimate might be good for 1960 We believed the

figures to be used in projecting future rates should be based on an

average year We thought no one had supplied any better figures than

Alaska Steam s The most that was done was to pick flaws in other

estimates without supplying any better ones nor were any facts show

ing a likelihood of increased traffic provided The State has only
insisted we use the Examiner s higher figures and denies our right to

adjust them downward on the ground that we used improper data

to prove 1960 was an above normal year Petitioners insist on the

use of their estimates of 1960 actualities as a basis ofdecision instead
of our average tonnage figure as a reasonable level for several years
in the future We don t think we should be bound to use what 1960

might show when estimated as accurately as possible Rates would

tend to fluctuate with changes in each year s net revenue results and

would have to be adjusted every year if the result of only 1 year s

operations as estimated by the Examiner is used in the test of the

reasonableness of rates This method would not be sensible ratemaking
Other factors are presented as showing the invalidity of our con

clusions about the long term trend ofAlaska Steam s business and the
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validity of 1960 alone as a test year for fixing future rate levels These

are the influence of increased northbound carryings the declining
trend of cargo handling costs and the effect of improved service

Undoubtedly such factors would be influential but in this area of con

jecture they did not seem conclusive or at least influential enough to

overcome Alaska Steam s proofs and estimates of increased costs and

the slower rate of tonnage increases caused by adverse influences on

traffic For example it was shown that the tonnage of traffic to from

and within Alaska carried by self propelled dry cargo ships which

Alaska Steam uses has declined from a 22 share in 1951 to 7 in

1958 Between 1951 and 1958 barge tonnage increased 125 com

pared with a dry cargo tonnage decline of 53 Exhibits 74 75 76

Chart II Tr pp 4546 2882

There were also serious infirmities in the Examiner s tonnage cal

culations whieh were not discussed in the first report but are now per
tinent First the 12 6 tonnage increase used for the last 5 months

of 1960 was incorrect because all of the projected tonnage increase

was not commercial cargo with which this rate proceeding yas con

cerned but was also military mail government and Garrison Lines

cargo Commercial cargo increased only about 91h and is 69 of

the total cargo l1ilitary Sea Transportation Service CMSTS cargo
went up 22 and is 161h of the total The Examiner s method of

taking an average of several unrelated percentages toget 12 6 did not

produce a correct result

The insistence that we use the Examiner s erroneously computed
figures is rejected Ve know of no law or precedent restricting our

authority in rate proceedings to the use of an examiner s findings nor

preventing us from adjusting his figures as a result of our judgment
of the record

The major thrust of the objections to our decision seems to be a de

termination that the results of 1960 are conclusive as to the reason

ableness of respondent s rates Both respondent Alaska Steam and the

obj ecting intervenors insisted on this premise As a consequence

Alaska Steam s efforts were devoted largely during the hearing at

least to diminishing the effect of increases to depressing the 1960

net income results and to twisting an estimated average figure into

an estimated actual ty whileintervenors sought to inflate the1960 ton

nages and net income results We took a third course and made an

honest effortto base the rateson what could bediscerned of longer term

trends We took Alaska Steam s forecast of 1960 actualities and used

it as an estimate for an average year because it was in line with past
experIence

The State argues further that we are bound to use the Examiner s

1960 projections because some factors used to show its nonaverage
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characteristics were based on facts outside the record The argument
does not prove enough however since even without these facts we did

not consider ourselves bound solely by the 1960 estimates of actual

results but bound only to consider such estimates with other record
data as a guide to what might reasonably be estimated as tonnages
to be carried over a future period based on an adjustment of 1960

figures Our report expressly referred to the reasonably expectable
level of future carryings It is also considered that without

the extra record facts the eight proven factors in our report sub

stantiate conclusions as to a slower increase in the trends in respond
ent s carryings

3 Extra record nfo1Jnation On reexamining the record some in

formation not produced in hearing and subjected to cross examination

was presented The information was written in as a part of respond
ent s brief on exceptions to the Examiner s decision It could only be

excluded by requiring a rewrite ofAlaska Steam s brief on exceptions
The information vnlS disregarded instead Alaska Steam also put in

a lot of extra record data containing untested tonnage and financial

figures and self serving statements of fact by means of an alternative

petition to reopen the proceedings and of two supplemental affidavits

Counsel for the State objected strenuously to the tactics of Alaska

Steam The State rightly cautioned that Alaska Steam s action could

only poison the Commission s thinking Disregard of this material

prevented any influence on us to the point where it changed our

thinking or the result The facts claimed to be prejudicial as not

having any record basis are

First the exceptionally large salmon pack carryings from the Bristol Bay
area in the late summer of 1960 disclosed after the record was closed

Respondent s exceptions refer to the unprecedented run of
salmon in the Bristol Bay area and to the large southbound

movement of canned salmon due to the exceptional catch in the Bristol

Bay area as having been anticipated Rnd provided for We

thought these statements were substantiated by testimony that Both

state and industry representatives predict for the year 1960 a runwell

above the year 1959 Tr p 2063 Further the transcript reads

Q Tbis was as of June

A Interrupting I am speaking of June 20 the day I prepared this fore

cast about which you asked me

Q June 20 1960 that was your prediction
A Yes June 20 The estimates on the pack as of that time varied widely

We believe as of June 20 we could look for a southeastern Alaska pack some

where around 25 or 30 percent above that of 1959 or roughly an increase of
180 000 cases which would convert to some 6 000 additional revenue tons there

being 30 cases to a revenue ton of salmon Of which based on our recent ex

perience Alaska Steamship Co could hope to carry some 77 percent of the pack
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which would increase our tonnage in salmon by some 4600 revenue tons 1960
o er 1959 which was our expectation as of June 20

Q Of this year

A Of this year yes sir

Other testimony substantiating a high forecast of Alaska Steam is
as follows

A The run at Bristol Bay is finished The pack as reported here and I can

give you the pack which I just got this morning for July 24 1960 Western
Alaska in which they show the complete pack this includes the Yukon River

North Peninsula and Bristol Bay and they have done it they cracked a million

cases 1 011 677 That s rather nice news I hadn t read that figure Ibefore I

had said in the forecast that I prepared that reforecast just under 1 million

cases of salmon which would give an increase this year over last year of

539 012 cases which converts to 17 967 revenue tons which figure I have shown

on Exhibit 40 Now I forecast just under a million they say just over a mil

lion by 11 677 cases I will stand by my forecast inview of the 12 000 cases that

are on the government owned steamer North Star which leaves the potential
a vailable to us disregarding any fish that may move on cannery tenders just
under a million cases I think I did pretty well

That summarizes

Q Thanks to the North Star Very well Now does that figure Mr Rose of

17 967 revenue tons also appear on Exhibit 40 under Bristol Bay salmon

industry
A Yes sir it does

Q Then summarizing very briefly your July 27 forecast under the recap of

all routes and all cargo the first general column as in Exhibit 39 you show

an increase in the first 5 months of 1 753 revenue tons

A Yes sir

Q Then the next column you have a forecast increase the last 7 months of

9 641 revenue tons

A Yes sir

Q Or a total increase of revenue tons 1960 over 1959 of how many tons

A Eleven thousand three hundred ninety four

Q Added to the tonnage for 1959 of 461 000 you then forecast a total revenue

tonnage for the year 1960 of 472 394 is that correct

A That would be correct yes sir Tr pp 2173 2175

This testimony is substantiated by statistics showing eekly Red

Salmon Packs on Bristol Bay going back to 1940 and covering up

through the fourth week which is about the end of July Total cases

exceeded 1 million in 1943 1 275 081 cases 1947 1 335 031 cases

and 1948 1 236 226 cases whereas most other years ran only a little
over 300 000 cases to ahout 550 000 cases figures compiled from U S
Fish and Vildlife Service preliminary statistics Pacific Fishe rrnan

January 1960 p 59 Exhibit 6
The parties at this stage were trying to prove Alaska Steam s esti

mates for 1960 were too low as indeed they were but the premise of

respondents and intervenors at that time was that 1960 estimated as

accurately as possible was to be the guiding year Ve refused to

8 F M C
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accept this premise believing that a hypothetical average year was

proper and could be estimated on the basis of past experience and

future trends as shown by 1960 experience as adjusted to reflect both

presently known and anticipated future influences We thought
Alaska Steam had developed adequate estimates of average conditions
Petitioners do not say these statements are not so but only that they
could not have been made using the record before us Petitioner

points out that Alaska Steam has placed before the Com
mission its unsubstantiated extra record claim that the 1960 pack at

Bristol Bay was good Petitioner seems to concede what actually

happened but is arguing that because it happened the Commission
must have relied on the later information showing the prediction to

be a fact Ve cannot acept this restriction to preclude saying what

we did Record support from exhibits supports a showing 1960 was

nontypical The Pacific Fi5herman for January 1960 stated After

lean and variable years Bristol Bay in 1960 faces the possibility of a

rich Red salmon run If it comes the salmon industry will be pressed
to cope with it and the Alaska State Department of Fisheries will

enter upon its first year of full authority face to face with a staggering
problem in administration conservation and wise use without waste

Exhibit 6 Pacific Fisher1nan p 53 Further The State ofAlaska

is in control of its fisheries for the first time in this year 1960 which

thus becomes the basic milestone in the future history of the resource

Moreover the possibility that Bristol Bay may have a rich Red salmon

run comparable with the greatest in the past ofAlaska s fisheries adds

further dash to an immediate future already fullof zest ld p 59

We think there is enough in the testimony to justify what wassaid

in item 1 on page 573 ofOur Report in 7 F M C 563 The quoted testi

mony wasa forecast for the ent re 12 month period for the purpose Of

showing that the total tonnages for Alaska Steam in 1960 would be less

than the State contended and would be in line with respondent s pro

jection Vhatever the purpose of the forecast the evidence of the

nice news that western Alaska has done it they have cracked a

million cases 1 011 677 plus the other testimony supports a conclusion

of an exceptionally large salmon pack in the Bristol Bay area al

though it was small in southeastern Alaska Tr p 2173

The Commission might have reopened the record to verify the in

formation but such a choice was made unwise by the fact that the

Examiner took 11 months to hear the case from January 7 1960 and

then refused to reopen the record at the time of the closing of the

hearing on December 6 1960 on the ground of a need for an expedi
tious decision He followed this action by a delay of 16 months in

8 F M C
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issuing his initial decision served on April 3 1962 Ve felt the need
for a prompt decision was even more necessary

Second the Navy withdrew three ships during the summer and fall of 1930
from service in the Alaskan trade

This statement is traced to a statement in the exceptions that the

Navy withdrew the D S N S larris COllnt y the D S N S Fltnston

and the D S N S 0 11ara from service in the Alaskan trade causing
an unusually large movement of lVISTS cargo which is not likely

to recur A review of the record fails to disclose the source of this

information which must be regarded as untested The hearing tran

script record showed that the D S N S llarris County waswithdrawn

as of August 2 1960 from the YVhittier Seatt Ie route and was on an

extended voyage inArctic waters As a result of the transfer Alaska

Steam was already carrying all of the private owned vehicles

ofmilitary personnel between Vhitticr and Seattle and

our MSTS tonnage for the first 5 months has increased rather than

decreased and it appears that increased tonnage is going to continue

At that time it wasexpected the 11aJ ri3 County would return but this

at least showed a temporary nonrecurring increase in respondent s

1960 tonnages Tr p 2164

Other extra record corroborating information that may be subject
to official notice is that the ISTS endeavor in the Seattle area was

reduced from a Sub Area Command to an MSTS Office as of 1 January
1960 and the Funston and the O llara were retired to the National

Defense Reserve Fleet and the lams Oounty wasdiverted to dump
ing ammunition Letter of Thiay 11 1962 from iilitary Sea Trans

portation Service Office Pier 91 at Seattle to Alaska Steam as con

tained in an extra record sworn affidavit

Even with a complete disregard of the information about the move
ments of three small naval vessels there is ample evidence in the record

to support the decision reached There has been no substantial prej
udice caused by the presence Of this evidence We do not condone
the practice of insinuating evidence in briefs on exceptions but since
it has been done we see no point in using such a minor unprejudicial
error as a basis of a reversal as requested

Third the surmise that if thesalmon pack was as large a s it might be the
added local income would create a demand for merchandise to be shipped north

bound which would also increase 1960 carryings

This statement was based on respondent s Brief on Exceptions in

the record which stated no one had anticipated the tremendous buy
ing splurge which was indulged in by the residents of the Bristol

Bay area at the end or the season p 64 The point is made that

it would be impossible to make this surmise on the available evidence

8 F M C
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and because it parallels too closely the allegedly poisonous infor

mation supplied by Alaska Steam a court would consider it an

improper conclusion In effect weare to he precluded from the con

jecture if it turns out to be substantiated later even though the prop

erly admitted testimony might still support the conjecture As proor
or the latter possibility we note fihat long berore the allegedly poison
ous information was in at the time or briefs to the examiner based on

the record closed in December 1960 hearing counsel was able to state

in his reply brief for example that 1960 had an abundant move

ment or salmon and this incremental traffic not only brings in

increased direct revenue but also contributes to the general prosperity
or Alaska and thereby indirectly generates other additional rreight
revenue Heply Brier p 7 The statement proves that at least

perception or a relationship between general prosperity including
the prosperity of a fishing community and its purchase or goods
carried northbound as a rorm of additionally generated rreight reve

nue is reasonably possible on the legitimate record A witness also

made a reverse conjecture involving this same relationship where

pmchasing power is depressed in the rollowing testimony which

came arter testimony as to a poor salmon season in the southwestern

part or the State Last year 1959 Bristol Bay was declared a

disaster area When those people don t have any money they don t

buy rerrigerators or automobi es which we hope we can carry Tr

p 2176 The converse thatwhen there is prosperity northbound that

goods are bought is equally plausible and may be made the subject or

a more specific surmise based on the 1960 Bristol Bay prosperity
generated increase in purchasing power then roreshadowed by testi

mony wherein a witness arter saying that fishing had practically
finished in Bristol Bay stated

However I learned from telephone conversation with our Bristol Bay repre

sentative yesterday conversation with our Mr Renbarger that although fish are

still showing in theBay by that I mean you can look outand see them jumping
they sic were only two fishing hoats out of the Nushagak side actually fishing
That would have been as of Saturday night The reason he gave us is that

these men have already made the high fishermen this year has reported to have

made 53 000 inabout 1 month s work

Q One fisherman

A Yes And the low isgoing to be somewhere around 20 000 except for those

individuals who only fish a day or two not regular The men arenot interested
infurther fishing effort this season Tr p 2173

This is part of what was described as rather nice news about the

high yield in Bristol Bay then roreshadowed ror the rest or 1960 On
the premise that 1960 might be used as the test year for tonnages the

Alaska Steam witness was trying to deprpss his figures but respond
ent s motives ror downgrading news of high tonnages aside the wit

S F M C
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ness testimony provided facts hich 1 showed that 1960 would not

be a normal year and 2 justified our action in adjusting or disre

garding 1960 actual results as seen by the Examiner to achieve what

we considered to be a result more in line with a longer term trend

At the time conclusions were reached the Commission vas dealing
with prophecy not experience with a forecast not a survey There

is no need now to reject experience particularly where it proves the

validity of the forecast as petitioners insist on in the name of a rule

confining a decision to the record

All things considered the accurately projected result for 1960 as

seen by the Examiner s better than average projection and de

manded by the State as not regarded as a serviceable guide to

future conditions ror ratemaking purposes but the tonnages in line

with past experience were regarded as more serviceable guides in the

light or the testimony
In conclusion we find with rererence to extra record claims

a that some extra record information was introduced by Alaska

Steam
b that our findings were supported without reference to such in

formation and

c with the exception or inrormation about the movements or three

small naval vessels that only findings supported by the record were

used in reaching our conclusions

4 Revenue estimates for 1960 Our revenue estimates were based

on the tonnage estimates No change was made in Alaska Steam s

revenue estimates which were also based on such tonnages and cer

tain additional revenues and expenses added or subtracted by the

Examiner were rejected to restore Alaska Steam s estimates The

respondent sustained its burden or proof in this part or the rate

proceeding
The Examiner s results were round to be distorted by some or his

computations The Examiner stated that at 1959 rates the additional

income accruing to Alaska Steam rrom his projected tonnage in

creases rrom additional traffic after allowance ror cargo handling
expense would be 691 712 According to the Ex miner average
income in 1959 on commercial and military cargo was 32 19 per ton

and cargo handling expenses in the first 5 months or 1960 averaged
14 27 per ton leaving a net revenue or 17 92 per ton as the basis

ror his calculation JD p 30 fn 12 He then added the 1960

income projected by Alaska Steam as attributable to the rate increase

on commercial traffic and round his projected net income berore and

after taxes ID p 31 The cargo handling expense however was

predominantly applicable the Examiner considered it impossible to

make an allocation or handling costs to commercial pargo on this
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record to commercial cargo because military cargo is handled on a

free in and out fio basis which means that the armed forces

instead of the carrier pay for all loading and unloading This pro

ceeding is concerned only with rates on commercial cargo The

Examiner in using average figures applicable to both commercial and

military traffic may have distorted the net revenue from cdmmercial

cargo by not dedl cting enough of the applicable cargo handling ex

penses Vhile theoretically such a method might have produced an

equitable result the uncertainties inherent in such a method led to the

rejection of his method in favor of our own estimates

Any excessive net revenue derived from his computations plus his

estimated increased tonnages for 1960 inflated the net revenue figures
used to show the Examiner s excessive rate ofreturn

These tonnage and revenue distortions are added reasons for not

relying on the Examiner s estimates and for our belief that Alaska

Steam had done a better job in sustaining its burden of proof
The claim of error in the petition for reOpening is that the 1960

revenue estimates did not proj ct the revenue increase of 12 over

1959 shown for the first 5 months of 1960 into the last 7 months but

only projected a 2 5 increase for the full year This is another

reflection of the basic difference of regarding 1960 figures determined

as accurately as possible which petitioners insist on instead of regard
ing a rough estimate of 1960 as only a hypothetical average year for

rate purposes with adjustments in visible actual results to reflect

known adverse and nonstatistical influences

5 Added voyage8 by Alaska Steam The weight given added

voyages by Alaska Steam was to consider that they increased expenses
without for the immediate future increasing revenues because cargo

tonnages showed no great increase Petitioner questions the increase

as a management decision without justifying evidence Ve know of

no authority for the proposition that all management decisions affect

ing future rates have to be justified by evidence Necessarily such

decisions are based on judgment a nd future hopes Perhaps history
will show that Alaska Steam was wrong and the petitioner right in

deciding that one of two sailings a week in van eontainer service com

petitive ith barge lines is an uneconomictl operation At this

stage it could not be proven wrong either and respondent was allowed

latitude for the exercise of its business judgment
6 Effect on rate8 of diver8ion of traffic to other carrier8 It is

claimed that evidence of diversion of traffic to other carriers should
have been used to show rates are too high The possibility that con

tinuing increases in the cost of transportation will cause a decline in

tonnages carried an increase in unit cost and a decline in net revenues

is a real one but we were not satisfied that it is a valid criteria for
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finding rates unreasonable where the Commission is not authorized to

compel service by the carrier These factors should certainly be of

serious conpern to owners and managers Reduced rates may well

help respondent s business but we know of no authority permitting
us to find rates unreasonable because a different ratemaking policy
would be better fronl someone else s point of view Alaska Steam is

entitled to a fair return on the facts as we estimate them Ifrespond
ent is determined not to lower its rates to where less than a fair return

is available in the hope of future gain we cannot change its policy by
saying lower rates and a lower return is required by law

7 Rate relationship issues The failure to make findings regard
ing evidence submitted by GSA demonstrating unreasonableness of

rates and rate relationships in the Alaskantrade is not error because of

the lack of relevance to a general rate increase proceeding
Facts were submitted showing Alaska Steam s commodity rates

were considerably higher than the corresponding class rates covering
the same commodities Under Alaska Steam s Tariff Rule No 80

commodity rates supersede the otherwise applicable class rates The

proposed increases made preexisting discrepancies between commodity
and class rates even more extreme For example the proportional
LCL less than carload lot commodity rate on filing cabinets was

inrreased from 6 56 to 7 22 per 100 lbs or 66 cents while the class

rate was 2 84 and after the increase 3 12 per 100 Ibs or 28 cents

The increase on the former was more than double the increase on the

latter The widened differences ranged from 2 cents to 85 cents per
100 lbs The class rate increases are and remain lower than the

commodity rate increases An uneven application of the rate in

crease vas shown For example a local commodity rate of 2 98 per
100 lbs to Seward was compared with a 3 00 per 100 Ibs to Juneau

before increase The two were almost the same although Juneau is

nearer Seattle than Sewa rd hut the proportional rate to Seward is

even lower at 2 07 The proportional rate provides for a division

of through water and rail rates The local rates to Juneau and

Seward were increased 30 cents but the increase received by Alaska

Steam from the proportional to Seward was only 21 cents Exhibit

57 The local port traffic received the greater increase and the
traffic moving under the proportional rate to inland points was pre
ferred by a lower increase of 9 cents per 100 Ibs The local traffic to

Seward would be small in comparison with proportional traffic so

southeastern Alaska is getting a heavier share of the revenue burden

as a result of the increases The foregoing is a summary of the basic

facts GSA wanted us to consider in passjng on the lawfulness of the
increased rates The claim is made that such a system of rates does

not lend itself fairly to general increases in rates Other facts showed
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substantial rate distortions have unquestionably occurred but these
will be the subject of other proceedings General rate increases to

provide an overall fair return to a carrier are not invalidated by such

distortions which appear to have occurred over the years and are not

necessarily the result of a system The variations should hechallenged
on the basis of unreasonableness of individual rates

In our first report it was considered unnecessary to make findings
demonstrating the unreasonableness of individual rates and rate rela

tionships in the Alaskan trade because of lack of relevance of 8uch

findings in a general ratemaking proceeding This is a general rate

proceeding in which all rates are increased The burden of the in

crease is shifted to all users of transportation service rather than on

the shippers of the individual commodities whose rates might be ad

justed based on facts pertaining thereto No specific facts about rates

for specific comnlodities rere prodllced as a basis for conclusiollS as
B

to lawfulness of separate rates Absent snch facts it was sought to

show that commodity rates which were higher than class rates were
os

abnormalities requiring special justification Normally commodity
rrrates are considered as exceptions to class rates and for this reason

lower These rules however are more applicable to rail transporta
tion than to ocean transportation

There are no commodity classification systems designed for ocean

tranSl Ortation rates Vllell a carrier rallts to use a classificatioll sys
tern it adopts one designed for rail traffic and Alaska Steam adopted
the vVestern Freight Classification In rail traffic primary consiclera

tion is given to the weight and value of commodities and less con

sideration is given to the volume or measurement of the commodity
The economics of ocean transportation require that more emphasis be

givell to tIle rolUll1e a11d llleasllrell1ellt beCtl llse space ill Sllips llolds is

limited Until a realistic commodity rate is needed and established

class rates are used where there is historically little or no traffic

Vhen a commodity rate is needed a rate is negotiated and subse

quently put in the tariff as a commodity rate Accordingly there is

no essential relation that is reasonable or unreasonable between class

and commodity rates in this proceeding which might be used to test
the reasonableness or unreasonableness of a general increase

8 Rate of return The provision of a rate of return of 9 07 for

Alaska Steam was based on a comparison of the resulting rate of

return shown by this record with the rate of return for other ocean

carriers Our conclusion was based on the best available evidence

caused largely by the intervenors failure to introduce their own testi

mony and studies as to a proper rate of return for the respondent and

instead confining their attack to picking flaws in respondent s presen
tation Iore was required than this so the Commission of necessity
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relied on the available expert witness opinion and on the fact that

what was allowed was close to what wasallowed other carriers GSA

states that if the rate of return of 9 07 can be reduced based on the

higher revenue projection disallowance of certain expense items and

other accounting adjustments as urged herein the great importance
of such a reductIon to the State of Alaslm and its residents as well as

this protestant warrants the additional effort involved But this

effort has already been made and a nmeffort at this time would only
be a retrial of the case rather than passing on new issues and new

facts

9 Alaska s contentions wUh respect to ExandlJU3r s Decision Other

contentions were made by the State with respect to the Examiner s

decision and not expressly passed on by the Commission The State

says failure to consider or mention these contentions in its carefully
prepared Exceptions and Reply vas error No authority is cited

for this proposition To the extent the Commission failed to

mention a contention it vas believed to be unnecessary or unrelated

to the results

10 Remand of other carrier proceedings The remand of the pro

ceedings involving respondents Puget Sound Alaska Van Lines

PSAVL Garrison Fast Freight Division Garrison and Alaska

Freight Lines Inc Alaska Freight wasmade because these carriers

had supplied insufficient information to permit a decision The State

equates insufficiency with a failure to meet the statutory burden of

proof as though the carriers had presented all they could and still

failed to justIfy their rates This was not the case The record

showed that these respondents relied 011 Alaska Steam being found to

be the dominant carrier and being the carrier whose rates vould

govern all other forms of vater transportation Ve held Alaska

Steam wasnot dominant in the trade on the routes these carriers ser red

In fairness the other respondent carriers should be afforded an op

portunity to justify their rates on a more complete record relating to

their specialized services regave them the opportunity to make

such a record before passing on their rates

11 Agreement to refund unlawfui harrIes It is stated that error

vms made hen the Commission in response to letters by the respond
ents agreeing to refund charges above those determined to be just and

reasonable did not suspend the proposed increases The power to

suspend or not under Section 3 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

is entirely discretionary with the Commission and no consultation

with State is required in spite of its interest in any suspension action

There can be no error under such circumstances Thether or not any
collections are a trust as suggested or a debt to shippers or col

lectible only in a reparation proceeding if the rates are ordered reduced
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is now immaterial in view of our ultimate conclusions as to the justness
and reasonableness of the rates

E Oonclusion

Apart from the assignments of error no few facts whatever not

existing at the time the record herein was developed have been pre
sented as justification for a revised decision It is concluded for the

reasons given herein that the eleven assignments of error as sum

marized are without merit and that the record citation and excerpts
herein fully support the findings made without reference to any
extra record information improperly placed before us by respondent
Alaska Steam The report and order issued by the Commission on

April 30 1963 and served May 6 1963 is fully supported by evidence

findings1 and reasons

For the foregoing reasons the petitions for reopening of Docket

No 881 and reconsideration of the Commission s report and order

therein should be denied This report shall comprise a supplement
substantiating the conclusions reached by the above named Commis
sioners insofar as they voted for the Commission s report of April
30 1963

8 F M C
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JAPAN ATLANTIC AND GULF FREIGHT CONFERENCE

EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE DUAL RATE CONTRACT

B

E

No 1080

TR NS PACIFIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE OF JAPAN

EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE DUAL RATE CONTRACT

Decided October 30 1964

Respondent conferences permitted to use exclusive patronage dual rate con

tract in the form appended to this Report

Elkan Turk Jr and Willia1n Logan Jr for respondents
George F Galland for respondent States Marine Lines Inc

Robert J Blackwell and Howard A Levy Hearing Counsel

O lV Robinson Hearing Examiner

REPORT

BY THE COl1l1ISSION John IIarlle Ohairmanj Jalnes V Day
Vice Ohairmanj Ashton C Barrett George H IleaTn
Commissioners

In these consolidated proceedings two inbound steamship confer

ences from Japan seek 1 permission to institute contract noncon

tract ex lusive patronage sY tl s dual rates in their respective
trades and 2 approval of heir proposed contracts under section

14h of the Shipping Act 75 Stat 762 46 U S C 813a

After the issuance of the order setting th e lnatters down for

investigation hearings were held briefs were filed with the presiding
examiner and an initial decision was issued on March 2 1964 Excep
tions and replies thereto followed the initial decision and oral argu
ment was held on August 10 1964

No shipper or other interested party intervened in these proceedings
Each of the respondent conferences is engaged in the inbound
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trades to the United States from the Far East principally Japan
In No 1078 respondent is the Japan Atlantic and GulfFreight Con

ference JAGFC and respondent in No 1080 is the Trans Pacific

Freight Conference of Japan TFCJ Each of these conferences

has long been established and each employed a dual fate system before

World War II

After the war when commerical trading between Japan and the
United States was resumed the conferences again became operative
They did not however effectuate dual rate systems Isbrandtsen
Co Inc Isbrandtsen an independent carrier not a member of
these conferences then entered the trade in competition with the
conferences Isbrandtsen maintained a rate level generally 10 percent
under the conferences rates and succeeded in capturing a substantial

portion of the market

To meet this competition JAGFC annolll1ced its intention to rein

state its dual rate system That announcement was withdrawn due
to legal ramifications present at the time llitimately the conference
filed a justification statement with the Federal Maritime Board pur
suant to General Order 76 whereby a proposed dual rate system
would become effective on January 23 1953

On January 22 1953 the effectuation of the system was temporarily
stayed and later the conference wasenjoined from operating with dual
rates until it had the prior approval of the Board after a hearing
sbrandtsen v United States 211 F 2d 51 1954 The Board sub

sequently approved the system by orders served December 21 1955
and January 1956 hut those orders were reversed sbrandtsen v

United States 239 F 2d 933 1956 and the reversal was affirmed in
Federal Maritime Board v sbrandtsen 356 U S 481 1958

Just prior to this protracted litigation the companion conference

TPWC issued its notice of intent to reinstate the system but withdrew
it when General Order 76 was promulgated In late 1953 it filed its
statement pursuant to that general order a hearing was ordered by
the Board and in view of the first sbrandtsen decision the effectuation
of the system was stayed pending the outcome of the hearing The

Board after hearing denied the use of the system in December 1955
oontraot Rate8 TranB Pacific Freight Oonf of Japan 4 FMB 744

1955

Apart from these frustrated attempts to meet Isbrandtsen scompeti
tion by a system of dual rates both conferences on March 12 1953
leclared their rates on several selected major commodities open
Rates in each trade dropped precipitously and were not closed until
the spring of 1958 In each trade conference carryings practically
dol bled between 1955 and 1957 and this fact prompted the closing of

8 F M C
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the rates For all practical purposes the rates have remained closed

since that time although they are not at as high a level as they were

when opened in 1953

Isbrandtsen remains in the trade as an independent but itmaintains

a rate level not significantly different from the conferences levels
Other nonconference carriers in the trades occasionally reach a level
30 percent lower than the conferences Even during the course of
these proceedings the conferences have adjusted some of their com

modity rates downward in an effort to meet outside competition
The record established that nonconference competition to the

Atlantic and gulf from Japan increased from 1 to 6 carriers and from

25 to 91 sailings from 1959 through November 1962 Similarly in
the companion trade to the Pacific Coast nonconference competition
increased from 1 carrier to 16 between 1959 and 1962 and nonconference

sailings increased from 25 to 54 from 1959 through 1961
In addition to the foregoing the record shows 1 shippers and

consignees favor the system 2 conference services are superior in

quality and frequency of service to nonconference services and 3
the failure of respondents to use the system could result in the open

ing of the rates and a rate war A rate war would be inimical to the

interests of shippers and consignees as well as to carriers

There is nothing in this record to show that the system or the

contracts as modified herein would be 1 detrimental to our com

merce 2 contrary to the public interest or 3 unjustly discrimin

atory and unfair as between shippers exporters importers or ports
or between exporters from the United States and their foreign
competitors

Under the act if the system is not objectionable the contracts 1

may
be employed if 1 they are available to all shippers and consignees
on equal terms and conditions 2 and 2 they provide lower rates to

a shipper or consignee who agrees to give all or a fixed portion of his

patronagem to the carriers and 3 expressly contain clauses covering
eight specific matters and contain such other provisions not incon
sistent herein as the Commission shall require or permit

The bulk of the evidentiary record and briefs were concerned with

the various contract provisions and the exceptions and replies were

devoted exclusively to contractual matters

d

l

3

n

t

1 The form of contract In each of these cases save for the Insignificant details Is
Identical

2 Clause 7 clearly satisfies this requirement
8 Clause 2 a meets this requirement While these contracts do not afford thl signa

tory shipper the optlon of being bound with respect to all or a fixed portion of his
shipments the contracts In this regard comport with our decision in The Dual Rate Ouses

served Mar 27 1964

8 F Nt C
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The Commission has recently issued its report in The Dual Rate

Oases March 27 1964 wherein the matters raised here werecarefully
considered Exceptions and replies here were filed after the issuance

of that decision
In sum the conferences contend that the record in these cases re

quires a result different in many respects from the result in the Dual

Rate Oases Hearing counsel contend that respondents exceptions
constitute a collateral attack on The Dual Rate Oases and urge the

reaffirmation of that decision here

Despite the respondents contentions we believe our decision in The

Dual Rate Oases is dispositive of the issues here We cannot find cir

umstances so different from those presented in the earlier case that our

onclusions and reasoning there would be inappropriate here Never

theless we want to address ourselves to the principal matters raised

by respondents
The first of these is the affiliates clause As is the bent of all con

ferences on the affiliates issue respondent s want all affiliates of the

signatory shipper to be bound by the contract not merely those over

whom the signatory merchant regularly exercises working control in

relation to shipping matters

Itwas abundantly clear at the oral argument that respondents de

sire the all inclusive affiliates clause as an aid to their policing of the

contract As we pointed out in the Dual Rate Oases no words in

any agreement can assure that the parties will not breach their con

tract and that the affiliates clause there and here approved in

cludes a specific provision regarding various subterfuges In short

the easing ofcarrier sales effort and the aiding in strict observance of

the contract offered by an all inclusive clause is far outweighed by the

legitimate business interests of autonomous subsidiaries or affiliates

With respect to the conclusive presumption vis a vis the prima facie

p esumption in the legal right clause we reiterate our statement in

Docket No 1079 The Persian Gulf Dual Rate case decided August
31 1964

Many of the prolJused contracts contain language which would raise a con

clusive presumption that the signatory merchant had the legal right to select

the carrier if his name appeared on certain shipping documents or if he other

wise partiCipated in the ocean routing or the selection of the ocean carrier

While we agree that these circumstances may suggest that the merchant has the

legal right to select the carrier the statute does not appear to permit such cir

cumstances and nothing more to prove conclusively legal right to select the

carrier In short the statute does not appear to permit a presumption here

which would preclude the proof of the true situation The D1tal Jlatc Cases

Respondents arguments regarding themerchant s option of furnish

ing pertinent data to the conference or permitting the conference to

inspect such data at the merchant s place of business in respect to
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routing of a particular shipment questioned by the conference are not

novel A flat requirement that the merchant supply documents at the

conference office could we perceive result in harassment of the mer

chant The option resting with the merchant of requiring on the

spot inspection will serve as a brake upon the possibility of groundless
fishing expeditions by the conferences

Apart from the foregoing there has been nothing presented here

which would dissuade us from the view that dual rate contracts so far

as possible should be uniform

Itis the expectation of the committee that a standard form of contract to be

utilized by all conferences will be approved II with such riders as may be

equired to suit the needs of a particular trade This will greatly simplify the

problem of shippers with respect to interpretation and application of

differing provisions H Rept No 498 87th Cong 1st sess p 9 1961

The full text of the contract form as modified and approved is at

tached hereto

Oommissioner Patterson concurring and dissenting
The application of theJapan Atlantic and Gulf Freight Conference

and the Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan herein called

applicants two conferences of common carriers in foreign com

merce for permission to use an exclusive patronage dual rate contract

titled a Merchant s Agreement has been adjudicated in accordance

with the requirements of section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 as

amended

Based on an examination of the proposed standard form ofcontract

between the applicants and shippers for shipments on their members

vessels and of the facts pertaining to the particular trade described

in the record herein it is found

1 The Merchant s Agreement will be available to all shippers and

consigneesonequal terms and conditions

2 The Merchant s Agreement provides lower rates to a shipper or

consignee who agrees to give all or any fixed portion of his patronage
to the conferences

3 The contract rate system proposed by the applicants including
the form of contract will not be detrimental to the commerce of the

United States nor contrary to the public interest nor unjustly discrim

inatory or unfair as between shippers exporters importers or ports or

as hetween exporters from the United States and their foreign
competitors

It 18 noted that the above finding Is not responSive to the order of investigation which
states the Commission will pass on whether the applicants dual rate system will also be

unjustly discriminatory as between carriers Such an undertaking goes beyond what

sec 14b requires States Marine Lines Inc asked that we resolve this Issue as to It
but on May 22 1964 advised the Commission that the exceptions of States Marine to the
Initial decision which failed to pass on the issue were withdrawn It Is considered the
omission Is no longer of practical concern to any of the parties
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4 The Merchant s Agreement contains the express provisions pre
scribed by items 1 through 8 af sectian 14b

5 The Merchant s Agreement contains other pravisians which are

not inconsistent with the aforesaid prescribed provisions and which

the Commission shauld require 01 permit
Accardingly Iconcur that we should permit the use of the Mer

chant s Agreement
For the reasons stated in my cancurring and dissenting opinion in

The Dual Rate Oases dated March 30 1964 Idissent from the major
ity s actian in prescribing madifications in the Merchant s Agreement
without the essential preliminary finding of deficiencies in the appli
cants contract The finding is not to he implied nor is it supplied hy a

disclasure of deficiencies in the record as expressed in such statements

as there is nathing in this recard to show the contracts would be

detrimental etc 01 we cannat find the circumstances different than

thase shawn in the record in Docket No 1111 01 there has heen

nothing presented which would dissuade us fram the view that dual

rate contracts sa far as possible should be unifOrm

IWOuld permit the use Ofthe cO ntracts On the basis Ofthe sUPPOrting
record herein pertaining to twO inbOund trade rautes

Eigl1t madificatians by the Examiner were adopted and three addi

tional madificatians were made by the majority far the purpase af

conforming the applicants cantract with thedecision in The Dual Rate

Oases in Dacket NO 1111 March 27 1964

The majority refers to its repart in The Dual Rate Oases as dispasi
tive af the issues in regard to the madified pravisions Such a refer

ence however ignares a recard here in containing evidence af candi

tions in trades fram Japan to the United States of the testimany af

Japanese merchants and ofthe testimany ofAmerican imparters from

Japan and adjudicates on the record made in the earlier proceeding
rather than on the basis af the recOrd in Dackets NOs 1078 and 1080

The latter dockets cO ntain the recOrd cOncerning trade between Japan
and theU S A and evidence theonly proceedings in which respondents
participated Respandents did not participate in developing the

record in The DualRate Oases and the record therein is nOtcanclusive

as to these respandents Respondents rights are being violated by a

decision nat based an the present recard but On anather recard being
used to determine their privileges
Ifurther disassaciate myself from the statements regarding the ef

forts of the conference to meet Outside campetitian and the recard af

increases in nonconference competition insofar as they imply that

the contract is a necessary competitive measure justifying approval of

a dual rate cantract system in these trades The ather three factars

8 F M C
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referred to by the majority on page 3 4th paragraph have my con

currence Competition is a factor on almost any ocean trade route

but it was not shown to be the dominating or controlling factor for

initiating the exclusive patronage contract in these trades at this time

Applicants contract and dual rate system are not being introduced as

a necessary competitive measure

S F M C
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lAPPENDIX

APPROVED AGREEMENT FORM DOCKETS NOS 1078 AND 1080

AGREEMENT No

NAME OF CONFERENCE

MERCHANT S AGREEMENT

Memorandum of Agreement entered into at tbis
day of 19 by and between

having its his principal place of business at here

inafter called the Merchant and the carriers who are parties to the U S

Federal Maritime Commission Agreement No as amended providing
for the name Of conference hereinafter called the Conference or tbe
Oarriers and which Agreement bas been duly filed with the Ministry of

Transporta tion of the Japanese Government

For their mutual benefit in the stabilization of rates services and practices
and for the development of international maritime commerce in the trade de

fined inArticle 1 of this Agreement theparties hereby agree as follows

1 The Conference undertakes throughout the period of this Agreement to

maintain common carrier service which shall so far as concerns the frequency
of sailings and thecarrying capacity of the vessels of the Carriers be adequate
to meet all the reasonable requirements of the Merchant for the movement of

goods in the trade from Japan Korea and Okinawa to Pacific Coast ports of
California Oregon Washington Canada and the ports of Hawaii and Alaska

or U S Gulf ports and Atlantic Coast ports of North America hereinafter
called the Trade and the Conference further agrees that subject to the
av ailabHityof suitable space in the vessels of the Carriers at the time when the

Merchant applies therefor said vessels shall transport the goods of the Mer

chant in the Trade upon the terms and conditions herein set forth Ports from

a nd to whichservice is offered by the Carriers shall be set forth in the

Conference tariff
2 a The Merchant shallship or cause to be shipped all of its ocean ship

ments moving in the Trade on vessels of the Oarriers unless otherwise provided
in this Agreement

b iThe term Merchant shall include the party signing this Agreement
as shipper and any Of his parent subsidiary or other related companies or

entitie who may engage in the shipment of commodities in tbe trade covered

by this Agreement and over whom he regularly exercises direction and working
control as distinguished from the possession of the power to exercise such

direction and control in relation to shipping mauters whether the shipments
are made by or in the name of the Merchant any such related company or

entity or an agent or shipping representative acting on their behalf The

names of such related companies and entities all of whom shall have the un

restricted benefits of this Agreement and be fully bound thereby are listed at

the end of this Agreement The party signing this Agreement as Merchant

warrants and represents that the list is true and complete that he will promptly
notify the Carrier s inwriting of any future changes in the list and that he has

authority to enter into this Agreement on ibehalf of the sa id related companies
and entities so listed Art 2 b optional

c In agreeing to confine the carriage of its shipments to the vessels of the

Carriers the Merchant promises and declares that it is bis intent to do so with

out evasion or subterfuge either directly or indirectly by any means including
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the use of intermediaries or persons firms or entities affiliated with or related

to the Merchant

d The Carriers agree that they will not provide contract rates to anyone

not bound by a Merchant s Rate Agreement withth Carriers The Merchant

agrees tJbat he will notobtain contract rates for any person notentitled to them

including related companies not bound by this Agreement by making shipments
under this Agreement on b balf of any such person

3 a Ifthe Merchant has the legal right at the time of shi pment to select

8 carrier for the shipment of any goods subject to this Agreement whether

by the expressed or implied terms of an agreement for the purchase sale or

transfer of such goods shipment for his own account operaHon of law or other

wise the Merchant shall select one or more of theCarriers

b IfMerchant s vendor or vendee has the legal right to select the carrier

and fails to exercise that right or otherwise permits Merchant to select the
carrier Merchant shall be deemed to have the legal right to select the carrier

c It shall be deemed a breach of this Agreement if before the time of

shipment the Merchant with the intent of avoiding his obligation hereunder

divests himself or with the same intent permits himself to be divested of the

legal right to select the carrier and the shipment is carried by a carrier not a

party hereto

I d For the purposes of this Article the Merchant shall be deemed prima
facie to have the legal right at the time of shipment to select the carrier forany

shipment
1 with respect to which the Merchant arranged or participated in the

arrangements for ocean shipment or selected or participated in the

selection of the oceancarrier or

2 with respect to which the Merchant s name appears on the bill of

lading or export declara tion as shipperor consignee
e Nothing contained inthis Agreement shall require theMerchant to refuse

to purchase seB or transfer any goods on terms which vest the legal right to

select the carrier in any other person

f In order that the Conference may investigate the facts as itO any ship
ment of the Merchant that has moved or that the Merchant or the Conference

believes has moved via a nonconference carrier and upon written request
clearly so specifying the Merchant at his option 1 will furnish to the Con

ference chairman secretary or other duly authorized Conference representative

or attorney such information or copies of such documents which relate thereto

and are in his possession or reasonably available to him or 2 allow the fore

going persons to examine such documents on the premises of the Merchant

where they are regularly kept Pricing data and similar information may be

deleted from the documents at the option of the Merchant and there shall be

no disclosure 9f any information in violation of Sec 20 of the Spipping Act

1916
g Within ten 10 days after the event in any transaction in which the

Merchant is a party and the legal right to select the carrier is vested ina person

Optional but if not used the followIng language shall be inserted

and there shall be no dIsclosure of such information wIthout the consent of the 1Ier

chant except that nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the giving of such infor

mation 1 in response to any legal process issued under the authority of any court or

2 to any officer or agent of any government in the exercise of his powers or 3 to any

officer or other duly authorized person seeking such information for the prosecution of

persons charged with or suspected of crime or 4 to another carrier or its duly author

Ized agent for the purpose of adjusting mutual traffic accounts in the ordInary course of

business of such carriers or 5 to arbitrators appointed pursuant to this Agreement
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other than the Merchant and if he has knowledge that the shipment has been

made via R nonconference carrier the Merchant shall notify the Conference in

writing of this fact giving the names of the merchant and his customer the

commodity involved and thequantity thereof and the name of thenonconference

carrier Provided however Dhat where the activities of Merchants are so ex

tensive in area or the nature or volume of his sales makes it impracticable to

give notice within ten 10 days the Merchant shall give notice as prOmptly as

POssiible after the event

4 This Agreement excludes 1 cargo of the Merchant which is loaded and

carried in bulk withQut mark 0 1 CQunt except liquid ibulk cargoes Other than

chemicals and petrO leum prQducts in less than full shipload IOts 2 ship
ments on vessels O wned by the Merchant Dr chartered sO lely by the Merchant

where the term O f the charter is fOr 6 months or IQnger and the chartered
vessels are used exclusively for the carriage of fhe Merchant s cOmmodities

and 3 shipments of cargoes fQr which no contract rate is provided
5 The Merchant shaH have the O ptiQn of selecting any of the vessels operated

by any Of the Carliers The Merchant agrees to request space with the carrier

he desires as early as practicable and not less than five 5 days before the

earliest date he wishes to have the cargo loaded aboard the vessel The Mer

chant shall not be obligated to select a COnference carrier 0 1 carriers fOr any

shipment which the Carriers cannot suita1bly accommQdate within a ten 10

calendar dilY period requested by the Merchant fQr loading Provided however

That the Merchant shall first prOmptly notify the COnferenceof such unavail

a bility Of space and if within twO 2 business days after receipt Df such nQtice

theCQnference shall nO t have advised the Merchant that his entire shipment can

be suitably accommodated by a vessel or vessels if the merchant by cOntract

is O bligated to make the shipment Qna single vessel suitable space shall be

provided O n a single vessel of the Carriers within said ten 10 calendar day

periOd the Merchantshall be free with respect to such shipment to secure space

lsewhere within a reasQnable time

6 This Agreement does not require the Merchant to divert shipments of goodS
from natural transPQrtatiOn routes not served by CQnference vessels where

direct carrlag is av ailable PrOvided however that where the Carriers prQ

vide service between any twO ports within the scOpe of this cQntract which

constitute a natural transPQrtation rO ute between the Originand destination

of such shipment the Merchant shall be obligated to select the Carrier s service

A natural transportatiQn route is a traffic path reasOnably warranted by economic

criteria such as CQsts time availruble facilities the natureOf the shipment and

any other ecO nOmic criteria apprOpriate in the circumstances Whenever Mer

chant intends to assert his rights under this article to use a carrier who is

not a party heretO and the PQrt through which Merchant intends to ship or

receive his gOQds is within the scope of this Agreement Merchant shall first so

notify the OOnference in accOrdance withthe prQvisions of Article 5hereOf

7 The rates applicable to shipments made under this Agreement shall be the

cO ntract rates lawfully in effect at the time of shipment as set forth in the tariff

0 1 tariffs O f the COnference and on file with the Federal Maritime CQmmission

Contract rates Qn every commQdity 01 class Qf cOmmQdities shall be lower than

the ordinary rates set fQrth in the Carriers tariff by a fixed percentage of fifteen

15 per centum Qf thenoncontract or ordinary rates The rates may be rounded

out to the nearest multiple of five 5 cents nQt including additiQnal handling

01 accessQrial charges which willnot result in the difference between the rates

exceeding fifteen 15 per centum of theordinary rates

8 F M C
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8 a The Carriers shall make no change in rates charges classifications

rules or regulations which results in au increase or decrease in cost to the Mer

chant except as provided by Section 18 b 2 of the Shipping Act 1916 and

the Rules of the FederaL Maritime Commission Provided however The rates

of the freight under this Agreement are subject to increase from time to time

and the Carriers insofar as such increases areunder the control of the Carriers

willgive notice thereof not less than ninety 90 calendar days inadvance of the

increases by publishing them ninety 90 calendar days in advance in the

Conference tariff Should circumstances necessitate

increasing the rates by notice as aforesaid aud should such increased rates be

not acceptable to the Merchant the Merchant may tender notice of termination

of this Agreement to become effective as of the effective date of the proposed
increase by giving written notice of such intention to theConference within thirty

30 caLendar days after the date of notice as aforesaid of the proposed increase

Further provided however That the Carriers may within thirty 30 calendar

days subsequent to the expiration of the aforesaid thirty 30 calendar day

period notify the Merchant inwriting that they elect to continue this Agreement

under the existing effective rates and inthe event the Carriers give such notice

this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect as if the proposed increase

had never been made and the Merchant s notice of terminartion had never been

given
b The Conference shall offer to the Merchant a subscription to its tariffs

at a reasonably cOmPensatory price however the Merchant shall be bound by

all notices accomplished as aforesaid without regard to whether it subscribes

to the Conference tariff Tariffs shall be open to the Merchant s inspection

at the Conference offices and at each of the offices of theCarriers during regular

business hours

c The rates initially applicable under this Agreement shall be deemed to

have become effective with their original effective date through filing with

the Federal Maritime Commission rather than to have become effective with

the signing of this Agreement aod notices of proposed rate increases which

are outstanding at the time this contract becomes effective shall run from the

date of publication in the tariff rather than from the date of this Agreement
d The Merchant and the Carriers recognize that mutual benefits arederived

from freedom on the part of the Carriers to open rates where conditions in the

Trade require such action without thereby terminating the dual rate system as

applicable to the commodity involved therefore it is agreed that the Confer

ence to meet the demands of the Merchants aod of the Trade may suspend the

application of the contract as to any commodity through the opening of the

rate on such commodity including opening subject to maximum or minimum

rates provided that none of the Carriers during a period of ninety 90 days

after the date when the opening of such rate becomes effective shall quote a rate

in excess of the Conference contract rate applicable to such commodity on the

effective date of the opening of the rate and provided further that the ralte shall

not thereafter be closed and the commodity returned to the application of the

contract system on less than ninety 90 days notice by the Carriers through

theflling of contract noncontract rates intheir tariff

9 a The Merchant may terminate this Agreement at any time without

penalty upon the expiration of ninety 90 calendar days following written

notice to the Conference of intent to so terminate P1 ovicZed however That the
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Merchant may terminate this agreement upon less than said ninety 90 days
notice pursuant to Article 8 a hereof

b The Conference may terminate this Agreement at any time without penalty
upon the expiration of ninety 90 calendar days following written notice to

the Merchant Termination by the Conference may be in whole or with re pect
to any commodity Provided however That Agreements with similarly situated

Merchants are also so terminated

c Termination as provided in this Article sball not abrogate any obligation
of any party or parties to any other party or parties hereto which shall have

accrued prior to termination

10 a In the event of breach of this Agreement by either party the damages
recoverable shall be the actual damages determined after breach in accordance

with the principles of contract lawProvided however That where the Mer

chant has made or has permitted a shipment on a vessel of a carrier not a party
hereto in violation of this Agreement and whereas actual damages resulting
from such a vIolation would be uncertain in amount and not readily calculable

the parties hereby agree that a fair measure of damages in such circumstances

shall be an amount equal to the freight charges of such shipment computed at

carriers contract rates in effect at the time of shipment less the estimated COlr

of loading aud unloadiug which would have been incurred had the shipment
been made on a vessel of a Garrier party hereto Such amount and no more

shall be recoverable as liquidated damages
b Upon tbe failure of the Merchant to payor dispute bis liability to pay

liquidated damages as berein specified for breach of the contract within thirty
30 days after receipt of notice by registered mail from the Conference that

they are due and payable the Carriers shall suspend the Merchant s rights and

obligations under the contract until he pays such damages If within thirty
30 days after receipt of such notice the Merchant notifies the Conference by

registered mail that he disputes the claim the Conference shall within thirty
30 days hereafter proceed in accordance with Article 14 to adjudIcate its

claim for damages and if it does not do so said claim shall be foreyer barred

If theadjudication is in the Conference s fayor and the damages are not paid
within thirty 30 days after the adjudication becomes final the Conference
shall suspend the Merchant s rights and obligations under the contract untU

be pays the damages No suspeusion shall abrogate any cause of action which

shall have arisen prior to the suspension Payment of damages shall auto

matically terminate suspension The Conference shall notify the Federal Mari

time Commission of each suspension and of each termination of suspension
within ten 0 days after the event

11 a l his Agreement is not and shall not he construed to be a contract

of carriage vith the Carriers or anyone of them Shipments under this Agre
ment are subject to aU the terms find conditions and exceptions of the then cur

rent Conference tariff on file vith the Federal Maritime Commission and of the

vermits dock receipts hills of lading aud otbershipping documents regularly
iI use by the individual Carriers aud to all laws and regulations of the appro

prIate authorities

b This Agreement shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions
of the Shipping Act 1916 ann the rules of thE Federal Maritime Commi l3ion

promulgated pursuant to said Act Article optional
12 Receipt and carriage of dangerons hazardous or obnoxious commodities

511a11 be subject to the special facilities aud requirements of the individual
Carrier
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13 The Conference shall promptly notify Merchant of changes in the Con

ference membership and any additional carriers which become members of
said Conference shall thereupon become parties to this Agreement and the
Merchant shall thereupon have the right to avail himself of their servics under

the terms of this Agreement Any Carrier party to this Agreement which for

any reasvn ceases to be a member of the Conference shall thereupon cease to be

a party to or participate in this Agreement and the Merchant shall not be en

titled to ship over said Carrier under this Agreement after such Carrier ceases

to be a member of the Conference or after having fifteen 15 calendar days
written notice of the termination of such Carrier s membership whichever is

luter l he Merchant may at allY time after notice that a Carrier has ceased

to be a member of the Conference cancel without penalty or liability for

damages any outstanding forward hooking with such withdrawing Carrier

14 All disputes arising in connection with this Agreement shall be snbmitted

to avbitration by any party and any dispute so submitted to arbitration shall

be finally settled under the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the Japan Com
mercial Arbitration Association At the time a party makes a demand for

arbitration to the Japan Commercial Arbitration Association it shall also submit

the name of its arbitrator and the other party shall have fourteen 14 calendar

days thereafter to name its arbitrator and file same with the Japan Commercial

Arbitration Association The Japan Commercial Arbitration Association shall
within fourteen 14 calendar days thereafter or within ISuh other period as

the parties may agree name the third arbitrator who sl1a l1act as chairman

A ny su m required to be paid by an award of the arbitrators shan be paiJd within

thirty 30 calendar days after a copy of the award has been mailed by the

arbitrators to the parties Judgment upon the arbitration award may be rend

ered in any court having juri diction thereof or application may be made to

such court for a judicial acceptance of the award and an order of enforcement
ae the case may be In the event an action for judgment of ececut ion isbrought
in a court of competent jurisdiction on thearbitration award or on the judgment
rendered thereon the parties waive all rights to object th reto insofar as per
missible under the laws of the place wherethe enforcement action is instituted

Prcwided however Nothing herein shall deprive the Federal Maritime Com
mission of its jurisdiction The place of arbitration referred to in this para

graph shall be Tokyo Japan unless otherwise mutually agreed upon by parties
concerned The foregoing provisions regarding arbitrations shall apply unless

the parties mutually agree to have any dispute settled pursuant to the rules of

any other arbitration society and at any other place or in any other manner

If the intention with which any party hereto did or omitted or caused or

permitted to be done or omi t any act or thing shall be an issue in any arbi

tration proceedings hereunder s lch party shall have failed refused or omitted

to furnish to any other party or to the arbitrators any information document
or data required to be furni hed by it in accordance with this agreement the

arbitrators may draw froUl such failure refusal or omission the inference that

the information documents or data contain facts adverse to the position of the
party who so failed refused or omitted

15 a In the event of war hostilities warlike operations embargoes block

ades regulations of any governmental authority pertaining thereto or any
other official interferences with commercial intercourse arising from the above

conditions which affect the operations of any of the Carriers in the trade
covered by this Agreemnt the Carriel s may suspend the effectiveness of this

Optlonal
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Agreement with respect to the operations affected and shall notify the Merchant
of such suspension Upon cessation of any cause or causes of suspension set

forth in this article and invoked by the Carriers said Oarriers shall forthwith

reassume their rights and Obligations hereunder and notify the Merchant on

fifteen 15 days written notice that the suspension is terminated
b In the event of any of the conditions enumerated in Article 15 a the

Carriers may increase any rate or rates affected thereby in order to meet such

conditions inlieu of suspension Such increase or increases shall be on not less

than fifteen 15 days written notice to the Merchant who may notify the

Carriers in writing not less than ten 10 days before increases are to become

effective of its intention to suspend this Agreement insofar as such increase

or increases is or are concerned and in such event the Agreement shall be sus

pended as of the effective date of such increase or increases unless the Carriers
shall give written notice that such increase or increases have been rescinded

and cancelled

c In the event of any extraordinary conditions not enumerated in Article

15 a which conditions may unduly impede obstruct or delay the obligations

of the Carriers the Carriers may increase any ra te or rates affected
therebyin order to meet such conditions P1 ovided however That nothing in this

article shall be construed to limit the provisions of Section 18 b of the Ship
ping Act 1916 in regard to the notice provisions of rate changes The Merchant

may not less than 10 days before increases are to become effective notify the

Carriers that this agreement shall be suspended insofar as the increases are

concerned as of the effective date of the increases unless the Caniers shall

give notice that such increase or increases have been rescinded and cancelled

16 This Agreement may be amended from time to time subject always to

the permission of the United States Federal Maritime Commission and filing
with the Ministry of Transportation of the Japanese Government Article

optional
For and on behalf of the members of the Conference

Merchant Full corporate company or

Individual name

By
Title

Address of merchant

By
Ohairman or secretary pro tem

List of Carriers
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FEDERAL MARITIME COl1MISSION

No 1078

JAPAN ATLANTIC AND GULF FREIGHT CONFERENCE EXCLUSIVE

PATRONAGE DUAL RATE CONTRACT

No 1080

TRANS PACIFIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE OF JAPAN EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE

DUAL RATE CONTRACT

ORDER

Full investigwtion in these proceedings having been had and the

Commission on this day having made and entered of record a report
stating its findings and conclusions thereon which report is hereby
referred to and made a part hereof and having found that the Exclu

sive Patronage Dual Rate contracts of the Japan Atlanticand Gulf

Freight Conference and Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan
submitted to the Commission should be approved with modifications
m ade by the Commission

Now therefore it is ordered That the aforesaid contracts of the

Japan Atlantic and Gulf Freight Conference and the Trans Pacific

Freight Conference of Japan as modified and set out in Appendix A

to the aforesaid report are permitted for use by the said Conferences
It is further ordered That the Japan Atlantic and Gulf Freight

Conference and the Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan shall

file with the Commission a copy of the full terms of the contract they
offer to shippers and or consignees within 30 days from the day that

the contractis first offered

By the Commission

SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
3518 F lIC
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1192

ApPLIOATION FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING LICENSEWM V CADY 17

BAITERY PLACE NEW YORK 4 NEW YORK

Application for freight forwarding license denied

Employee of a firm primarily engaged in the business of selling and shipping
goods to foreign countries does ot qua Hy as an independent ocean freight
forwarder as defined in Public Law 87 254 and cannot be licensed notwith

standing prese t intention to restrict his c perations as forwarder to trans

actilDs in which his employer is neIther seHer nor shipper

Ralph H Ohew for applicant and for Intervener A E Chew Co
Inc

Gerald H Ul7Jrnan for intervener New York Foreign Freight For

warders and Brokers Association Inc

Robert J Blackwell and Thomas Ohristensen Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF WALTER T SOUTHWORTH
EXAMINER 1

On January 12 1962 respondent Wm V Cady filed with the Fed

eral Maritime Commission his application for a license to engage in

the business of forwarding pursuant to section 44 of the Shipping
Act 1916 as amended By letter of its managing director dated June

18 1964 the Commission notified Cady thatsince he appeared to be a

full time employee of A E Chew Co Inc a shipPer to foreign
countries he was not within the statutory definition of an indePend
ent ocean freight forwarder and that the application would there
fore be denied unless he requested an opportunity to show at a hearing
that denial was unwarranted or submitted for Commission approval
a plan to terminate his affiliaJtion with A E Chew Co Inc Cady
requested a hearing and this proceeding was thereupon instituted by
order of the Commission served July 24 1964 naming the applicant
as respondent

1This decision became the decision of the Commission on Dec 23 1964 and an order
was issued denying the application Rules 13 d and 13 h Rules of Practice and Pro
cedure 46 CFR 502 224 502 228

Sl Ii M 0

mharris
Typewritten Text
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The Shipping Act 1916 was amended by Public Law 87 254 effec

tive September 19 1961 to provide for licensing independent ocean

freight forwarders Section 44 b of said Act as so amended herein

after the Act directs the Commission to issue a forwarder s license to

any qualified applicant found to meet certain conditions among them

that he be an independent ocean freight forwarder as defined The

Commission does not question Cady s ability and fitness to carry on the

business of forwarding thesole question is whether he is or will be an

independent ocean freight forwarder as defined in section 1 of the

Act
An independent ocean freight forwarder is a person carrying on the busi

ness of forwarding for a consideration who is nota shipper or consignee or a

seller or purchaser of shipments to foreign countries nor bas any bEmeficial
interest therein nor directly or indirectly controls or is controlled by such

shipper or consignee or by any person having such a beneficial interest

The New York Foreign Freight Forwarders and Brokers Associa

tion Inc hereinafter the FoIyarders Association was permitted
to intervene and submitted a brief following its appearance by counsel

at the hearing A E Chew Co Inc also appeared at the hearing
by Ralph Chew who described himself as 111 Cady s eInployer
and was permitted to intervene 111 Chew who has been admitted to

practice as an attorney in the State ofNew York but works in a sales

capacity for A E Chew Co Inc submitted abrief as employer and

friend of William V Cady which is in effect respondent s brief

As indicated above the applicant is and proposes to remain in the

employ of A E Chew Co Inc Chew Co in ilts business as

export representative or foreign sales manager for a number of

firms is a shipper or seller to foreign countries as agent for such firms

or as principal however applicant s activity as a freight forwarder is

and allegedly will be confined to shipments with which his employer is

not concerned as seller or shipper consignee or purchaser or as agent
of any such person and in which it has no proprietary or other benefi

cial interest His employer permits him to carryon such personal
business from its office without deduction from his salary or charge for

any use of office space Or facilities principally the firm s telephone 2

Hearing Counsel and the Forwarders Association in their briefs

filed after hearing contend that applicant Cady is controlled by a

shipper and seller of export shipments and therefore does not qualify
as an independent ocean freight forwarder under thedefinition and
hence cannot be licensed R espondent s brief in effect contends that

Cady remains an independent forwarder under the statute as long as he

I In the reply brief filed on behalf of respondent it is asserted that since the hearing
Cady has been paying rent telephone and secretarial services A finding to that effect
Is not permissible on the record however as hereinafter set forth it is concluded that

the matter of reimbursement is not determinative of the application

SlliMI
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does not act as a forwarder with respect to any shipments in which
Chew Co tis employer is concenled or has any interest and con
tends that the statute was not intended to apply to persons in Cady s

position
FINDINGS OF FACT

The applicant Cady has been employed by A E Chew Co Inc
for about 45 years all or practically all his working life he wasborn

August 28 1903 Chew CO s business is essentially the solicitation
and administration ofexport sales of food products of American man

ufacturers or producers It operates through personnel located in this

country or abroad or traveling about 15 employees altogether It
works under various arrangements as to compensation In some cases

it receives a retainer but more often is paid a commission on sales In
some cases as with the State of 1aine it buys the goods and resells
them for its own account This latter arrangement was adopted be

cause the State ofl1aine cannot legally take credit risks and therefore
Chew Co buys for cash and resells for its own account There are

also other situations not described in the record in which Chew Co
for particular reasons that are rather complicated acts as exporter

buying the goods and reselling them abroad Chew Co has dual
rate contracts with various conferences contracts which entitle it

as a shipper to reduced rates in return for its exclusive patronage
Otherwise Chew Co does not take title to the goods it sells and its

principals name appears as shipper on the bill of lading with the

further exception of consolidated shipments for several principals
where Chew Co appears as shipper Chew Co is variously re

ferred to as an exclusive export representative foreign or export sales

manager manufacturer s representative export sales company ship
per and seller Under whatever name its prinlary business is the sale

of food products abroad for various producers thereof either as agent
or as a sort of franchised dealer trading for its own account It acts

for about 17 such concerns at the present time

Prior to 1962 Chew Co acted as freight forwarder with respoot to
all such merchandise Cady was in charge of this function with the
title of export traffic manager running his own department with sev

eral employees Chew Co billed its principals for freight forward

ing fees but Cady personally retained the so called brokerage which

was received from carriers in connection with such shipments Cady
waspaid a salary of around 7 000 or 8 000 per year the exact amount

of which he couldn t recall although he testified that it has been at a

standstill In addition he received an annual bonus of the order of

700 or 800 per year the amount of which was roughly related to the

profit of his department but was entirely discretionary with Chew
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Co Chew Co knew how much brokerage he received from carriers

Cady s department handled 2 000 or more shipme lts per year In

1961 Cady received 10 500 apparently including salary and bonuses

from Chew Co and about 1 500 in brokerage from carriers 3 In

1962 he received close to 4 000 in brokerage from carriers

In 1950 Oady appJied in his o n name1 under General Order 72 or

the Federal Maritime Board for a certificate of registration as a

freight forwarder and vas assigned Freight Forwarder Registration
No 1102 His application did not reveal any connection with A E

Chew Co Inc The application form was perhaps not as explicit as

it might have been but complete candor would have suggested that his

employment be revealed in answer to question 6 Is registrant a sub

sidiary or affiliate of any other business
1

01 question 7 Does reg
istrant control or is he engaged directly or indirectly in any business

other than forwarding Both questions were answered No j how

ever in 1958 Oady stated that he received a salary frolll Chew Co

which he described as exclusive export representatives of the ship
pers heserved in a letter to the Commission s predecessor1 in response
to an order pursuant to section 21 of the Shipping Act 1916

After he received his certificate of registration and possibly before

that time although the record does not indicate Caely had his own

letterhead and an invoice forra which he used to bill carriers for

brokerage At tllat time as at all tin1es l1l utel ia1 to this proceeding he

had no office or telephone separate from those ofChew Co although
until about a year ago when the building vas remodeled his name

appeared in the building directory and upon a cloor to the quarters
occupied by Chew Co These listings diclnot describe hinl as a

freight forwarder nor was he so listed In the Manhattan telephone
directory The telephone number shown on his letterhead was paid
for by and listed in the name of Chew Co fIe is listed as a freight
forwarder in the 1964 New York metropolitan area issue of the Jour

nal of Commerce Transportation Telephone Tickler a free listing
In or about 1962 Chew Co began to use outside forwarders

registered forwarders other than Cady to handle fonvarding serv

ices in conneotion with its business Such forwarders vere referred

to as outside forwarders throughout the hearing in fact Cady in a

letter to the Commission dated December 11 1962 had said concerning
his arrangement with Chew Co VTe charge our overseas customers

the going rate for forwarding fees just as we would do if an outside
forwarder handled our shipments or I were an independent for

warder Itwas found necessary either to do that or reorganize its

3 Tbis would be less tban 1 00 per sbipment In 1957 according to Cady S reply to

a Federal Maritime Board questionnaire he receIved 1 291 on approxImately 2 000 ship
ments about 165 cents each and nothing on 300 additional sbipments exhs 10 11

8 F M o
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traffic department and Chew Co believed that the new law Pub
lic Law 87 254 the licensing amendment which had become effective

September 19 1961 required it to stop acting as a forwarder Even

tually the evidence is conflicting as to just when Chew Co turned

over to outside IOTvarders the freight forwarding function with

respect to all its trapsactions including those in hich it acted as

exporter for its own account as well as those on which it received
commissions or other compensation Cady remained as export traffic

manager but his duties werecorrespondingly reduced At present his
duties for Chew Co consist principally of checking shipping docu
ments in connection with Chew Co s accounts including papers

prepared by outside freight forwarders used by the firm His salary
has not been reduced but his bonus has or may be reduced or

eliminated

Cady has continued to handle as a freight forwarder certain ship
ments with which Chew Co has no concern either as exporter or

selling agent Ilis principal customer has been Underwood Co

Chew Co acts as exclusive export sales manager for Underwood
Co with respect to certain finished food products manufactured in the
United States and sold in foreign countries however shipments of

such goods are not handled by Cady but by outside freight forwarders

as described above Cady acts as freight forwarder for Underwood

Co only with respect to raw material containers and machinery
which its ships to Venezuela where Underwood Co or a subsidiary
thereof operates a factory Chew Co as such has nothing to do with

such shipmentsl and in fact has no arrangement withUnderwood Co

concerning Venezuela Originally Underwood Co used another

fr ight forwarder for the Venezuela shipments but after it had had
some trouble with the forwarder it turned the business over to Cady
The business was solicited for Cady by or at the suggestion of Ralph
Chew Cady has handled a few other shipments similarly disasso
ciated from the regular business of Chew Go including some ship
ments for an account which Chew Co had lost due to corporate
changes Cady has been able to get freight forwarding business from

that company but Chew Co has never got the export sales account

back

Until June 1964 Cady turned over to Chew Co or Chew Co
collected the mechanics are not clear the freight forwarding fees
received from this personal business although Cady continued to

retain any brokerage received from carriers Chew Co takes the

position that it has returned some part of the freight forwarding fees
to Cady in the form of an annual bonus while permitting Cady to use

its office facilities to carryon the business Since July 1964 the sepa
ration of this business from that of Chew Co has been carried

o n1 1
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rarther Cady has set up a separate bank account and his own books

apparently the transactions except ror brokerage paid by carriers

went through Chew Co s books prior to that time and now retains
all rorwarding rees as well as brokerage Chew Co considers Cady
apart time employee permitting him to carryon his freight forward

ing operations from his desk in the offices ofChew Co Apparently
he uses no other facilities ofhis employer except the telephone
It is this rather meager freight forwarding business considered

personal to Cady and now disassociated from the business of his em

ployer to the extent described above for which Cady desires a license

His employer is anxious to have him licensed so that he may continue

to carryon such business purportedly for no other reason than Cady s

own welfare Ralph Chew testified that since the changes in the com

pany s operations following the enactment ofPublic Law 87 254 elim

inated Cady s function to an extent he has tried to help Cady build up
his little independent freight forwarding business and that while this

effort has not been too successful the business is very important to

Cady Under Chew Co s presentmethod ofoperating Cady s value
to his employer has been reduced At his age the possibility of finding
more remunerative employment elsewhere is unlikely for a person of
his experience and background For similar reasons he is in no posi
tion to relinquish his salaried job to go into business entirely on his
own vVhether or not he might be able to operate profitably a one

man independent forwarding operation if he were assured some of

Chew Co s business was not discussed Neither was the possibility
of his attending as an employee or Chew Co to shipments of such
merchandise as Chew Co may legally dispatch without a license but
without the collection ofany compensation from carriers as a person
whose primary business is the sale of merchandise under section

44 a of the Act He is covered under his employer s retirement plan
although the nature of the plan including the extent of benefits and

any vesting provisions was not described

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This licensing statute like other licensing statutes should be ap
proached with a liberal attitude to the end that permitsmay be granted
to qualified applicants Application for Freight Forwarding Li

cense Dixie Forwarding 00 Inc 8 F 11 C 109 112 and report on

reconsideratjon 8 F M C 167 Nevertheless if the applicant is not

fairly within the definition of independent ocean freight forwarder

set forth in Section 1 of the Act there is no room for the exercise of

liberality

8 F M C
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Cady s status under the definition depends on whether or not within

the meaning and intent of the statute he is and will be controlled by a

seller of or person having a beneficial interest in shipments to foreign
countries by reason of his employment by A E Chew Co Inc

One ofthe principal purposes ofPublic Law 87 254 was to authorize

payment of so called brokerage by ocean carriers to freight forwarders

but only under such circumstances as npt to result in any benefit to a

shipper such as to constitute a rebate To prevent the possibility of

such indirect rebating the definition of an independent ocean freight
forwarder was established and conformity therewith made a condi

tion to the granting of a license and carriers were permitted to com

pensate only licensed forwarders The definition was intended to

exclude indirect as well as direct interests including so called dummy
forwarders concerns organized for the sole purpose of collecting
compensation from carriers which would find its way back in whole or

in part to the shipper The language concerning shipper control was

evidently taken from paragraph 24413 ofGeneral Order 72 covering
the registration of freight forwarders issued by the Commission s

predecessor in 1950 where the existence of such control was expressly
stated as one of the situations in which payment by a carrier to a

forwarder would constitute a rebate

Registration shall notentitle a forwarder to collect brokerage from

a common carrier by water incases where payment thereof would constitute

a rebateLe where the forwarder is a shipper or consignee or is the seller

or purchaser of the shipment or has any beneficial interest therein OJ where

theforwarder directly or indirectly controls or is controlled by the shipper
or consignee or by any person having a beneficial interest in the shipment
A forwarder shall not share any part of the brokerage received from a com

mon carrier by water with a shipper or consignee

As Hearing Counsel contend and neither Cady hor Chew Co
denies Chew Co is a seller and shipper of shipments to foreign
countries as those terms are used in the definition of an independent
ocean freight forwarder Its primary business is the sale of mer

chandise for its own account as well as for the account of others As

to those shipments which it dispatches as exporter with title to the

goods it is the seller in the most technical sense It is also a shipper
in the regular course of its business to such an extent thatit has entered
into dual rate exclusive patronage contracts with numerous steam

ship conferences
The applicant Cady is an employee of Chew Co in the usual

master servant relation and not as an independent contractor con

trolled by his employer in the details and method as well as the result

of services rendered for his employer Chew Co has actually exer

cised control over Cady with respect to his carrying on the business of

8 F M O
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forwarding as a registral1t as recently as June 1964 Until that time

Chew Co received and retained the freight forwarder s fees earned

by Cady in his allegedly independent personal forwarding business

and he operated and continues to operate in the office ofhis employer
during his regular hours of work While he remains an employee of

Chew Co Cady as the agent and servant of his employer will re

main subject to his employer s will as it may change from time to time
Re8tatement Second Agency Sec 33

hile theoretically an agent and employee may properly refuse to

do a particular act because it is beyond what he has contracted to do
the fact of Cady s dependence on his job with Chew Co which is

emphasized in respondent s brief and is in common to a greater or less

degree with the position of every employee leaves no doubt as to the
affirmative as well as the negative control which Chew Co a seller
andshipper has and will have over Cady s activities regardless ofany
present agreement or understanding Cf American Steel Fowruirie8
00 v Tri Oity Oouncil 257 U S 184 209

Thus it is unimportant that his employer now permits Cady to retain

brokerage and forwarders fees Under the circumstances the relation
would not be changed substantially if Cady were in fact a part time

employee as his employer now claims to consider him Actually Cady
remains a full time employee notwithstanding that he is permitted
at present to carryon his personal business during his regular work

ing hours Likewise it is immaterial whether or not Cady reimburses
his employer for the use of its facilities in fact reimbursement might
well constitute a method of transmitting a rebate in violation of
the Act

On its face the master and servant 4 relation between a shipper and
licensed forwarder is inconsistent with the purpose of the Act that
forwarders eligible to receive compensation from carriers be neither

shippers nor sellers nor controlled by either The present situation is
no exception The complete history of applicant s operations indi
cates that it grew out of a dummy forwarder setup employed by Chew

Co and Cady since 1950 From that time until 1962 if not there
after Cady s forwarding activities were sepaTate from his employer s

affairs only in that Cady had a letterhead and an invoice form bearing
his name the latter used only to bill carriers for brokerage his em

ployer billed and retained all forwarding fees Cady s customers
were Chew Co s customers the transactions were recorded in Chew

Co s books Chew Co provided all physical facilities the tools
and instrumentalities and Cady was its export manager It is

unbelievable that Chew Co in fixing Cady s remuneration includ

U

C

C

p

4 Employee is the modern term for servant in general the words are synonymOU8
Restatement Second Agency Sec UOg

ggyr
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ing the discretionary bonus did not take into consideration the brok IIerage he received from carriers or that Cady did not recognize such IIbrokerage as flowing from his employment with Chew Co and to be

added to his salary and bonus The registration in Cady s name

presented just such a false facade as Public Law 87 254 was designed
to eliminate

To license Cady while he remains an employee of Chew Co would

continue the same structure susceptible at any time of use in flagrant
violation ofthepurpose of the statute The present intentions ofCady
and his employer are immaterial since the statute makes licensing de

pend upon the existence of control and not upon its exercise or non

exercise Public Law 87 254 does not allow licensing upon condition

that the forwarder refrain from collecting compensation from carriers

with respect to shipments made by theforwarder or someone controlled

by or controlling him That was roughly the plan of General Order
72 in connection with the registration of forwarders It is significant
that Congress did not follow such an arrangement in Public Law

87 254presumably because as the legislative history shows the pro
hibition in General Order 72 was frequently evaded through the use of

dummy forwarders and the like

Applicant Cady is and will be while his present employment con

tinues controlled by a shipper and seller of shipments to foreign coun

tries and therefore not an independent ocean freight forwarder

under the definition contained in section 1 of the Act

Findings and conclusions proposed by the parties have been incor

porated herein to the extent that they are found to be material and

supported by the record and are otherwise denied

Upon the record herein it is concluded that the Commission cannot

find that the respondent Wm V Cady is or will be an independent
freight forwarder as defined in section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916

as amended Accordingly an order will be entered denying respond
ent s application pursuant to section 44 b ofsaid Act

Signed WALTER T SOUTHWORTH
P1 esiding Examiner

DECEMBER 2 1964

8 F M O
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SPEOIAL DOCKET No 377

LUDWIG MUELLER CO INO

v

Ilil

C

PERALTA SHIPPING CORPORATION AGENTS OF TORM LINES e

d

SPECIAL DOCKET No 378 1

LYKES BROS SEAMSHIP CO INC APPLICATION TO REFUND PART
FREIGHT CHARGES COLLECTED ON SHIPMENT VIA SS NANCY LYKES
FROM LEHAVRE FRANCE TO GALVESTON TEx

71

Decided January 13 1965

Permision to grant refunds denied

KennethG Frazer for LudwigMueller Co Inc

K W Schmolze for Peralta Shipping corp
Walter T Southworth hearing examiner in No 377
Edward S Bagley for Lykes Steamship Co Inc
P D Hugon for Mory S A
Paul D Page hearing examinerin No 378

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohaif11ULn George H
Hearn John S Patterson Oom m issioners

On August 19 we entered our notice ofdetermination to review the
initial decision in No 377 and on August 21 we entered asimilar notice
with respect to No 378

These cases arise as have many since the enactment of the Bonner
Act 1

on October 3 1961 and under long established rule 6 b of the

1 Public Law 87 346 87th Congo 75 Stat 762 which inter alia added sec 18 b to
the Shipping Act the Act 46U S C 811 b

8 F M C 361
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Commission s rules of p actice and procedure which reads

b VoZuntary payment of reparation Carriers or other persons SUbject to

thesbipping acts may file applications for the voluntary paymeut of reparation
or forpermission to waive collection of undercharges even though no complaint
has been fileipursuant to rule 5 b All such a pplicationsshall be made in

accordance with the form prescri bed in appendix II 5 herein shall descri be 1n

detail the transaction out of which the claim for reparation arose and shall be

filed within the 2 year statutory period referred to in rule 5 c This provides

proceduraUy for the filing of formal complaints under section 22 of tbe Act

Such applications will be considered the equivalent of a complaint and answer

thereto admitting thefacts complained of U allowed an order forpayment will

be issued by theBoard

In hoth of these cases as in other special docket proceedings re

spondents initiated the action and they were prosecuted as friendly
suits In neither was there a conteSt and the parties seek our

quasi judicial approval of a settlement authorizing a refund in No

377ofsome 840 and in No 378 Of some 61

We have chosen these two cases for careful review in an effort to e

spell out clearly Commission policy with respect to special docket d

proceedings In each ito be sure the equities pointing to relief are
S

weighty If we are clothed with the authority to grant the relief
H

requested these two cases merit that relief 71

The pertinent facts in No 377briefly are these Oomplainant
Ludwig Mueller Inc Mueller as sales agent for a Bulgarian seller

arranged for the reexportation of some 73 000 pounds ofpaprika from

New York to Algiers The movement to Algiers wasaccomplished hy
a vessel of the Torm Lines whose agent in the United States is Peralta

Shipping Corp Peralta the respondent here There is no outbound

movement of paprika from New York and only the incidence ofentry

denial most lIkely would ever give rise to that p oduct s exportation
from the Atlantic coast 2 Since paprika is not exported from the

Atlantic coast Torm Lines eastbound tariffs from New York do not

contain a oommodity tariff item covering paprika When the reex

porlation was made therefore the appropriate tariff classification for

this oommdity wag 76 50 weight or measurement N O S 3

As the record show complainant did not question the weight or

measurement feature of this tariff item but assumed that it would be

rated ona weight basis since Torm s inbound westbound tariff

from Morocco rates paprika on a weight basis Furthermore th

shipper s assumption in this regard was fortified by the fact that east

bound rates to both H mburg and Istanbul to which ports other por

tjons of this original shipmeptof paprika were reexported wer rated

on a weight baSis Accordingly at the time ofshipment Mueller did

2 The Food and Drug Administration refuse4 en i jo t eVnit State of this paprika
8 Not otherwise specified

8 F M C
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not consider the possibility that the measurement basis would heap
plied to the shipment and assumed that the rate of 36 4 not 76 50

would obtain When the measurement rather than the weight basis

was applied Mueller complained to Peralta and paid the freight bill

underprotest This application ensued

Complainant argues that through the inadvertent failure of the

carrier to file a proper rate on this commodity that it has boon assessed

an unreasonably high rate which runs couuter to common sense in that

the failure of the Commission to grant the relief requested would

result in a penalty to the shipper and an unconscionable windfall to

the carrier

Althoogh Mueller had actual knowledge of the weight or measure

ment feature of the tariff item but relied on practices in other trades

in assuming that the measurement basis would not be applied the

examiner following our earlier decisions and stating that the shipper
has no reason to expect freight to be charged at a rate nearly two and

me half timeswhrut he knew hUld just been paid to move the same item

a much greater distance granted the refund noting that to do other

wise would produce an oppressive unjust and absurd result and that

the protection which the Act affords to shippers would be negated by a

literal interpretationof the Act

No 378 involves a shipment of household thermometers from Le

Havre to Galveston in 1964 On August 15 1962 and thereafter

Lykes maintained a tariff rate indicaiting a 50 rate for househo d

thermometers Mory BA Mory on occasion shipped via Lykes
household thermometers at the 50 rate On January 9 1964 Lykes
amended its tariff effective January 15 and incorporated in that new

tariff certain rate increases of approximately 10 percent By an

erroneous transportation of the descriptive language the commodity
involved through a typographical error was combined with the

description of industrial and dairy thermometers The rate on house

hold thermometers was omitted and the applicable tariff became 103

rathet than 55 V m which would have resulted had the proposed
increase of 10 percent been set out in the new tariff which became effec

tive on JanuaTY 15 1964 The examiner found that Lykes omission

of the commoc1ity classification constirttlted a clerical error and

relying upon earlier Commission pronouncements in special docket

proceedings granted the relief in spite of the provisions of section

18 b 3 citing the Swedish American Line case
5

In the past we have granted such applications where a shipper through previous
shipments has come to rely on a given rate only to discover Ithat subsequently

e

tl

t

S

1

t

tl
6

e

4 l orm s iwbolll1d rate on paprIka from Morocco calculated on a weight basIs

Docket No 371 decided June 12 1964 oS liiIC 142 14

8 F M C
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the rate was inadvertently omitted from a n w Itariff and therefore theoretically

inoperative Ly7ces Bros Stea rnhip Co Refund of Freight Cha1 ge8 7 F M C

602 June 4 1963 As in that case the relief granted here will relieve an

innocent shipper of the carrier s failure to file a proper rate

For reasons set forth below we disagree with both of these initial
decisions Arter a painstaking review we are of the opinion with

respect to special docket proceedings in our foreign commerce that the
dissent in the Swedish American Line case supra reached the correct

result Neither inadvertent clerical error theasserted ground in
No 378nor the fact thwt the shipper had no reason to expect freight
to be charged at a rate nearly twoandone haJf times what he knew
he had just paid to move the same item a much greater distance one

of the indicia used in No 377 is sufficient to overcome the clear ob1i

grution imposed by section 18 b 3 which reads etl

No common carrIer by water in foreign commerce I I shall charge or demand

or collect or receive a greater or less or different compensation for the transpor
tationof property I than the rates and chargeswhich are specified in its

tariffs on file with the Commission and duly published and in effect at the

time I I Emphasis added

In No 377 the applicable rate on the commodity was 76 50 weight
Or measurement It was on file with the Commission when the

shipment vas made It was then duly published and it was in
effect Likewise in No 378 oversight or not the published in effect

Commission filed tariff for the commodity in question was 103 50
w1m not 55 50 or any other amount Moreover an unintentional

failure to file a particular rate 6
a bona fide rate mistake 7

a hardship
visited upon an innocent hipper by inadvertence of a carrier S

or a

stenographic omission 9
are not sufficient reasons for departing from the

requirements of section 18 b 3

Te are aware that our decision in these two cases will result in

some hardship but we adopt the position that strict adherence to filed

tariffs is mandatory Moreover we believe that strict construction of

the statute will result in more careful tariff administration and man

agement by carriers and conferences and the obviation of possible un

due or unfair preferences or advantages and discriminations lO

t

8

1

t

l l
6

e

6Y Higa Entet priscs v Pao Fa Bast Line Inc 7 F M C 62 1962
111fnrtini Rossi et al v Lykes Bros 8 8 Co 7 FM C 453 1962
aVel do Taormina Corp et al v Concordia Line 7 F M C 473 192
a Lykes Bros 8 8 Co Refund oj Freight Chl l gea 7 F M C 602 1963
lllSpecial docket decisions with respect to tariff and freight discrepancies In our foreIgn

commerce following the enactment of sec 18 b evince apolley to extend assistance and

understanding to carriers and their employaes In making the transition from the earHer
tnrIff filing practices in our foreign trade to the new strict filing requirements It is

almost 3 years since sec 18 b was enacted and it should be expected that carriers are

now thoroughly familIar with tariff f1ltngrequirements Such applications which ure

addressed to some undefined wellsprIng of equity In the Commission rather than to any

basis in law have shown no sign of abating
8 F MC
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Judicial authority of long standing supports our view that no devia

tion may be made from the rates on file As early as 1915 the Supreme
Court in Louisville N R R 00 v LVaxwell 237 U S 94 was called

upon to interpret section 6 of the Interstate Commerce Act not tmlike

our section 18 b 3 which then read in part
l

E

tNor shall any carrier charge or demand or collect or receive a greater or less

or different compensation for such transportation of passengers or property or

for allY service in connection therewith except such as are specified in

such tariffs

Justice IIughes speaking for the majority wrote

1

Ignorance or misquotation of rates is not an excuse for paying or charging
either less or more than the rate filed l his rule is undeniably strict and it

obviously may work hardship in some cases but it embodies the policy which

has been adopted by Congress in the regulation of interstate COlllmerce in order

to prevent unjust discrimination

The Maxwell pronouncement has been followed recently in Silent

SiGll x Oorp v Ohicago North lYestem Ry 00 262 F 2d 474

1959

f

II

c

the principle is firmly established that the rate of the carrier as duly
tiled is theonly lawiul charge

and in Johnson Machine lVorks Inc v Ohicago B Q R 00 297 F 2d

793 1962

It is well established when the shil per designntes the routing the rate set out

in the published tariff covering such route is the only lawful charge that can

be properly made

vVhile it is true that the 11 a 1JWell Silent Sio ux and Johnson cases

and the many that follow them relate to the Interstate Commerce
Act provision requiring the exaction by carriers of the filed tariff

rate that provision is similar to our section 18 b 3 And we would

be remiss indeed if we continued to Gonstrue the requirements of

section 18 b 3 ina mannercontrary to the long established judicial
interpretation of section 6 of the Interstate Commerce Act U S N avo

00 v Ounard SS 00 284 U S 474 1932 11

In light of the rules recited in the 11 axwell case
12 unless there is

some other statutory basis for relief in these cases a nd we can find

none the construction we have placed on section 18 b 3 of the Act

is dispositive of special docket applications grounded on rate or tariff

deviations in our foreign trades

II The settled construction in respect of the earlier Act must be applied to the later

one unless in particular instances there be something peculiar in the question under

consideration or dissimilarity in the terms of the Act relating thereto requiring a different

conclusion 284 U S 474 at 481
J2 T he rate of the carrier duly filed is the only lawful charge Deviation from it Is

not permitted under any pretext 237 U S 94 97

8 F M C
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Itmay be asked at this point what is the function of our special
docket procedure and when may it be used It is a procedure whereby
there i3 approved a refund frOln a carrierto a shipper of the difference

between a rate that the carrier admits and the Commission finds to

be unreasonable and therefore unlawful and a rate whwh the OOfllr

mission adjudges to be rea8onable

Itbecomes immediately apparent therefore that only in those cases

where the Commission is empowered to direct the enforcement of a

reasonable rate is our special docket technique applicable i e those S

cases within the purview ofsection 18 a ofthe Act and the provisions
of Intercoastal ShippingAct 1933 Such cases of course relate solely
to the Commission s jurisdiction over common carriers in the so called

noncontiguous domestic trades Section 18 a requires such carriers

to establish and observe reasonable rates and provides f
Whenever the board finds that any rate II II demanded charged collected or

observed by such carriers is unjust or unreasonable it may determine prescribe
and order enforced a just and reasonable rate

Section 4 of the 1933 Act specifies
Whenever the Commission finds that any rate demanded charged or II

collected or observed by any carrier subject to theprovisions of this Act is unjust C
or unreasonable it may determine prescribe and order enforced a just and

reasonable maximum or minimum or maximum and minimum rate II II

This power of the Commission is not to be found in any provision
of law respecting tariff or rate jurisdiction in our foreign commerce

To be sure section 18 b 5 provides
The Commission shall disapprove any rate or charge filed by a Common Carrier

by water in the foreign commerce of the United States or conferences of carriers

which after hearing it finds to be so unreasonably high or low as to be detri
mental to the commerce of the United States

But strikingly absent from the authority conferred upon us over rates

in the foreign trades is any power to set a reasonable rate The

extent of our reach in such cases is to disapprove This lack of

authority is fatal to special docket applications in the foreign trades

for special dockets like all complaint cases seeking reparation re

quire the fixing by the Commission of damages and the impotency
to set or prescribe a reasonable rate forecloses our ability to arrive

at the measure of damages which in unreasonable rate incidents is

the differencebetween the reasonable andthe unreasonable
II t he plaintiffs have paid cash out of the pocket that should not have

been required of them and there is no question as to the amount of the proxi
mate loss Southern Pac 00 v Darnell Taenzer 00 245 U S 531 1918

Our reported special docket cases prior to Y Higa supra reflect the

view that the award of reparation stemming from an overcharge
S F M C
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unlike an action establishing an unlawful discrimination or preju
dice l3 must be bottomed upon theability 1 to find a rate unreason

able and 2 to state whatthe reasonable rate would be In Oxenberg
Bro8 Inc v United State8 3 F M B 583 1951 it was found that a

particular rate was clearly unreasonable and therefore unlawful in
violation of section 18 and unlawful to the extent that it exceeded

10 per 2 000 pounds
In sum the special docket procedure as a vehicle for avoiding the

consequences of tariffs filed in accordance with section 18 b 3 of
the Act is no longer appropriate Rule 6 b therefore cannot be used
as authority to override the clear meaning of a statutory mandate

Vhat the parties have attempted here and have attempted in other

proceedings could have been accomplished within the framework of
the Bonner Act While it is true that new and initial rates and

changes in rates which result in increases must be filed to become
effective not earlier than 30 days after they are filed under section
18 b 2 special permission may be granted whereby such rates may
become effective almost immediately Indeed the great majority of

special permission applications filed pursuant to section 18 b 2 have
shown sufficient good cause to warrant the grant of the requested
permission Further where a carrier proposes to reduce a rate the

only requirement that must be met is that it be filed and made public
And to facilitate the filing of changes in tariffs the Commission more

than a year ago established a policy whereby it would receive such

changes by telegram or cable even after the close of business at 5 p m

on Fridays
VVhat we have said here of course does not extinguish or restrict

the right of any person to file a complaint under section 22 of the
Act alleging a violation thereof and inserting a claim for reparation
for harm caused by such violation

An order dismissing these applications will be entered

VICE CHAIRMAN DAY AND COMMISSIONER BARRETT DISSENTING

We would uphold the decisionsofthe examiners in the two cases

here before us which granted the parties applications for permission
to refund portions of freight charges previously collected Porti ns

which amount to less than 900 in one case and less than 70 in the
other

Wewould grant the applications because webelieve that a reasonable

interpretation of section 18 h 3 would not forclose the exercise of

our administrative discretion to provide the relief which justice and

equity demand

i

1

4
I

I
I

13 Specific pecuniary loss resulting from the discrimination must be proved Waterman
v StockhoZm8 3 F M B 248 1950 West Indies Fruit 00 et aZ v FZoto Mercante 7
F M C 66 1962
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In the Mueller case special docket 377 the shipper assumed that

the cargo of paprika would be charged on a weight basis in the light
of his knowledge of rates applicable in trades where the subject com

modity normally moved and had no reason to expect freight to be

charged on a measurement basis and at a rate nearly 21h times what he

knew had just been paid to move the same item a much greater dis

tance The carrier would have adjusted its tariff to avoid such a

measurement basis charge if the situation had been called to its atten

tion beforehand The shipment wasmade under unique circumstances

in a trade where the commodity had never moved and could not reason

ably be expected to move

Thus we have in effect an fnnocent shipper acting in reliance

upon facts it knew inadvertence by the carrier it was unaware

of the situation presented and a unique operation where granting
the requested adjustment in the charge cannot discriminate against
other shippers

In the Lykes case special docket 378 the shipper had previously
shipped thermometers over the same route via the same carrier at

about half the rate he was charged for the subject shipment The

carrier would have corrected its tariff if it had noticed its clerical

error that specified the excessive charge The shiplnent was the only
one over the route tendered for carriage to Lykes prior to the time the

carrier did in fact correct the aforesaid error in its tariff

Thus we have again here in effect an innocent shipper acting in

reliance inadvertence by the carrier and a unique operation where

granting the requested adj ustment in the charge cannot result in

discrimination against other shippers
Granting the applications in these cases would be consistent with

our prior decisions See Swedish American Line ApplicatiGn to

Refund 8 F 1 C 142 Special docket 371 decided 1964 Mid west

EX1JGrt 1 Imp01 t 00 et ale v Hm tman Co Aqents 8 FlLC 87

special docket 366 decided 1964 Lylces Bros SteaJrnShip OG Ap
plicatiGn to Refwnd 7 F l1 C 602 1963 Accord Aichmann Huber

v BlGGmfield Steamship 00 7 F M C 811 Special docket 290 decided

1964 Nydia FGGds OGrps v Java Pacific Line General Agents
7 F MC 808 special docket 313 decided 1964 UddG TaGrmina

OGrp v OGncordia Line 7 F MC 473 1963Martini RGssi et ale V

Lykes BrGs Steamship 00 7 F MC 453 1962 lliga Enterprises
Ltd V Pacific FarEast Line Inc 7 F M C 62 1962

We recognize no circumstance now arising that should make invalid

today what we have held valid before Our statutory section 18 b

3 requiring carriers to charge all shippers the rates listed in their

tariffs was designed to avoid discrimination between shippers which

8 F M C
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i
I

would result from charging one shipper one rate and another shipper
another The key issue in our special docket decisions has thus been

whether discrimination was possible under the facts of the case The

wording of section 18 b 3 does not constitute an inflexible require
ment where discrimination is not within reason possible 14

To deny refund applications because of the literal wording of a

statute produces oppressive unjust and even absurd results Thus

in these present cases the majority employs a statute to force ship
pers to pay rates which neither carrier nor shipper support and which

will not be charged others The majority employs a statute not

to achieve that statute s antidiscriminatiOll objective for no discrimi
nation could here be involved in the rate relief requested but to

freeze solidan inequitable result intended by none and regretted by all

We cannot impute to Congress an intent to ploduce an absurd

result Yankee Network v Federal Oommwnications Oonvrnission

107 F 2d 212 219 D C Oil 1939 It is a familiar rule that a

t ling may be within the letter of the statute and yet not within the

statute because not within its spirit nor the intention of its makers

Holy Trinity Ohurch v United States 143 U S 457 1892 and

all laws should receive a sensible construction General terms shoulu

be so limited in their application as not to lead to injustice oppression
or an absurd consequence Itwill always therefore be presumed that

the legislature intended exceptions to its language which would avoid

results of this character The reason of the lavr in such cases should

prevail over its letter United States v Kirby 74 U S 482 486

1868 15

14 See Chesapeake O RV Co v Burton 62 F 2d 110 112 4th Cir 1932
15 We are more persuaded by the above reasoning than by those opinions construing the

Interstate Commerce Act which the majority favors to wit Louis Nash RR v Maa

well 237 U S 94 97 99 1915 wherein the Court said that ignorance or misquotation of

rates is no excuse for departure from tariff rates and that while such a rule was strict it

embodied Congressional policy to prevent unjust discrimination Silent SiOtla Corp v

Chicago North Western Ry Co 262 F 2d 474 476 8th Cir 1959 in which the Court
held that one of the prime reasons for the enactment under consideration is to prevent
discrimination which in our view would result from either a higher or lower misquotation
of the lawful rate Johnson Machine Works Inc v Chicago B Q R Co 297 F 2d
793 798 8th Cir 1962 where the Court remarked that The cases denying a shipper
relief in instances of misquotation of rates are based largely on the policy of avoiding
discriminatory rates and the fear that the device of misquotation could readily be used for

the purpose of affording one shipper an advantage over another The Court distinguished
the particular case before it however in adding that the opportunity for discrimination
in the situation presented by the 0 misrouting in this case is not apparent In

each of the special dockets here before us we expressly find that the particular shipment
is a unique instance and that no discrimination can result from permitting use of the rate

contemplated Further we do not believe that our so granting special docket applica
tions on a case by case basis would open the door to any cognizable discriminatory trend
or practice In the above regard we would finally note U S Nav Co v Cunard S S Co

284 U S 474 481 1932 where in comparing the early Interstate Commerce Act to our

own Shipping Act the Court said construction in respect of the earlier act must be applied
to the later one tmleas in particular instancea there be aomething peCUliar in the question
under conaideration Emphasis added

8 F M C
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In light of the foregoing we would make these observations The

antidiscrimination objective of our statute is clear We are charged
with administering the statute to achieve this particular objective
Such charge also entails where we find that the statute s objective is

not threatened the discretion and authority to avoid unintended

results in administering the statute and to grant relief in proper
cases

16

Here then we do not construe section 18 b 3 as barring us where

we here find no possibility of discrimination from exercising our

discretion to provide just and equitable relief for the parties before

US 17

S See also Martini R088i et al v Lyke8 Br08 S S Go Inc 7 F lf C 453 1962
11Employment of our rule 6 b in these cases provides carriers with a ready means of

making refunds with express Commission approval and we support the use of this

procedural vehicle

8 FM O
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SPECIAL DOCKET No 377

LUDWIG MUELLER CO INC

V

PERALTA SHIPPING CORPORATION AGENTS OF TORM LINES

SPECIAL DOCKET No 378

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ApPLICATION TO REFUND PART

FREIGHT CHARGES COLLECTED ON SHIPMENT VIA SS NANCY

LYKES FROM LEHAVRE FRANCE TO GALVESTON TEX

ORDER

In the absence of exceptions to the initial decisions in these pro

ceedings the Commission served notice of its intention to review the

decisions

The Commission having reviewed the decisions and on the date

hereof having made and entered of record a report containing its

conclusions and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to

and made a part hereof

It is ordered That the applications of Peralta Shipping Corp
and Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc to refund certain freight charges
are denied

By the Commission

8 F M C

Signed Thomas Lisi

Secretary
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No 1117

PAOIFIC COAST EUROPEAN CONFERENCE PROCEDURES FOR HEARING AND

CONSIDERING SHIPPERS EQUESTS AND COMPLAINTS

ORDER DISCONTINUTNG PROCEEDING

Decided January 14 1965

This investigation was instituted for the purpose of deterlllining
whether the Pacific Coast European Conference and its member

lines had violated section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 by failing
or refusing to adopt and maintain reasonable procedures for promptly
and fairly hearing and considering shippers requests and complaints
and or whether the Conference agreement F MC No 5200 should

be disapproved because of such failure Section 15 of the Act directs

the Commission to disapprove a Conference agreement if it finds

after notice and hearing that there has been a failure or refusal to

adopt and maintain such procedures
In furtherance of the investigation hearing counsel on June 25 1963

moved under the Commission s Rule 12 k for the discovery and pro
duction of documents in the Conference s possession consisting ofany

correspondence which it received from shippers between June 30

1962 and June 30 1963 complaining about rates rules or practices
or requesting the Conference to change or reconsider any rule rate

regulation or decision the Conference s responses thereto and any
Conference circulars lllemoranda or other documents relating to its

procedures for hearing and considering shippers requests and

complaints
The Conference opposed this Illotion arguing inter alia that Rule

12 k was unauthorized On July 22 1963 the examiner overruled

the Conference s objections and directed production of the documents

The Conference next moved to dismiss the investigation on the ground
372 8 F M C
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that the COlmnission s order faiied to accuse it of violating any pro
vision of the Act After reply in opposit ion by hearing counsel the

Commission denied this motion and issued an amended order of inves

tigation
Meanwhile the Conference sought and was granted postponement of

the date for its compliance with the discovery order because it was

challenging the validity of Rule 12 k in a pending suit The Con

ference therefore did Ilot comply with the discovery order Since
Rule 12 k was later held to be unauthorized the Conference has

never complied with that order nor otherwise furnished the informa

tion sought
A hearing was held in San Francisco on October 2223 1963 but

because the Conference had refused access to its files the record de

veloped at this hearing wasnleager Itconsisted of an affidavit by the

Conference chairm an which he read into the record and on which he

wasexamined outlining the Conference s procedure for handling ship
pers requests and complaints and five letters which hearing counsel

received during August 1963 from certain of the Conference s ship
pers Thereafter hearing counsel filed the motion to discontinue the

proceeding which is beforeus for disposition
In this motion hearing counsel express the opinion based on the

aforesaid record that the Conference has adopted and is maintaining
adequate shipper request procedures They further point out that the

Commission has instituted a general rulemaking proceeding dealing
with shippers requests and complaints Docket 1156 thus indicating
an intention to proceed by rule of universal applic1tion They ac

cordingly suggest that no purpose would be served by continuing the

instant docket

On the limited information presently available we cannot agree that

the Conference has adopted and is maintaining reasonable procedure
for promptly and fairly considering shippers requests and complaint
As hearing counsel recognized at the outset the requirements ofsection

15 are not satisfied by a mere statement of procedure for handling
requests and complaints such as the Conference offered here The

1J 8 Court of Appeals for the D C Circuit recently so held in suits

by this Conference and others attacking orders under section 21 of

the Shipping Act which demand the production of documents show

ing the actual handling and disposition of shippers requests and

complaints 2

1 Federal Maritime Commi8sion v Anglo Canadian Shipping 00 et al 335 F 2d 255

9th Cir 1964

2 Far East Oonference et al v Federal Maritime Commission 337 F 2d 146 D C Cir

1964 Pacific Westbound 00nference et al v Federal Maritime Commission No 18592

et aI per curiam order DC Cir Dec 2 1964

8 F M C
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However in light of the court s action affirming the section 21

orders as well as the pendency of the proposed shippers request rules

dealing generally with the subject there appears to be no need for

continuing the instant docket Hearing counsels motion is therefore
allowed and

It is ordered That this proceeding be and it is hereby discontinued

fSigned THOMAS LISI

Secretary
8 F l1C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1172

PETER BHATTI ASSOCIATES INC

v

PRUDENTIAL LINES INC AND YVEST CoAST OF ITALY SICILIAN AND

ADRIATIC PORTS NoRTH ATLANTIC RANGE CONFERENCE WIN A C
ET AL

1

No 1173

PETER BHATTI ASSOCIATES INC

v

HELLENIC LINES LTD AND WEST COAST OF ITALY SICILIAN AND

ADRIATIC PORTS NoRTH ATLANTIC RANGE CONFERENCE WIN A C
ET AL1

Respondents tariff found to be ambiguous as to the proper rate on tile and

marble slabs from Italy to the United States Reparation awarded

DonaldJ Oapuano for complainant
Elliott B Nwon for respondents

INITIALDECISION OF HERBERTK GREER EXAMINER 2

Complainant seeks to recover alleged overcharges in connection with

two shipments of marble made Jy it from Leghorn Italy to Balti

more Md via respondents Hellenic Lines Ltd Hellenic and Pru

dential Lines Inc Prudential both members of respondent YVest

Coast of Italy Sicilian and Adriatic Ports North Atlantic Range

1 American Export Isbrandtsen Lines American President Lines Ltd Compagnie de

Navigation Fraissinet et Cyprlen Fabre Concordia Lln Giacomo Costa Fu Andrea

Genova Dampskibsselskabet Torm A S Hansa Line Hellenic Lines Ltd Halla

Societa per Azlonl dl Navlgazlone JugoslavenSka Llnljska Plovidba Mitsui Steamship
Co Ltd A P Moller Maersk Line National Hellenic American Line Villain Fasslo e

Compagnla Internazlonale dl Genova Socleta Rlunlte di Navlgazlone Zlm Israel Naviga
tion Co Ltd

2This decision became the decision of the Commission on January18 1965 and an order
was Issued granting the reparations

mharris
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r

Conference conference or WIN A C The two complaints were l

consolidated for hearing and decision because ofsimilarity of parties J

and issues

It is alleged that in conforming to a conference decision Hellenic
and Prudential violated section 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916

the Act by imposing unjust and unreasonable charges that the

conference tariff containing the charges assessed was ambiguous and

vague and the charges were based upon conditionsnot set forth therein

in violation of section 18 of the Act Complainant seeks an order

directing respondents to cease and desist from such violations and to

put into force and effect and to apply in the future such other rates

and charges as may be determined to be lawfuI Reparation is sought

FINDINGS OF FACT

1 Complainant aNew York corporation was at all material times

engaged in the construction business specializing in the installation of

tile terrazzoand marble

2 Respondents Hellenic and Prudential are engaged in the foreign
commerce ofthe United States

3 Complainant submitted an offer to perform the marble work

on a project known as No 1 Charles Center Baltimore Md project
The offer was considered high by the project authorities and after

discussions complainant s president and a representative of the

project went to Italy to determine whether the use ofmarble produced
in that country would lower the cost

4 During the trip the project representative selected the marble to

be used and complainant made arrangements for its fabrication in

the sizes and shapes called for by the architect s specifications
5 Complainant s president after making inquiry as to reputable

freight forwarders contacted Arno and Pesci Italian freight forward

ers and requested them to determine the cost of shipping the marble

to Baltimore He was informed that ocean rates on finished travertine

polished or unpolished was 37 50 a ton and that the rate on floor tile

was 23 a ton No direct inquiry was made by complainant of the

carrIers

6 Complainant did not retain Arno and Pesci prior to the first

shipment here in controversy but did retain the Italian firm of

Stimart freight forwarders to handle that shipment On May 30

1962 Hellenic issued an order bill of lading notify complainant at

the rate of 37 per ton 2 400 pounds on cargo described as follows

1 case marble samples kg 50

109 crates sawn travertine slabs kg 92 000

1 casemarble samples kg 50

8 F M O
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7 When the Hellenic shipment arrived in Baltimore an employee
or complainant pointed out to his president that the rate was not in

accordance with an office memorandum prepared by the president
whichmemorandum showed that floor tiles shouldbe transported at the

23 rate The employee investigated and reported that the tariff was

ambiguous Needing the tile ror the construction job complainant
paid the 37 rate but protested to Hellenic that the arl i r had im

properly classified the marble Had the shipment been carried at

the 23 rate charges thereon would have been 1 28940 less than those

paid by complainant
8 Complainant discharged Stimart and retained Arno and Pesci as

rreight rorwarder This firm handled the second shipment in con

troversy which moved via Prudential under an order bill or lading
dated October 24 1962 notiry complainant at the 23 rate the cargo

being described as rollows

34 cases travertine tiles kilos 42 000

9 When the second shipment arrived in Baltimore an inspection
was made by At lantic Cargo Inspection Co at the request or the

conference The inspectors applied the rule on advice or the con

rerence that any piece or marble over 60 x 60 centimeters square was to

be classified as a slab This resulted in a finding that the cargo had

been misclassified and a penalty was assessed but later withdrawn

Acting under protest complainant paid the 37 rate in lieu or the 23

rate The charges amounted to 588 more than would have been pay
able at the 23 rate

10 The marble in both shipments exceeded 60 x 60 centimeters in

area and ranged in thickness rrom 3112 inches to Vs inch Itwas used

by complainant ror interior and exterior flooring at the project The

Prudential shipment included 111 pieces 3112 inches thick ranging in

area rrom 3 reet 11 inches x 1 root to 7 reet 10 inches x 1 root 1 inch 36

pieces 2112 inches thick ranging in area rrom 3 reet 11 inches x 1 root 8

inches to 6 reet 6 inches x 1 root 8 inches 213 pieces Vs inch thick

ranging in area rrom 3 reet 11 inches x 1 root 11 inches to 4 reet 1 inch x

1 root 1 inch The Hellenic shipment also contained pieces ranging
rrom Vs inch to 3112 inches in thickness and varying in area rrom 3

reet 11 inches x 1 root 11 inches to 6 reet 7 inches x 1 root 5 inches the

majority or the pieces being the smaller sizes This shipment included

two crates or marble 11 reet 9 inches x 2 reet 2 inches in area to be used

ror benches to be placed on the plaza floor or the project and two

crates of marble 7 feet 11 inches x 1 foot 5 inch to be used for stair
treads The other marble was to be used lor flooring

8 F M C
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11 Atthe time of the two shipments the conference had on file with

the Commission the following tariffs which provided in pertinent
part

WlN A O TariffNo 13 page 33

Marble granite travertine limestone blocks rough quarried sawn

not further ftnished

Slabs polished
Rough sawn in crates or cases n n nn nn

As marble works all kinds n
n n n

Tiles See Tiles all kinds

Vorks all kinds

Up to 750 value per r IT nn n n n 37 w m

Wl A O Taliff No i3 page 54

Tiles all kinds packed in cases cartons or crtates n 23 w1m

12 There wereothershipments by complainant ofmarble from Italy
on which both the 23 and the 37 rate had been applied No con

troversy arose over those shipments however as complainant believed

hat he had paid the 23 rate for marble to be used as flooring and the

37 rate on marble to be used for other purposes
13 During negotiations for a refund the carriers were of the opin

ion that the 23 rate should have been applied to both shipments but

the conference refused to permit a refund taking the position that

the 37 rate had properly been applied
14 There is a contrariety of opinion in the marble trade as to the

difference between a slab and a tile Four Italian firms state that

it is customary to refer to marble used for floors as tile regardless of

size and that they frequently receive and fill orders from United

States purchasers for tiles which exceed 60 x 60 centimeters in area

The University of Rome Institute of Science considers the maximum

dimension of a tile to be 60 x 40 centimeters The Italian Railway
and other Italian marble firms express various opinions as to the area

of a tile ranging from 40 x 40 centimeters to 3 feet x 3 feet AUnited

States importer of marble considers that all marble used for floors is

not properly classified as tile and that any piece in excess of 20 inches

x 20 inches x three fourths inches should be classified as a slab Wit

nesses engaged in the marble business in the United States testified

that all flooring is properly classified as tile

15 The W IN A C tariff as applicable to marble was amended

subsequent to the shipments here involved but no standards are pro
vided which would permit a shipper to determine the rate applicable
to a tile as distinguished from a slab
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DISCUSSION

The parties rely on the well established rule that terms used in a

tariff should be interpreted as they are generally understood in the

trade Complainant contends that the generally accepted definition

of a tile includes any piece of marble used for floors Respondents
contend that any piece of marble over 60 x 60 centimeters is understood

commercially to be a slab The tariff under consideration makes no

distinction as to size or use but a pplies a higher rate to slabs than to

tiles As hereinabove found there is a wide variety of opinion in the

trade furthermore subsequent to the shipnlents here involved the re

spondent carriers disagreed with conference officials as to the proper
classification of the marble The conflicting interpretation points up
a definite ambiguity in the tariff

7hen the interpretation of a tariff is the issue any ambiguity of

the tariffprovisions vhich in reasonableness permit misunderstanding
and doubt by shippers must be resolved against the carrier the party
preparing the document Gelfand Mfg 00 v Bull S S Line Inc

1 D S S B 169 171 1930 RubberDevelopment Oorp v Booth S S

00 2 U S 1 C 747 1945 Thus although there is support for the

interpretation advocated by both parties complainant s interpretation
must prevail However neither a shipper nor a carrier may rely on

a strained or unnatural construction ofan ambiguous tariff But Arno

and Pesci did not apply an unreasonable interpretation in advising
complainant that flooring wasclassified as tile As previously stated

niany persons in the trade understood and accepted that classification

There is no evidence of a difference in handling and towing crates

containing slabs and crates containing tile The value of the pieces
wascomparatively uniform and the quality wassubstantially thesame

Respondents argue that cOlnplainant was not misled and that in

quiry as to rates was not made of any conference carrier or of the

forwarder who handled the first controversial shipment Although
it is true that a shipper if he has doubt as to the proper tariff designa
tion of his commodity has the duty to make diligent inquiry Markt
J H a17vlJuwher Oo J isclassijUJation of Glassware 5 F 1 B 509 511

1958 complainant here was not in doubt nor was the question of

the applicable rates ignored Inquiry wasmade of a reputable Italian

forwarder who advised that the rate on floor tiles was 23 a ton

Then complainant became aware of the contrary classification on

the first shipment he made prompt inquiry
Section 18 b 1 of the Act requires that carriers in foreign com

merce shall file tariffs showing all rates and charges and that

Such tariffs shall contain the classification of the freight in force and shall
also state separately any rules which in anywise change affect or deter

mine any part or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates or charges q

1
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Hespondents imposed the higher rate by applying an arbitrary size

limitation on tile of 60 x 60 centimeters This unpublished limitation

established in effect at least a rule which affected the determination
or the rates set rorth in the tariff The inspectors retained by the
conference based their report on the rule Demanding and collecting
a greater compensation than specified in the tariff on file with the

Commission is aviolation of section 18 b 3 of the Act If respond
ents intended to except from the general classification of tiles any

piece having an area over 60 x 60 centimeters it was their responsibility
to set forth the exception in the tariff Gelfand Mfg 00 v Bull S S

Line Inc supra The tariff contained no reasonable method of dis

tinguishing a tile from a slab See National 0able and Metal 00 v

Ame riean Hawaiian S S 00 2 U S M C 470 473 1941

Four crates of marble included in the shipment via Hellenic con

tained pieces for purposes other than flooring The record does not

contain evidence of the weight of the individual containers

ULTIMATE CONCLUSIONS

Respondents tariffapplicable to marble was ambiguous at the time

of complainant s shipments
Respondents unlawfully applied an unpublished classificH tion to the

shipments involved thereby overcharging complainant and complain
ant is entitled to reparation from Prudential in the anlount of 588

As to Hellenic however the amount of reparation cannot be ascer

tained from the record which does not disclose the weight or measure

ment of the four crates which contained marble to be used for purposes
other than flooring Complainant shall prepare and forward a state

ment in accordance with the provisions of rule 15 b of the Commis

sion s rules of practice and procedure
The carriers having been willing to apply the lower rate but having

been prevented from doing so by the conference interest will not be

awarded on the reparation
The conference shall amend their tariff to conform to the findings

herein and to remove the ambiguity relating to the classification of

tile and a slab

An appropriate order shall be entered

Signed HERBERT K GREER
Pre8iding Eroamit8T

DECEMBER 22 1964
8 F M C
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No 1103

AGREEMENT No 9025 MIDDLE ATLANTIC PORTS DOCKAGE AGREEMEN r

DeoidedJafllUary 22 1965

c

Agreement No 9025 between terminal operators to establish dockage charge
in relation to vessels engaged in interstate and foreign commerce approved
pursuant to section15 Shipping Ad 1916

j

Robert R Artz Rene J Gwnning William P Quinn John S Shan
non Preston O Shannon and Oharles O Rettberg Jr for respondents
Heading Co the Pennsylvania Railroad Co Canton Railroad Co the

Baltimore Ohio Railroad Co vVestern Maryland Railway Co the

Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co Lamberts Point Docks Inc Eliza

beth River Terminals Inc Imperial Tobacco Co of Great Britain

and Ireland Ltd Whitehall Terminal Corp and Rukert Terminals

Corp
E R Bunch for protestant Hampton Roads Maritime Association

Oharles R Seal for intervener Virg inia State Ports Authority
Robert J Blackrwell and Wm Ja11el Smith Jr hearing counsel

Benjamin A Theernan hearing examiner

tl

1

I

REPORT BY THE CoMMISSION

JOHN IlARLLEE Ohairmanj JAMES V DAY Vice Ohairmanj ASHTON

C BARRETT JOHN S PATTERSON and GEORGE H FIEARN Oom

missioners

The Commission instituted these proceedings under sections 15 and

22 of the Shipping Act 1916 to determine if Agreement No 9025

Middle Atlantic Ports Dockage Agreement should be approved dis

approved or modified
The signers of Agreement No 9025 the proponents are ad

mittedly engaged in the business of furnishing general cargo terminal
facilities in connection with common carriers by water at the ports
of Philadelphia Baltimore and Hampton Roads Accordingly each

R M sn
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is an other person subject to the Act within the purview of section
1 They are designated as respondents herein and take a united posi
tion requesting approval

Protests against approval of Agreement 9025 have been filed by
Hampton Roads Maritime Association Hampton Roads an associa

tion of steamship companies and agents freight forwarders terminal

operators and other maritime interests associated directly with the

port activities of Hampton Roads and by Steamship Trade Associa
tion of Baltimore Inc Steamship Subsequently the Commission

granted Steamship s request to withdrawits protest
Virginia State Ports Authority Virginia was granted permission

to intervene in opposition to approval of Agreement 9025 Virginia
is an agency of the Commonwealth ofVirginia with the general func

tion of promoting the commerce and protecting the interests of the

ports of Virginia
Hearing counsel appeared supporting approval of Agreement 9025

withcertain modifications

All of the above parties submitted affidavits of fact and memoranda

oflaw to theexaminer No oral hearing washeld

Agreement 9025 provides that the parties thereto may agree to

establish and maintain just and reasonable rates charges classifica
tions rules regulations and practices for and with respect to the

dockage of vessels engaged in the transportation of interstate and

foreign waterborne general cargo traffic at terminals in the ports of

Philadelphia Baltimore and Hampton Roads The agreement does

not establish dockage rates or charges but provides that they may be

established assessed and collected in accordance with future agree

ments entered into by theparties Itfurther provides that no changes
in the dockage tariffs shall be made without prior notice to the other

parties and then only after 30 days notice to the public unless good
cause exists for a change upon shorter notice The parties retain the f

right of individual action with respect to the establishment and assess 1

ment of dockage charges i e any party to Agreement 9025 may 1

elect to establish a rate charge rule regulation or practice independ
ently and without the assent of the other parties Any responsible r

general cargo terminal operator at portscovered by the agreement may
become aparty to Agreement 9025 except for just and reasonablecause

Any party may withdraw from the agreement upon notice in writing 3
to the otherparties LJ

In an initial decision the examiner approved Agreement 9025 in

substance provided it is modified in the following respects
1 By adding a provision for self policing by the parties of the obli

gations underthe agreement

I
I

i

I
I
I
I
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2 By including procedures for dealing with shipper requests and

complaints
3 By adding a provision in accord with the stated intention of the

parties for prompt filing with the Commission of all tariffs rates

rules and regulations etc reached pursuant to the agreement The

parties had indicated to the examiner their intention to file this in

formation and

4 By adding a provision requiring that a statement of the reason

for changing a tariff upon less than 30 days notice to the public shall

be filed promptly with the Commission whenever any such change is

made

Agreement 9025 has been amended by the parties to include all of

the above provisions
In addition the examiner s decision stated that when common rates

and charges are arrived at pursuant to theagreement
There is no question that the subsequent agreement arriving at or establishing
rates charges regulations or practices must first be filed with and approved by
the Oommission

Exceptions to the examiner s decision have been filed by Hampton
Roads by theproponents and by hearing counse11

Hampton Roads excepts on the followinggrounds
1 That the approval of the agreement by the examiner subject

to the modifications discussed above is inconsistent with his finding
that rates entered into pursuant to the agreement must be filed with

and approved by theCommission
2 That the agreement would destroy competition between Hamp

ton Roads and the other parties to the agreement and would therefore

be unjustly discriminatory and unfair as between ports
3 That approval would result in a decrease in the number of ships

calling at Hampton Roads and would thus operate to the detriment of

the commerce of theUnited States

4 That approval of the agreement would be contrary to the public
interest because ofan adverse economic effect on themaritime industry
ofHampton Roads and

5 That the ports of Hampton Roads are primarily controlled by
railroad interests These railroad interests already impose port
charges on shippers of 7 cents per 100 pounds To approve this

agreement would be to permit these railroads to impose a double

charge

1Hearing counsel has excepted to the examiner s conclusion that a ratemaking agree

ment between terminals should require self policing provisions and procedures for handling

shippers requests and complaints Since the parties to Agreement 9025 have already
submitted these provisions vOluntarlly we need not decide at this time whether or not

they should be reqUired in agreements of this type

8 F M O
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A reply to the exceptions of Hampton Roads was filed by the parties
to Agreement 9025

Hampton Roads first exception can best he disposed of by consid

ering the sole exception filed by the proponents of Agreement 9025

These parIties except to the examiner s conclusion that despite our

approval of Agreement 9025 which would permit them to discuss

and agree upon rates charges and practices for their terminal facil

ities nevertheless the fruits of these discussions any rate charge
or practice agreed upon by proponents must be filed with and ap

proved by the Commission before it is put into effect We believe the

examiner erred in this conclusion Section 15 of the Act expressly
provides that

Any agreement and any modification or cancellation of any agreement not

approved or disapproved by the Commission shall be unlawful and agree

ments modifications and cancellations shall be lawful only when and as long
as approved by the Commission before approval or after disapproval It shall
be unlawful to carry out in whole or in part directly or indirectly any such

agreement modification or cancellation except that tariff rates fares and

oharges and olassificaUons r1tles and regulations explanatory thereof includ

ing changes in special rates and charges covered by section 813a of this title

which do not involve a change in the spread between such rates and charges
and the rates and charges applicable to noncontract shippers agreed upon by

approved conferences and changes and amendments thereto shall be permitted
to take effect without prior apprOpal upon compliance with the publication and

filing requirements of section 817 b Shipping Act 1916 Sec 18 b of this

title with the provisions of any regulations the Commission may adopt Em

phasis added

Since the provisions of section 18 b referred to above require the

filing of tariffs only by carriers or conference of carriers it might be

said that the exception to the filing requirements under section 15

refers only to the rates charges etc of approved confer nces of

common carriers However we see no reason to apply a stricter

standard and additional requirements for a conference of terminal

operators than the statute provides for a conference of common car

riers In this connection see Empire State Highway Transportation
Association v Federal Maritime Board 291 F 2d 336 D C air
1961 where the court of appeals held that certain tariff revisions

arrived at by a conference of terminal operators pursuant to an

agreement approved under section 15 by our predecessor the Federal

Maritime Board need not be approved by the Boardbefore b coming
effective

The substance of Hampton Roads third and fourth exceptions is

that the imposition of dockage charges would be detrimental to the

interests of Hampton Roads as a port and therefore to the economy
of theentire Hampton Roads area

8 F M C
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The two principal docking areas at Hampton Roads are Norfolk

and Newport News These two areas are separated by approximately
8 miles of water and no rail connection or free intraport interchange
exists between them Thus a substantial number of vessels serving
Hampton Roads ports must incur the additional expense of calling
at two and sometimes three or four docking areas at Hampton
Roads Moreover the vessels serving Hampton Roads often dis

charge small cargoes ofunder 150 tons

Hampton Roads contends that the burdens of serving that area

coupled with the relatively small cargoes destined for their ports
have already caused a considerable amount of cargo to be diverted

from Ifampton Roads to other competing ports on the Atlantic coast

Hampton Roads believes that the imposition ofdockage charges would

add to the burdens already borne by carriers serving the flampton
Roads area and would cause still further diversion of cargo from

Hampton Roads ports
The thrust of Hampton Roads argument therefore goes to the

question of whether or not dockage charges should be imposed at all

at Hampton Roads rather than to the issue of whether or not the

parties to Agreement 9025 should be permitted to agree on these

charges But even were we to disapprove Agreement 9025 the ter

minal operators of Ifampton Roads would still retain the right to

establish reasonable dockage charges on a unilateral basis and con

versely approval of the agreement would still allow the individual

operators to exercise their right of independent aotion and decline

to impose any dockage charges
The real issue before us therefore is whether or not the parties to

Agreement 9025 should be permitted to discuss and agree upon such

eharges a practice which Hampton Roads condemns in its second

exception as destructive of competition We find nothing in the

record to indicate that Agreement 9025 would contravene the stand

ards of section 15 of the Act 2

Agreement 9025 provides only that the parties may discuss and

agree upon rates and practices in the future and such an agreement on

dockage charges may well have the salutory effect envisioned by the

act of creating uniform and stable rates charges classifications rules

and regulations among the competing ports 110reove1 the right
of independent aotion reserved by the parties provides a safety valve

to insure that the interests of each port area will be protected
2 Section 15 compels us to disapprove any agreement upon a finding that It is

unjustly dIscriminatory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters im

porters or ports or between exporters from the United States and their foreign
competitors or to operate to the detriment of the commerce of the Untted States or to

be contrary to the public interest orto be in violation of tbts Act

8 F M C
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Since Agreement 9025 does not itself impose any charges it is

impossible on this record to assess its effect on carriers ports and
the commerce of the United States with any real degree of accuracy
The Commission s power over section 15 agreements however con

sists not only of initial approval but of continuing supervision and
if at some time in the future rat s charges classifications rules or

regulations are established pursuant to the agreement which violate

the fair and reasonable standards of the Act the Commission may

protect the public interest by withdrawing its approval of the basic

agreement itself or by requiring its modification Empire State

Hightway Transportation Association v Federal MruritiJme Board

supra
As to Hampton Roads fifth exception we find in Agreement 9025

no attempt to impose a double charge for terminal facilities The

charges now imposed by the Hampton Roads terminal operators
largely railroads are charges imposed on railroad shippers They
were approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission in Inoreased

Freight Rates 1958 Ex Parte 212 304 IC C 289 1958 and were

imposed because the railroads performed many services on water

borne traffic that would normally be performed by shippers on over

land domestic traffic These include such services as loading unload

ing bracing and blocking of freight The Commerce Commission
in the Inoreased Freight Rates case supra stated at page 352

We find on the whole that respondents provide more facllltles and perform more

services in the ports for waterborne traffic than they do for domestic traffic

Thus the railroads in imposing the port charges sought to pass on

the additional terminal cost of handling waterborne traffic to the

users of such service rather than burden all of its patrons including
shippers whose cargoes do not require the use of port facilities The

imposition ofthe charges contemplated by Agreement 9025 would not

appear to result in a double charge since they would be dockage
charges imposed on the vessel and not freight handling charges im

posed on rail patrons 3

Based on the foregoing we find that Agreement 9025 has not been
shown to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair operate to the detri
ment of the commerce of the United States be contrary to the public
interest or in ciolation of the Act Itis approved

Signed FRANCIS C HURNEY

Speoial Assistoot to the Secretary
3The Commission assumes that the tenn dockage cha rge is used In Agreement 9025

In Its traditional sense to mean that charge assessed against a vessel for bertbing at a

wharf pier bulkhead structure or bank or for mooring to a vessel so berthed

8 F M C
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NORTH ATLANTIC VVESTBOUND FREIGHT ASSOCIATION DuAL RATE
CONTRACT

Decilled Jallluary 29 1965

ORDER ON RECONSIDERATION 1

On March 27 1964 the Commission issued its order in this proceed
ing approving for use by the North Atlantic vVestbound Freight
Association a dual rate contract form which was also approved by the
Commission for other conferences engaged in the dual rate proceed
ings See The Dunl Rate Oases 8 F M C 16 1964 The approved
contract form was appended to the Commission s report as appendix
16B Thereafter on November 24 1964 attorneys for the Nortn
Atlantic Vestbound Freight Association filed with the Commission a

proposed draft of a dual rate contract form which had been nego
tiated in terms accepta ble to British Shippers Council and the North
Atlantic Shippers Association Notice of this filing was given in
the November 28 1964 issue of the Federal Register 29 F R 15932
and interested parties were invited to comment thereon and request
a hearing shouldthe same be desired

Three parties filed protests to the draft contract but none requested
a hearing They are U S Borax Chemical Corp the National In
dustrial Traffic League and the Dow Chemical Corp Neither U S
Borax nor Dow Chemical ship in the trade covered by this proposed

dualrate contract The National Industrial Traffic League represents
substantial importers and hence users ofinbound conferences Com

ments of the League p 1 Ve think it worthy of note that the

principal parties involved the British shippers and the association

have agreed as to the terms of the contract and ask only that the Com

1 See order decided Apr 1 1965 denying petition for reconsideration

8 F M C 387
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missio give its approval to this agreement thereby officially sanc

tioning free and collectivenegotiation
As stated in the notice of filing the proposed contract form differs

in three principal respects from the form ofthe Commission approved
dual rate contract appended to the March 27 1964 report

1 The clause relating to lxclusions does not specifically exclude chemical

products as provided by statute and does notmake any reference to petroleum
products which the Commission excluded from contract coverage In addition

the Commission provided for the exclusion of proprietary cargo when carried
in owned or chartered for a period of 6 months or longer vessels The asso

ciation s draft which excludes all bulk cargoes without mark or count article

1 d satisfies the statutory requirements of section 14b 8 of the Shipping
Act Our attention has been invited to no past usage of chartered or owned

vessels by contract signatories and the interested shippers in thetrade through
their chosen representatives have stated that they do not desire a charter ex

clusion Therefore the Commission can see no objection to the deletion of such

exclusion by the association s draft
2 The wording of the natural routing clause inthe association s draft differs

from the wording of the Commission s approved form of contract However

the association s draft contains a more exact description of a natural route

in that it specifically provides that the service provided by the carriers from

ports in Great Britain Northern Ireland and Eire shall be deemed the natural

routes In view of thefact that this more specific definition is acceptable to the

principal contract shippers and it fully satisfies the statutory requirements it

will bepermitted by the Commission
3 The association s draft deletes paragraph C of the Commission s force

majeure clause which related to conditions notunder the control of the carrier

but which did not stem from war warlike operations or hostilities Essen

tially this provision was for the benefit of the carriers in that It allowed rate

increases on less than 90 days notice forsuch circumstances Ifthecarriers are

willing to forego this additional privilege accorded them by the Commission s

decision the Commission has no objection to its deletion

The association s draft incorporates other minor changes which the

Commission will permit in view of the fact that the interested ship
pers agree to them Thus any objections to these changes by the three

protestants are hereby rejected
Therefore it is ordered That the terms and conditions of the forlll

of the dual rate contract attached hereto 2 shall be used by the North

Atlantic Westbound Freight Association to the exclusion of any other

terms andprovisions for the purpose ofaccording merchants shippers
and consignees contract rates

By the Commission JOHN lIARLLl1E Ohairman JAMES V DAY

Vice 0hairman GEORGE H HEARN Oommissioner

oommissioners Barrett and Patterson are not in agreement with the

Order of theMajority and their reasons for disagreement follow

The form of the dual rate contract attached to the Commission s order Is omitted due
to its length

8 F M C
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REASONS FOR DISAGREEMENT VITII ORDER ON RE

CONSIDERATIQN Dooket No 1059

NORTH ATLANTIC VESTllOUND FREIGHT ASSOCIATION DuAL RATE

CONTRACT

Oommissione1 8 A8htoi O BaTrett Glnd John S Patterson dissenting
Based on the record before us in this proceeding ve conclude there

is no justification for the denial of a hearing to consider a certain
serious issues involving government processes b qu stions as to the

nature of agency decisions raised by the protesters and c questions
raised by us as to the procedure followed in this case

As regards our conclusion as stated above the supporting reasons

are as follows

We dissent from the issue of an order permitting the use of a

proposed general shipper contract in response to the application
of the North Atlantic 1Vestbound Freight Association association
a conference of common earriers by wruter in foreign commerce with

out a hearing followed by an adjudication on the protests thereto

submitted by a national organization of shippers and by two shippers
because in the past it has been the practice to hear and answer serious

protests and more time is needed for this purpose This practice
coupled with the absence ofunusual and cOJnpelling reasons and argu
ments dictates review and adjudication of an exclusive patronage
dual rate contract such as the proposed general shipper contract

when it deviates from the contract authorized in docket No 1059 in

The Dual Rate OMes 8 F M C 16 report issued March 27 1964

petition for reconsideration denied served August 3 1964

The majority has said on the requirement of uniform prescribed
contract provisions that the requirement was based on a the ex

pectation of the flouse Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

H Rept No 498 81th Cong 1st sess p 9 1961 b the senti

ment of theAntitrust Subcommittee 0f the Committee on the Judici

ary of the House of Representatives Report of the Antitrust

Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House ofRep
resentatives Pursuant to H Res 56 87th Cong 2d sess p 390

1962 and c the consideration that construction of the statute

rather than the facts ofa particular trade is involved The Dual Rate

OMes

In its decision in docket Nos 1078 and 1080 the majority reaffirmed

its conclusions and reasoning in The Dual Rate OMes that absent

a showing of circumstances peculiar to their trade which would make

inapplicable the former reasoning and conclusions such decision

would prevail pp 1 and 5 report docketNos 1078 and 1080 Other
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references to the requirement that all contracts are required to contain

standard provisions are on pages 14 16 19 23 25 28 31 38 and 41

of the majority report in The Dual Rate Oases As a result of these

announced principles shipper interests are believed to have come to

regard themselves as having a vested interest in the continuation with

out change in the required provisions absent changed conditions

At this time we are faced with certain higher issues than those sepa
rat ing the majority and the minority in The Dual Rate Oases relative

to the form of the contract pnrsuant to section 14b of the Shipping
Act 191G or the procedures for adjudicating disapproval pursuant
to the Administrative Procedure Act The two transcending issues

now before the Commission and requiring a hearing before resolution
are

l

y
l

LJ

1 The Commission in the words of u protester should maintain the integrity
of its deci ion in the dual rate cases by denying this petition for radical changes
therefrom otherwise in the words of hearing counsel replying to an earlier

petition for reconsideration the granting of petition of this nature encourage

attempts to seek reopening and relitigation of questions that have already been

exhaustively argued and resolved Vacillation en questions of principle can

be a matter of serious consequence to the entire Cnmmission because it will r

invite a flood of changes which will erode the entire 11 ci ion and orders and

cast doubt on the finality of all future orders

2 There should be finality to adjuuication The use of the association s

contract in docket No 1030 was not permitted and instead the Commission
1

ordered that the association s agreements are hereby approved in the form

attached to this order and that the terms of tbe agreement attached hereto

shall be used to the exclusion of any other terms and provisions 1 I

Attached was a redrafted contract prescri bed by the Commission different in

significant respects from the one before us now Finality in this adjudication
was accomplished on August 3 1964 when we denied a petitioll for reconsider
ation In our opinion clocl et No 109 is closed and is beyond reconsideration
Vc agree with hearing counsel that the dual rate cases should remain closed

unless a showing of circumstances peculiar to the trade which would mal e inap
plicahle the earlier reasoning and cOllclusions is shown Kone has been shown

to the public It is not considered that acceptability of terms to the British

Shippers Council and the North Atlantic Shippers Association is such a

ci rcumstance

Finally with regard to the procedure followed in this case the

following observations which we consider cogent are in order They
are

a The inadequacy of the communications from the association
submitted to the Commission for consideration and processing as an

application for permission to use an exclusive patronage contract
b The lack of information to the public and all interested parties

as regards all reasons considered by the applicants to be compelling
and unusual which would warrant the deviation sought from the

8 F M C
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contract approved and authorized by the Commission on March 27

1964 in docket No 1059

c The fact that the only written communication placing the pro

posed contract before the Commission which reads as follows relates

to a new contract the applicants wish approved and does not constitute
a petition to reopen docket No 1059

Re North Atlantic Westbound Freight
Association General Shipper Contract

FEDERAL MARITIME COMISSION NOVEMBER 24 1964

1321 HStreet NW

Washington 25 D C

GENTLEMEN I refer to my lettilr of September 1 1964 I am now instructed

by the North Atlantic Westbound Freight Association that the association has

reached agreement with the British Shippers Council and the North Atlantic
Shippers Council about the form of a dual rate contract which the two shippers
councils are prepa ed to recommend to their members for adoption as from

March 1 1965 A copy of the draft form of contract is enclosed witb this letter

Sincerely

f

S

KIRLIN CA1lPBELL KEATING

By RONALD A CAPONE

Attorneys for North Atlantic

WcstbounclF cight Association

RAC by
Enclosure

The letter was received by a member of the staff and stamped re

ceived in the Office of the Secretary on November 24 1964 It was

meta morphosed into a petition and a Notice of Petition Filed for

Approval dated November 25 1964 was published in the Federal

Register on Saturday November 28 1964 over the signature of the

Secretary 29 F R 15932 referring to the letter as a petition filed for

approval pursuant to section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 and the

contract into a contract filed for approval
These actions have been construed by the majority as compliance

with the provisions of section 1 b stating on applicatiqn the

Federal Maritime Commission i I shall after notice and hearing
by order permit the use by any common carrier or conference of such

carriers in foreign commerce of any contract Ie lie followed by a

description of the contracts of the type now before us Ve disagree
Even assuming no shift in policy the applicants have not provided

the public with any new facts or reasons why the three principal
changes in the previously permitted contract form are needed or are

superior at this time A hearing would produce the relevant infor

mation especially in the absence of it being communicated in a form

by hich the public could be informed To our knowledge neither

the British nor American shippers nor any parts of the public have
been given the opportunity to obtain the necessary explanations an

8 F M C
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justifica1ions To say the least the a pplicants should come forward
with the needed information vVe consider a hearing necessary for
this purpose especially since we hold that the communications from
the applieants represent a request for the approval of a new contract

which they deem more appropriate than thecontract already approved f

by the Commission To date thorough consideration of the issues S

involved in the significant shift ofpolicy that has occurred in reJation

to achieving compliance with these provisions in the light of such
vital information has not allowed public participation as a result of

the procedures followed

Signed THOMAS Lrsr

Secretary
8 F M O
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DOCKET No 1059

NORTH ATLANTIC WESTBOUND FREIGHT ASSOCIATION DUAL RATE
CONTRACT

Deoided April 1 19f5

ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION

The Commission entered an order in this proceeding J anuary 29
1965 That order approved for the use of the North Atlantic tVest
bound Freight Association a form of dual rate contract submitted

pursuant to section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 for use by the
association The Commission s orderor that date emphasized that
the draft contract had received the approval of the British shippers
involved which represent the overwhelming majority of the shippers
in this inbound trade and the protestants to the form of co tract

were not shippers in the trade and consequently not affected by this
contract Further none of the protestants requested a hearing

On March 1 1965 Protestant U S Borax Chemical Corp filed
a petition for reconsideration of that order On March 5th the North
Atlantic Vestbound Freight Association filed its reply to the instant

petition requesting that the petition be denied

The instant petition has not brought to our attention any matter

claimed to have been erroneously decided as required by rule 16 b
ofour rules ofpractice andprocedure

The Commission wishes to reiterate that its approval of the form
of contract submitted by the North Atlantic V estbound Freight Asso
ciation wasbased on the peculiar facts of that trade and such approval
in no vise detracts from the principle of uniformity enunciated in
the Commission s decision in The D talRate a8e8 8 FlH C 16 1 64
In that decision the Commission indicated that some variations in
contract forms would be allowed where peculiar or special circum

stances in a given trade warrant a variation Our decision here should
not signal the filing of petitions for contract modifications in other
trades which are not based on substantial reasons therefor

mharris
Typewritten Text
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Now therefore It is orde1 ed That the petition of U S Borax

Chemical Corp for reconsideration of the Commission s order en

tered in docket No 1059 on January 29 1965 be and it hereby is

denied

Oornmissioners Ashton O Ba1rett and John S Patterson dissenting

Based on the petitions before us in this proceeding we conclude

there is not sufficient justification for the denial of a reconsideration

of the decision and order served January 29 1965 as indicated in our

dissent therein and for th following reasons

1 Inspite of the disclaimer ofdeparture from the report and order
in The Dual Rate Oases requiting uniformity in contracts and allow

ing variations based on peculiar or special circumstances in a given
trade no such circumstances have been adequately shown so there is

actually a departure and the basis or reasons therefor ought to be

exphtined to the public
2 Absent such an explanation the order herein cannot avoid sig

naling the filing ofpetitions for contract modifications in other trades

which are not based on substantial reasons

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secreta1Y
8 F M C
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No 1155

IMPOSITION OF SURCHARGE ON CARGO TO IANILA REPUBLIC OF THE

PHILIPPINES

Decided Febrlta1 Y S 1965

Except as to newsprint out of Searsport Maine surcharges imposed by respond

ents on cargo from the United States to Manila found not to be in violation

of sections 15 16 17 or 18 b 5 of theShipping Act 1916

Respondents Maersk Line and Pacific Star Line by imposing a surcharge on

newsprint at Searsport Maine while they do not apply a surcharge at

nearby Canadian ports have prejudiced and discriminated against shippers

of newsprint at thePort of Searsport as well as the port itself

l

e

Edward D Ransom and Robert F Fishm for Pacific Yestbound

Conference and member lines respondents
Elkan Turle Jr for Far East Conference and member lines

respondents
George F Galland for respondent Compagnie 1aritime des Char

geu rs Reunis

Thomas R Matias and Rober tJ Black ell hearing counsel

A L Jordan presiding examiner

r

REPORT

BY THE CO Th1 ISSION John IIarllee Ohairrnan James V Day
Vice Ohairmanj Ashton C Barrett George If Hearn John S
Patterson Oommissioners

The CommissiQn instituted this proceeding on its own motion to in

vestigate the lawfulness ofsurcharges on cargo moving from ports in

the United States to 1anila Republic of the Philippines The pur

pose of the proceeding is to determine whether the surcharges are

contrary to sections 15 16 17 and 18 b 5 of the Shipping Act 1916

The Commission named as respondents the Pacific VTestbound Con

ference and its members the Far East Conference and its members

Hawaii Orient Hate Agreement and members Pacific Star Line Com

pagnie 1aritime des Chargeurs Reunis and PacificNavigation System
Inc

o Ii1 18 Ql
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The Pacific lVestbound Conference provides service to Manila from

the Pacific coast of the United States and Canada The Far East

Conference serves Manila from U S Atlantic and gulf ports but this

range of service does not include Canadian Atlantic ports Maersk

Line however a Far East Conference member serves Canada as an

independent and IsthmianLines also a Far East Conference member

lifts nlanila bound cargo at Halifax Nova Scotia Pacific Star serves

ports on the Atlantic coast of the United States and Canada as an

independent and Compagnie l1aritime des Chargeurs Reunis pro
vides independent service from U S Atlantic and gulf ports The

service of Pacific Navigation is not described in the record

The Far East Conference on July 25 1963 and the Pacific lVest

bound Conference on July 29 1963 filed with the Commission sur

charges of 10 per ton as freighted on cargoes destined for discharge
at Manila to be effective October 28 1963 At about this same time

the other respondents imposed surcharges of 19 per ton on cargo
destined for discharge at llanila

The Far East Conference the Pacific lVestbound Conference and

Pacific Navigation reduced their surcharges from 10 to 5 per ton

effective December 26 1963 HawaiiOrient reduced its 10 surcharge
to 5 effective December 28 1963 Pacific Star changed its surcharge
from 10 to 10 percent per ton effective December 12 1963 and Char

geurs also changed its 10 surcharge to 10 percent with a maximum of

10 per payable ton effective December 9 1963 These charges are

in effect at present
The surcharges were imposed at the port of Manila as a result of a

strike and related labor difficulties which began during mid 1963 The

strike primarily affected the port Arrastre Service at Manila The

Arrastre Service in the Philippines has the authority to acq lire

take over operate and superintend such plants and facilities as may

be necessary for the receiving handling custody and delivery of

articles and the convenience and comfort of passengers and the han

dling of baggage The Arrastre assumes responsibility for

the handlingofcargo on the Manila piers Cargo is delivered directly
into the hands of the Arrastre who assume responsibility for move

ment on the pier sorting storing and the ultimate delivery of the

cargo to the consignee The ship s responsibility ends at its tackle

The Arrastre has a history of both private and public ownership
Since 1962 it has functioned under the Bureau of Customs but a plan
has been formulated recently to return it to private enterprise

During the middle of 1963 the port ofManila waspractically closed

by a strike primarily affecting the port Arrastre The strike was

accompanied by disorder and violence with a long term disruptive
effect on the port The Arrastre strike of 1963 was precipitated by

8 F M C
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SURCHARGE ON CARGO TO MANILA 397

uncertainty of status of the Arrastre labor contract with the strike s

intensity being later heightened by the jurisdictional issue between

two labor factions In lay of 1963 longshoremen furnished by the

contracting union struck The Arrastre employed nonunion labor

subsequent to the outbreak of the strike which appears to have pre

cipitated an outbreak of violence resulting in the damage and destruc

tion of hilos and other pier equipment This in turn contributed to

cargo accumulation and slow discharge of vessels The strike con

tinued through the summer and in October the port W3 S virtually
closed down in an effort to control sit in strikes The strike ter

mUlated late in October but some unrest continued due to the labor

jurisdictional issue Similarly pier congestion continued because

of the lack of adequate pier equipment and lessened labor efficiency
In considering the imposition of the surcharge the respondent

conferences considered both the amount and applicability of the

charges The Pacific Westbound Conference originally proposed a

surcharge of25 percent of the basic freight rate and pUrSllant to the

terms of agreement No 8200 between the two conferences sought con

currence from the Far East Conference The Far East Conference
refused concurrence on the ground that a percentage when applied
in a like amount by both conferences would tend to upset the historical

differential in basic rates which exist between the two conferences

Finally the conferences agreed upon the 10 per ton figure
Conferences in foreign to foreign trades also imposed surcharges

on Manila bound cargo The Australian Conference imposed a 25

percent surcharge effective July 22 1963 the Far Eastern Freight
Conference of London and the Bay Bengal Philippine Conference

imposed surcharges of 25 percent effective August 1 1963 the Ma

laya China Japan Conference effective August 10 1963 and the

Hong I ong Philippines Conferelice effective August 23 1963 im

posed surcharges of25 percent and the Japan Philippines Conference

imposed a surcharge of 2 effective December 1 1963 The Australian

Conference 25 percent surcharge was not in effect at the time of the

hearing The Far Eastern Freight Conference of London s 25 percent
surcharge was reduced to 10 percent effective December 30 1963

In the weeks following the effective date of the surcharges there

was improvement in conditions at lanila Delay due to congestion
lessened and vessel turnaround time improved vVhile this improve
ment by the close of 1963 did not find areturn to pre strike normalcy
respondents reduced their surcharges in December In the late

months of 1963 Philippine authorities attempted to clear congestion
in Manila Army trucks were used to clear cargo backlogs bonded

warehouses wereemployed for the storage of cargo not ordinarily put
in bond and some equipment was borrowed Nevertheless due to

8 F M C
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398 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION I
both the intensity of the Arrastre strike and to the disturbing effect
of the strike s yet unsettled causes the port of l1anila is currently

time of hearing operating at less than a normallevel of efficiency
This fact has resulted in the curtailment of service at that port on

the part of Some operators and in frequent abnormal delays for ves

sels calling there in recent months Respondents are in no way a party
to or themselves the cause of the present conditions in Manila and the
result is to place upon them an additional element of cost for the per
formance oftheir Manila services

Respondents have offered two cost justifications regarding the level
of the surcharges One concerns the time or rate of vessel discharge
and the other total time spent in port The time or rate ofdischarge
approach is keyed to the tons per gang hour concept This is the

number of tons handled by each gang per hour that it is working and

is computed by dividing the total number of hours worked by each

gang into the number of tons discharged While the rate of vessel

discharge will vary extensively depending on the commodities in
volved general cargo is being discharged at Manila at approximately
half the rate that could be expected during a period of normalcy

The other statistical approach offered by respondents deals with the
total time spent in the port of Manila for vessels arriving there in the
several months before the hearing In this connection respondents
have shown that an unusually long amount of time is required for
service in Manila

The conferences set the initial surcharge of 10 per ton at a level
to compensate the carriers for out of pocket expenses incurred at

11anila Expenses among conference members of course vary the
selection of one level of reimbursement logically required a formula
of average expense Such a formula was used by the Far East Con
ference being arrived at in the following manner the daily cost for
the operation ofa conference vessel ranges from 1 500 to 3 600 with
the average daily cost being 2 500 Four days delay was considered

the average at the time making the cost for the average vessel 10 000
This cost was passed on to cargo on the basis of the June 1963 con

ference carryings During June 28 conference vessels carried 29 000
tons of cargo to Manila averaging approximately 1 000 tons per vessel

The average cost vessel carrying the average tonnage of cargo being
delayed for an average period of time resulted in the determination

that 10 for each ton ofcargo compensated costs

1 According to American President Line s experiences during 1960 1961 cargo moved
at the rateof 8 or 9 tons during the strike period of 1963 at 1 to 3 tons and in November
and December 1963 at 5 tons per gang hours Pacific Far East Line agreed that before
the strike the 12 ton rate was normal for discharging general cargo at Manila The ex

periences of Chargeurs as to vessel discharge time varies from those of APL but the

pattern Is similar

8 F M C
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The Pacific Vestbound Conference used a similar formula showing
1 hat its average vessel carried roughly 800 tons to J1anila that it suf

fered roughly four days delay over normal that the average daily
vessel cost wasbetween 2 000 and 2 400 a figure representing a com

promise between low cost vessels and American ships whose costs ran

3 600 to 4 800 per day and that taking the lower average figure of

2 000 per day daily costs would be returned by a figure of 10 per ton

The reduction of the conference surcharges in December to 5 per
ton was not based upon a specific revaluation of costs but represented
a 50 percent reduction on the basis of some port improvement

DISCUSSION

The presiding examiner found that thesurcharges werenot contrary
to the applicable provisions of the Shipping Act He found that the

surcharges were additional charges for service at J1anila which reason

ably approximated the additional cost ofproviding the service Fur

thermore he found that the form and the impact of the surcharges
were not prejudicial to shipping interests in the United States The

examiner concluded that the imposition of the surcharges was not

violative of sections 15 16 17 and 18 b 5 of the Shipping Act

Hearing counsel excepts on the ground that the form of the sur

charge the fixed dollar amount as opposed to a percentage fornl

is unlawful since it is prejudicial to shippers of low valued low rated

commodities Hearing counsel also excepts on the grounds that the

application of the surcharge by Maersk Line and Pacific Star Line at

Searsport Maine while no surcharge is applied at nearby Canadian

ports is contrary to the provisions of sections 16 first and 17 of the

Shipping Act

Hearing counsel did not except to the examiner s finding that on the

record the surcharges were justified because of port congestion or that

the overall revenue derived from the surcharges was a reasonable

approximation of the cost incurred in calling at Manila Neither did

hearing counsel except to the examiner s finding that there was no

showing on this record that the different surcharges in different trades

resulted in prejudice to American exporters Ve adopt those findings
to which noexception has been taken

The basic purpose behind surcharges such as those in issue here is

to reimburse the carriers for additional costs temporarily incurred by
the performance of their service and which costs the carriers are not

recovering through their basic freight rates It is not disputed that

the overall revenue derived from a surcharge of 10 per tonreasonably
approximates the additional extraordinary cost for calling at Jfanila

The onlyquestlon r ised then is whether it is proper for shippers to
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be assessed on 1 tonnage basis rather than on a percentage of the

freight rate vVe feel that the surcharge based upon a specific dollar
amount per ton weight or cube as freighted is a perfectly proper
method of recouping the loss due to delay and congestion

Nevertheles s hearing counsel argues that the form of the surcharge
is prejudicial to low rated commodities and preferential to high rated

commodities The argument has only superficial appeal for it is pre
mised upon the claim that the fixed dollar surcharge places an undue

share of the cost of the delay on low value low rated commodities

The record is quite to the contrary The cost of the delay which is

admittedly recouped by the surcharge is equally apportioned between

all cargo But hearing counsel submits that the surcharge is imposed
without regard to competitive quality value freight rate handling
or transportation characteristics Therefore they contend that low

rated commodities pay the cost of delay disproportionately high to its

basic characteristics But the argument overlooks the fact that the

charge is constructed on the most basic characteristic of cargo weight
or cube In fact many accessorial charges including handling and

wharfage are levied on a per ton basis without regard to freight rate

value etc Although freight rates may reflect value of the commodity
the rate at least equally reflects stowage factors Considering that

one type of cargo creates no more nor less delay than another we think

the fixed clollar per ton charge is fair

Furthermore the fixed dollar per ton surcharge does not violate

section 16 first of the Act because the requisite conlpetitive relation

ship is not shown between high and low rated cargo There can be

no undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to one and no undue

or unreasonable prejudice to another person locality or description
of traffic absent a real competitive relationship between the one ad

vantaged and the one disadvantaged TVest Indies Fruit 00 v Flota
Jlercante 7 F M C 66 1962 Boston TVool Trade Association v

AI A T 00 1 U S S B 24 30 1921 In order to demonstrate

unjust discrimination and undue prejudice the evidence must dis

close an existing and effective competit ive relation between the preju
diced and preferred shipper localities or commodities

Phila Ocean T1rlfic B1treau v Ewport S S Oorp 1 D S S B 538

541 1936 Our holding in TVest Indies is controlling here

Prejudice to one shipper to be unjust must ordinarily be such that it constitutes

a source of positi ve advantage to another Port of Philadelphia Ocean T rafic
Bm eal6 v The Export 8 8 Oorp et aZ 1 U S S B 101 1926 The competitive
relationship is necessary not only to show the extent to which the complaining

shipper was damaged by the alleged preference prejudice or discrimination its

establishment is also necessary to prove the violation itself American Peanut

Oorp v M M T 00 Slrp1 a Boston lflool Trade Ass1v ilJ M T 00 supra

7 F M B 66 71 2
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Likewise the form of the surcharge is not contrary to section 17
The record does not show that American exporters have been discrim

inated against in favor of foreign exporters or that the surcharge in

general is unjustly discriminatory between shippers and ports Con

sequently we reject hearing counsels argument that respondents have

violated sections 16 and 17 by discriminating against low rated in

favor of high rated commodities

Hearing counsel s exception to the examiner s failure to find that

the MaerskLine and Pacific Star Line violated section 17 by imposing
thesurcharge at Searsport Maine is in part well taken

The Great Northern Paper Company is an exporter of paper and

newsprint competing with Canadian mills for the Philippine market

Ithas traditionally shipped its products from Searsport Maine where

the surcharge is applicable Canadian competitors shipping from

eastern Canada pay no surcharge in the Philippine trade Newsprint
is a low rated commodity with a small margin of profit During the

first 9 months of 1963 Great Northern shipped about 700 tons ofnews

print a month but none was shipped in November and December

Since Great Northern can avoid the surcharge by utilizing Canadian

ports and thus maintain a competitive position in the Philippines it

has embarked on a program of diverting newsprint from Searsport
Maine and has now begun to export from the Canadian port of St
John This diversion to Canada is not without some expense to Great
Northern and it deplores the inability of Searsport to handle this

cargo Great Northern s business is so competit ive in the Philippines
thatit has not been able to pass on the entire surcharge to its customers
and it lost sales totaling about 1 400 tons of paper in November and

December 1963 that weremade by Eastern Canadian mills

These facts establish that Pacific Star Line and Maersk Line by as

sessing a surcharge on newsprint at Searsport Maine while not at

Canadian Atlantic ports have unj ustly discriminated against Great

Northern and the port ofSearsport whileadvantaging Canadian ship
pers of newsprint and the port of St John V T e find that a sufficient

competitive relationship exists between the shippers and ports con

cerned we find that Great Northern and the port of Searsport have

suffered pecuniary harm by the imposition of the surcharge and the

resultant diversiQn of traffic and we find that the transportation con

ditions are similar from St John and Searsport Pacific Star and

Maersk therefore have demanded charged and collected a charge
which is unreasonable Ve find this conduct to be contrary to the

provisions of section 17 which provides that no common ca rrier by
water in foreign commerce shall demand charge or collect any rate

fare or charge which is unjustly discriminatory between shippers or

ports or unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United States as

8 F M C
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compared with their foreign competitors West Indies Fruit Co v

Flota Mercante supra Grays llarbor Pulp Paper Co v A F

Klaveness Co AIS 2 U S MC 366 369 1940 We will order

these carriers to cease and desist from this unreasonable practice by
removing the inequality of treatment between shippers and ports by
appropriate tariffamendments

ULTIMATE CONCLUSIONS

1 Respondents are justified in imposing a surcharge on cargo un

loaded at the port of Manila because of the extraordinary delay oc

casioned by labor difficulties and portcongestion
2 Respondents surcharges except as noted below reasonably ap

proximate the additional cost of serving the port of Manila and are

therefore not in violation of sections 15 16 17 and 18 b 5 of the

Shipping Act 1916

3 Respondents surcharges imposed on a fixed dollar per ton basis

or on a percentage of the freight rate basis are not unjust or unreason

able in violationof sections 16 first or17 of the Shipping Act 1916

4 Respondents Maersk Line and Pacific Star Line by imposing a

surcharge on newsprint at Searsport Maine while they do not apply a

surcharge at St John New Brunswick Canada have demanded

charged and collected a charge which is unjustly discriminatory be

tween shippers and ports and unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the

United States as compared with their foreign competitors contrary to

section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916

An appropriate order will be issued

8 F M C



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1155

IMPOSITION OF SURCHARGE ON CARGO TO MANILA REPUBLIC OF THE

PHILIPpiNES

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission pursuant to rule 5 g of its rules of practice and proce
dure and the Commission having fully considered the matter and

having this day made and entered of record a report containing its

findings and conclusions which report is hereby referred to and made

apart hereof

It is ordered That respondents Maersk Line and Pacific Star Line

cease and desist from assessing on newsprint moving from Searsport
Maine to Manila Republic of the Philippines a surcharge which is

prejudicial and discriminatory to exporters of newsprint from the

United States and to the PortofSearsport IVtaine
Itis further ordered That respondents aersk Line and Pacific Star

Line shall notify the Commission within 15 days of the date of this

order the manner in which they shall eliminate such prejudice and

discrimination

By the Commission

8 F M C

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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DOCKET No 1145

REDUCTION IN FREIGHT RATES ON AUTOMOBILES NORTH ATLANTIC

COAST PORTS TO PUERTO RICO

DOCKET No 1167

REDUCED RATES ON AUTOMOBILESATLANTIC COAST PORTS TO PUERTO

RICO

Decided February 4 1965

Reduced rate of respondents on automobiles from North Atlantic coast ports

gulf ports and South Atlanti coast ports to ports in Puerto Rico found

to be unjustly and unreasonably low under the Shipping Act 1916 and the

Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 as amended and minimum just and rea

sonable rate determined

Alan F Wohlstetter for respondent Motorships ofPuerto Rico Inc

Robert N Kharasch for respondent American Union Transport Inc

Oarl H lVheeler for respondents Vaterman Steamship Corp of

Puerto Rico and Sea Land Service Inc Puerto Rican Division

Paul J Ooughlin for respondent Seatrain Lines Inc

Gerald A Maliafor respondent Containerships Inc

Edward T Oornell and O Gordon Anderson for respondent TMT

Trailer Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson trustee

John Mason and Oharles OoZgan for respondent South Atlantic

Caribbean Line Inc

John T Rigby and J alneS W Symington for intervener the Com
monwealth of Puerto Rico

Donald J Brunner William Jarrel Smith Frank Gormley and
Robert J Blackwell as hearing counsel

OharlesE Morgan hearing examiner

REPORT

BY THE COl1MISSION John Harllee Ohairman James V Day
Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett 001nmissioner

These proceedings were instituted to determine the lawfulness un

der the Shipping Act 191 apd the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
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ofproposed reduced rates and related charges on automobiles ofall of

the carriers in the trades from North Atlantic South Atlantic and

gulf coast ports of the United States to ports in Puerto Rico Sepa
rate hearinOs were held beforethe same examiner who issued an initial

b

decision in each of the proceedings Exceptions and replies were filed

upon which we have heard oral argument Because the issues in large

part overlap the two proceedings are consolidated for decision

The trades under investigation in these proceedings have historically
been characterized by severe competition the greatest competition
existing between those carriers operating out ofthe same areas

Five carriers American Union Transport Inc AUT Sea Land

Service Inc Puerto Rican Division Sea Land Containerships Inc

Containerships Seatrain Lines Inq Seatrain and Motorships of

Puerto Rico Inc Motorships operate out of North Atlantic ports
All had a 35 cent automobile rate plus a 2 cent arrimo charge at the

time of service of the relevant initial decision except AUT which had

a rate of32 cents plus 2 cents arrimo

Containerships had also proposed an additional allowance of 12 5

percent suspended by Commission order on its 35 cent rate to shippers
whose automobiles are carried on deck for the convenience of the car

rier with the consent of theshipper
Prior to these proceedings all of these carriers had operated at a

38 c nt rate plus 2 cent arrimo for approximately 4 years
Two carriers TnlT Trailer Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson

trustee TMT and South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc SACL

presently operate from Florida ports to Puerto Rico TMT at a 31 cent

rate and the latter taking into consideration its absorbed charges at

a 32 cent rate The South Atlanticcarriers do not publish a separate
arrimo charge Prior to these proceedings Tl1T had maintained a

34 cent rate and SACL a rate ofapproximately 33 5 cents

Waterman Steamship Corp of Puerto Rico vVaterman which

operates from Gulf ports to Puerto Rico was made a respondent but

did not participate in these proceedings Its current rate is 38 cents

plus 2 cents arIimo

Seatrain s southbound carryings of automobiles out of North At

lantic ports have been minimal and arenot a major factor in the trade

Seatrain s rate policy is to maintain the same rate on autos as is main

tained by Sea Land

Alcoa Steamship Company Inc originally was a respondent in No

1145 but was dismissed from that proceeding after it withdrew its

proposed reduced rate of 35 cents It handled about 800 to 850 ca rs

in a previous noncalendar year period
The total annual automobile carrying capacity of the carriers in the

Puerto Rican trade substantially exceeds the available automobile
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traffic The examiners raugh calculatian af the carriers c pacity is
as fallaws I

Autos per No Autos per
Carrir voyage voyages year

AUT n U nU u u u u u 200 50 10 100

Sea Land n 400 35 14 000

Motorships n 250 30 7 500

Containerships u u u 80 25 2 000

SACLu u n n n u u u hU 100 50 5 000

TMT uu
n nu uu u u 100 76 7 600

A1008 800

Seatrain n u n on

Watermanh U u u u On U n

TotaL h u U ou hUU u 46 900

The examiner in his initial decisian in dacket 1145 declared the

prapased 35 cent rate aut afthe Narth Atlantic parts to be unjustly
and unreasanably law and unlawful The examiner cancluded based

upan data relating to its past aperatians and prajectians relating to

its future carryings based upon cammitments abt ined fram autama

bile dealers that respondent Matarships prabably cauld aperate
prafitably at the 35 cent rate pravided its prajections were carrect

Hawever because af his additianal findings that the praposed reduc
tian wauld bring about and aggravate the autamabile rate war and

likely wauld cause rates an the basic cammadities essential to Puerto
Rica s ecanomy to be raised he set a minimum rate level af 37 cents

fram Narth Atlantic ports effective far a periad af two years at

the expiratian af which time the carriers will be left free to petitian
far adjustment af such minimum rate an the basis af the then volume
af autamabiles maving in the trade and other pertinent factars in

cluding the economic health of the cammon carriers in the Puerto

Rican trade and the progress af the averall Puerto Rican econ

omy and haw these factars relate to the ocean transportatian rates

In his initial decision in docket 1167 the examiner set as a praper
standard far rates in the trade minimum rates neither to o high sa

as to penalize the autamobile shippers nor taa law so as to force a

number of carriers out of the trade and thereby nat only hurt the

Puerto Rica automabile econamy but also other segments af the econ

amy of the Commonwealth IIe had faund that the trade is greatly
aver tannaged and that automabile carrying capacity far exceeds

prosepctive automobile valume He furt her faund that so far as

this record shaws on thebasis of normal accounting procedures no car

rier of autamobiles in this trade except T 1T earned any profit on

8 F M C
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automobiles in 1963 or if any carrier other than T 1I earned a profit
it was a relatively small one fIe therefore determined that since

most carriers are losing money at present levels the rate should be

higher than 35 cents He concluded and found estimating some

yearly increase in automobile volume a rate lo ver than 38 cents

which had been in effect in the North Atlantic trade prior to these

proceedings may be justified
The examiner then set 37 cents as the just and reasonable minimum

evel for the North Atlantic respondent carriers in these proceedings
plus a 2 cent arrimo charge per cubic foot or an all inclusive 39 cent

charge
Secondly because of the tradition of maintaining the same rates

from the North Atlantic and the gulf to Puerto Rico and the failure

of the gulf coast carrier to participate in the proceedings the examiner

set the same minimum rates for automobile carriage from gulf ports
to Puerto Rico as from North Atlantic ports

Thirdly the examiner in the light of his findings that for a long
time past a differential had existed between the North Atlantic car

riers and theSouth Atlanticcarriers without any appreciable diversion

of new cars from the North Atlantic areas preserved the differential
but set it at 4 cents rather than the previous 7 cents to encourage the

movement of used cars out of the New York area The examiner

also set a I cent differential of the rates of T 1T under those of SACL
which competes with TMT for the carriage of used cars In other

words the minimum rates set for TMT and SACL were respectively
35 cents and 36 cents inclusive of arrimo charges

The examiner also disallowed the proposed 12 5 percent allowance

of Containerships for on deck carriage of automobiles as an unduly
disturbing factor in a trade already beset by a rate war and a com

petitively predatory device unjustified by the circumstances in the

trade

Ve agree with the findings and conclusions of the examiner in these

proceedings and adopt them as our own with the exeception of the

setting of a time period for the minimum rates

The minimwm rate from North Atlantic ports to Puerto R teo

None of the parties other than Motorships AUT and hearing coun

sel excepts to the ruling of the examiner fixing the North Atlantic

and gulf rates at 37 cents plus arrimo

Motorships contends that the examiner s finding that a 35 cent rate

would bring about and aggravate the automobile rate war is not

supported by the record here under consideration and maintains that

its 35 cent rate mu t be approved as the examiner found it to be

compensatory

e

I

o m r
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IAUT contends thatthe examiner erred in failing to find its proposed
rate of 32 cents lawful but does not object to a minimum rate if fixed

uniformly for all North Atlantic carriers

Hearing counsel maintain that the examiner should have established

a 35 cent rate as the lawful minimum for the North Atlantic carriers

The examiner found that Motorships because of its commitments

obtained from automobile dealers could probably operate profitably
at a 35 cent rate However he also found that most carriers made little

profit at a 38 cent rate and were losing money at the 35 cent rate

The record shows that the 35 cent rates of the North Atlantic carriers

other than Motorships were filed by them to maintain a competitive
position i e they were the product of a rate war and were not such

rates as would have existed normally in the trade

In determining the propriety of a rate the Commission must con

sider more than whether or not it is compensatory to the carrier

Rates which may be compensatory to some of the carriers may indeed

not be compensatory to all of them It is precisely to prevent this

forcing of rates to unremunerative levels that the Commission has

in the past set minimum rate levels even though the rates of all car

riers in the relevant trade had not been shown to be noncompensatory

Intercoastal Rate St1vucture 2 U S MC 285 301 303 1940

However even if it could be conclusively shown that all cn rriers

in the North Atlantic Puerto Rican trade could operate profitably at

the proposed 35 cent automobile rate we would be compelled because

of our concern for the general public interest to disapprove the 35 cent

rate It is axiomatic in common carriel regulation that some com

modities may in the public interest be required to bear more than their

full share ofallocated costs B re O R R v United States 345 U S 146

1953 and the Commission has recognized the applicability of this

principle to its own determinations Increased Rates on Slltgar 196

7 F M C 404 412413 1962 The Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia Circuit in reviewing our decision General Increases in

Rates Pacific Atlantic Guam Trade 7 F MC 423 1962 in Guam

v FrfO 329 F 2d 251 254 1964 commented that it frequently
happens that when general revenues and expenses are computed on

an overall basis applicable to the entire business of a carrier some

items if separated appear as carried at noncompensatory rates This

result ensues from th compelling obligation of the carrier to render

public service and it has been approved
The record in this proceeding shows the necessity for higher rates

on automobiles than would arise from purely competitive conditions

beca use of the overall needs of theeconomy of Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico has a population of some 24 million people and a per

capita income of 717 which is one fourth the average per capita

e
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income of the United States as a whole and only one half that of the

poorest of the several States Because of its limited resources it must

depend upon ocean carriers travelling between it and the continental
United States for movement of over one half of the goods it consumes

and exports
The Commonwealth is at present epgaged in a program of economic

improvement through industrial development known as Operation
Bootstrap which has already resulted in the establishment in Puerto
Rico of almost 1000 industrial plants However despite the success

of the program to date unemployment continues to average approxi
mately 12 percent

Puerto Rico is dependent upon the United States not only for basic
consumergoods but also for the raw intermediate and finished prod
ucts required in connection with Operation Bootstrap In order to

keep the cost of living within the limited means of its people and to

insure the growth of Operation Bootstrap Puerto Rico must have

ocean rates maintained at the lowest reasonable levels
The Government of the Commonwealth from time to time has re

quested the ocean carriers serving between the United States and
Puerto Rico to maintain rates on certain commodities at levels which

may not be fully compensatory to the carriers Such requests are

made 1 in instances where an increased transportation rate such as

the rate on tinplate southbound would tend to inhibit the growth or

continuation of industries in Puerto Rico 2 in instances where an

increased transportation rate such as the rates on beans potatoes and

onions southbound would result in higher consumer costs for basic

foodstuffs and 3 in instances where an increased transportation
rate such as the rate on coconuts northbound seriously would in

hibit exports from Puerto Rico The Commonwealth has been mind
ful that additional cost burdens would be cast upon other cargo mov

ing in the trade and believes that such ratemaking practices are neces

sary for the overall growth and health of the economy of Puerto Rico

In the present proceeding the Commonwealth strongly urged that

the revenues which the carriers receive in this trade for the movement

of automobiles should be such as to not only cover the cost of the

movement of the automobiles but sufficient also to support some share

of the costs of the movement of the basic commodities such as tin

plate beans potatoes onions and coconuts

The 38 cent rate on automobiles which has been in effect since 1959
has not impeded the movement of automobiles from New York to
Puerto Rico From the United States as a whole the yearly move

ment of new cars to Puerto Rico has increased from roughly 8 000 in

1959 to 15 000 in 1962 This growth in the Puerto Rican automob le
market is attributable to the growth in the economy of Puerto Rico

Ti Mn
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The continued growth andhealth of the automobile industry in Puerto

Rico depends largely upon the continued growth and health of the

overall economy ofPuerto Rico

As the examiner found in docket 1167 Some decrease in the 38 cent

rate is justified by the increase in carryings which the record shows

may reasonably be expected The 37 cent rate will allow the automo

bile shippers to share in the benefits of this increase in carriage At

the same time however it will be high enough to allow a sufficient

number of carriers to remain in the trade adequately to maintain the

transportation of basic foodstuffs and products for Operation Boot

strap at a level which will not endanger the health of the overall

Puerto Ricaneconomy
Conversely the 35 cent rate is unjust and unreasonable because as

shown above it is noncompensatory to a majority of the carriers and

operates in a manner adverse to the overall economy of Puerto Rico

We therefore pur uant to the authority vested in us by section 4 of

the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 prescribe a rate of 37 cents a

cubic foot plus an additional charge for arrimo of 2 cents a cubic foot

as a justand reasonable minimum level for the North Atlanticcarriers

In lieu of the above the carriers may publish an all inclusive rate of

39 cents a cubic foot

The rninirnum rate frorngulf ports to Puerto Rico

Vaterman the carrier from gulf ports was made a respondent but

chose not to participate in these proceedings Because of the nonpar

ticipation of the gulf carrier and the fact that automobile rates from

the gulf to Puerto Rico have traditionally been the same as those from

North Atlantic coast ports we determine that the minimum rate for

all carriers operating from ports in the Gulf of Mexico should be the

same as the minimum rate for carriers operating from the North

Atlantic

The minimwm rates for the carriers from South Atlantic ports to

Puerto Rico

TMT contends that the examinererred in failing to find that SACL s

minimum rates out of South Atlantic ports should be set at the same

level as those of the North Atlantic carriers in light of SACL s state

ment that fluctuations in the North Atlantic carriers rates on auto

mobiles would not materially affect its carryings It further main

tains that it is entitled to a 31 cent rate less arrimo thus establishing
a 6 cent differential of its rates under those of SACL arguing that the

examiner failed to give adequate weight to all of the relevant competi
tive factors

8ACL contends that the examiner erred in granting differentials

but that if a differential is to be set below the rates of the North
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Atlantic carriers it should be set at the same level for SACL and

TMT

Hearing counsel and several North Atlantic carriers indicate in

their exceptions that they feel that the examiner erred in setting dif

ferent ials

T 1T and SAeL the carriers from South Atlantic ports to Puerto
Rico are in severe competition with each other for the carriage of used
cars SACL is unable because of its on deck mode of carriage to

compete with TMT for the carriage of new cars whose dealers require
that they be shelteredfrom the weather

The amount of competition between the North Atlantic and South
Atlantic carriers however is considerably less The record does not

show that there exists or is likely to exist in the foreseeable future

any substantial diversion of new cars from the North Atlanticcarriers

to Tl1T Almost all of the new automobiles of Generall1otors Ford

and Chrysler move out of North Atlantic ports and almost all of the

new automobiles ofAmerican Motors move out ofFlorida Although
there was one test shipment of five Generall1otors cars from Atlanta

Ga and thepossibility of a shift in prod ction of about 1 000 to 1 500

Chevrolets of a standard model from its Tarrytown N Y facility to

its factory in Atlanta Ga wasconsidered the testimony of the witness

from General Motors clearly shows that nothing definite was decided

as to a shift of production of Chevrolets to the Atlanta factory
General Motors witness in fact admitted that he had pot investigated
the feasibility ofsuch a shift and the record fails to indicate that the

shiftis likely to take place or that new General Motors cars will travel

on other than North Atlantic carriers The record further fails to

indicate any diversion of new Fords or Chryslers from the North

Atlantic

On the other hand new Rambler distrjbutors in Puerto Rico have

testified that the difterence in ocean freight rates determines that ship
ment wili be made from Florida and that in the absence of such

difference the North Atlantic carriers would be used

The history of the automobile rates in the United States Puerto Rico

trade shows that a differential of TMT rates under the rates of the

carriers operating out of the North Atlantic has been in effect for a

number of years with no significant change in the port area from

which new cars of Generallfotors Ford and Chrysler are shipped
Furthermore some differential would appear necessary to preserve
TMT s position as a carrier of the new cars which are required by the

Puerto Rican dealers

The examiner properly concluded however that the 7 cent differ
ential which had been in effect in the trade was too great In spite of

8 F M C
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SACL s statement to the contrary real competition does exist between
the North and South Atlantic carriers with reference to the movement
of used cars

Evidence of record indicates that certain Puerto Rican used car

dealers when they were unable to secure the used cars they desired
in Florida have come to the New York area lJUt have nut usually
moved cars from that area because of the higher North Atlantic ocean

rates However at the time when the differential was proposed to be G
cut from 7 cents to 4 cents that is when TMT s rate was 34 cents

including almost 1 cent of insurance and when Sea Land proposed
a rate of 35 cents plus 2 cent arrimo not including insurance Sea i
Land was able to obtain commitments from the dealers for the move

ment of used cars out of New YOrk too Puerto Rico Thus it appears e
that a 7 cent differential may have prevented the movement of some

number of used cars from the New York area on the other hand a

4 cent differential would have allowed the movement of more used
cars out of the New York area to Puerto Rico

Admittedly the present rates of the South Atalntic carriers do not

appear to be noncompensatory although the carriers have operated
under them for such a brief period that no definite conclusions as to
their compensatoriness may be made We do conclude however that

they are unjust and unreasonable To allow them to remain in effect
would thwart our determination of the necessity of requiring the
automobile carriers in the public interest to bear more than their
fullshare ofallocated costs Further it would be unfair to the North
Atlantic and gulf carriers who have been required here to support the
low rated commodities

Adifferential of approximately 4 cents would thus appear adequate
to preserve thecompetitive relationship which naturally existsbetween
the North and South Atlantic trades vhile at the same time benefiting
the overall economy of Puerto Rico

We agree with the examiner that TMT is entitled to I cent differ
ential below the rate of SACL

Inour docket No 1090 General Investigation into Oommon Oarrier

Freight Rates and Practices In The Florida Puerto Rico Trade
F M C docket No 1090 Jan 23 1964 we were unable to find that
TMT s slower transit time is a disadvantage

In these proceedings however the situation was different A rep
resentative of TMT indicated that TlfT s slow r service made it diffi
cult for it to attract cargo and auto dealers indicated that TlfT s

lower rates were in part the reason why they shipped on its vessels
At a time when SACL andTMT had approximately the same rate the
second quarter of 1963 and SACL carried new cars over 50 percent

8 F M C
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of the new car tonnage TMT was scheduled to handle was diverted

to SACL
The record indicates that from February 14 1964 to March 13 1964

during which period TMT had in effect a rate in excess of 3 cents per
cubic foot lower than SACL SACL continued to operate at substantial

vessel capacity
The examiner weighing the above considerations together with the

fact that the number of vessels of TMT might increase determined
that the differential could be somewhat smaller andstill allow adequate
protection to T T He therefore established a 35 cent rate for TMT

including arrimo and insurance as opposed to a 36 ceIit rate for

SACL including arrimo and insurance

In conclusion we adopt the examiner s findings that the minimum

rates ofTMT and SACL operating from Florida ports respectively
should be 35 cents and 36 cents both not subject to any additional

charges for arrimo

Oontainerships al101 vance for ondeck carriage
The examiner properly disallowed Containerships 12 5 percent

allowance for automobiles carried on deck as to permit such a device

would be to give an unfair advantage to one carrier over the others

who do not utilize such a device in the attraction of cargo More

significantly than that however it would defeat the whole purpose of

fixing a minimum rate in this proceeding by permitting one carrier to

contribute less than the amount which would flow from the minimum

rate to the welfare of the overall Puerto Rican economy

No time period forminimum rates established

All respondents will be required to submit to the Commission within

15 days amended tariff schedules in accord with our decision We

will not however impose a time period during which these minimum

rates must remain in effect The number of docketed proceedings
involving the Puerto Rican trade is sufficient to inform us of the

impracticability of attempting to freeze rates for a specific period in

so dynamic a trade

An appropriate order will be entered

s

l

COMMISSIONER HEARN DISSENTING

Idisagree with theconclusions reached by themajority
Inmy opinion the record showsthat

1 the 35 cent rate plus atwo cent arrimocharge for North Atlantic

carriers is just and reasonable and therefore lawful

2 the 12 5 percent allowance proposed by Containerships for the
movement of ondeck used cars is just and reasonable and

therefore lawful
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3 the 32 cent rate proposed by SACL is just and reasonable and

therefore lawful

4 the 31 cent rate proposed by IMI is just and reasonable and

therefore lawful and
5 1111 is not entitled to a differential vis a vis SACL

The record clearly establishes that the volume ofautomobiles moving
in this trade is steadily and substantially increasing Offerings more

than doubled from 13 018 in 1959 to 27 446 in 1963 The record reflects

the introduction of innovations and refinements in the handling of

automobiles by carriers during this period For example the usage
ofPeck and Hale gear and yessel conversions to specially aecommodate

automobiles have resulted in increased efficiency and lower transporta
tion eosts In my opinion automobile shippers should be permitted
to share substantially in these cost savings result ing directly from

these innovations l

vVith respect to the rates proposed by lotorships the record is

clear that the 35 cent rate is quite profitable The majority s action

in my view will tend to stultify incentives and provide an unwarranted l

protection for the inefficient and high cost carriage of automobiles in

thistrade

It is not my conviction that a rate lower than 35 cents would be

unlawful Although at issue here is the 35 c ent rate which Ibelieve

to be a lawful one Iam not prepared to say that a 34 cent or even a

33 cent rate for automobiles from the North Atlantic would be unjust
or unreasonable Rates other than 35 cents however are not in issue

Nevertheless there is a definite need for the economical movement of

low revenue bearing commodities to Puerto Rico Iam also aware of

the possibility of a rate yar with respect to high revenue bearing
commodities to the detriment of the movement of other necessarie3

which ould prejudice the efforts of the Commonwealth in its Opera
tion Bootstrap 11oreover the Commission has at its disposal ample
authority to insure that these regulated carriers of general cargo will

not prejudice the movement of other commodities to the advantage
of higher revenue bearing commodities Consequently Iwould look

with disdain at an automobile rate of 32 cents plus 2 cents arrimo

prop ed by any North Atlantic carrier in the foreseeable future on

thebasis ofthis record

As to the 12 5 percent allowance proposed by Containerships for the

ondeck carriage of automobiles it is clear that the service offered

is considerably less valuable than below deck storage New car ship
pers for example find ondeck transit unacceptable to them Iam

not at all convinced that this less decirable and less costly service
Rhould not he ayailahle to used car shippers who wish to utilize it at

the 12 5 percent discount The failure to approve this in my opinion
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will inhibit the movement of up to 2 800 used cars per year at attrac

tive yet remunerative rates

Isubscribe to the long established custom enunciated by the ma

jority that rates from gulf ports to Puerto Rico should be on parity
with rates from the North Atlantic to Puerto Rico Consequently I

would also approve a 35 cent rate from the gulf
Turning now to the South Atlantic carriers TMT and SACL I

support the continuation of lower rates than from the North Atlantic

based upon lower operating costs and shorter steaming time And

although Ibelieve the record supports the legality of a 31 cent rate

for TMT and a 32
cent rate for SAeL Iwould not order a I cent

differential in favor ofTMT The slower and less costly barge service

offered by TMT is not a factor that warrants protection frOln lawful

competition through a built in rate differential The disparity be
tween TMT s and SACL s transit time from Miami to Puerto Rico
is the result of TAfT s own managerial judgement Shippers in this
trade should not be denied a choice if a superior service is offered by a

competitor through the device of a rate decision that assures guaran
teed protection from price competition Accordingly Ifind that while

the record establishes the legality of a 31 cent rate for TMT that rate

should also be available to SACL if it desires to adopt it
In conclusion Ireiterate my fear that the decision of the majority

will tend to eliminate the inqentive for carriers to compete through
the introduction of cost saving devices and will result in a distinct dis

service to automobile shippers and ultimately the consumer in Puerto

Rico Vhile the general public interest certainly is a factor which

must affect our policy the precise question presented here is the law

fulness of the rates in issue as measured by the standards set forth in

the Intercoastal Shipping Act of 1933 The standard to be applied
here is whether these proposed rates are just and reasonable Ibelieve

that the 35 cent rate plus the 2 cent arrimo for North Atlanticand gulf
carriers the 31 cent rate for TMT and the 31 cent rate for SAeL
should it desire to adopt it are just and reasonable rates and should be

offered to the shipping public

C

lJ

j

COlflnSSIONER JOHN S PATTERSON DISSENTING

Iconcur vith Commissioner Hearn in disagreement with the con

clusions reached by the majority and agree with his five points as to

what the record shows

Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclusions aro

as follows
1 In establishing rates in the Puerto Rican trade the majority has

treated all the present carriers in the Puerto Rican trade as a whole

8 F M C
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and has established a uniform level floor of rates for atomobiles

without a full record of operating costs for each carrier Conse

quently there is not enough evidence in this record to provide a basis

for any findings supporting such decision a that any rate other than

37 cents per cubic root plus 2 cents arrimo for the North Atlantic and

Gulf of Mexico carriers and 35 cents per cubic foot for TMT and 36

cents per cubic foot for SACL without any arrimo is unjust unrea

sonable or unlawful for all respondents herein or b that Contain

erships should be denied an allowance of 121h percent for autos car

ried on deck

2 Until an adequate record is provided we should find a respond
ents have sustained their burden of proof and b the rates established

by the respondents own decisions based on existing market influences

andtherecord herein are just reasonable and lawful

3 The compensatory standard applied by the majority does not

apply to the situation disclosed by this record where there are several

competing carriers operating without franchise and using a variety
ofnew transportation methods

4 The effect of the proposed rates on the overall economy of

Puerto Rico has not been established by the record and the conclusion

that each proposed rate operates in a manner that is adverse to the

economy was not proven There is no legislat ive authority for any

welfare standard The Commission would be on shifting sands if it

were to give undue weight to public welfare To allow considerations
of public policy and welfare to influence a rate case is wholly ipcon
sistent with the pronouncement that the reasonableness of rates on

particular items or articles is to be determined by their transportation
characteristics

5 The majority decision represents bad policy because the restraints

placed on competition inhibit the search for market formulated rates

in furtherance of a policy that we should all do all we can to strengthen
the thrust of this Nation s competitiveness its competitiveness on the

sea lanes of the world s oceans Heavier reliance should be placed on

competition in the maritime world in particular Such policies apply
to our oceangoing interstate commerce in general as well as in the

context of this case where there are eight competing carriers At

least three different techniques of transportation are being used and

cost saving methods oftransportation are being devised which are still

undergoing a testing in the market for the transportation of auto

mobiles Competition has yet to prove the superiority of any ot these

techniques or the financial results therefrom and the competition
which might supply the proof has been stifled by the majority decision

to impose a floor on rates sufficient to assure profits to the least com

petitive carrier at the expense of the public and to the detriment of
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the efficient carrier Vho is to say the method ultimately devised to

transport automobiles to Puerto Rico may not be used to transport
automobiles in foreign commerce under more competitive conditions

than now exist

As regards my conclusions as stated above the reasons in support
of them and my dissent are advanced as follows

The majority has ordered in docket No 1145 that respondents Sea

Land Service Inc Puerto Rican Division Sea Land 10torships
of Puerto Rico Inc Motorships and Seatrain Lines Inc Sea
train and in docket No 1167 that respondents American Union

Transport Inc AUT Sea Land Containerships Inc Con
tainerships Seatrain TMT Trailer Ferry Inc TMT and South
Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc SACL shall increase their rates

for transporting automobiles and other wheeled vehicles to Puerto

Rico The rates of 1Vaterman Steamship Corp or Puerto Rico

Waterman are reduced Rates are ordered revised to a minimum

of 37 cents per cubic foot plus a charge for arrimo short for arrival

money not otherwise defined herein of 2 cents per cubic foot or an

all inclusive rate of 39 cents pel cubic foot from ports in the North

Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico and to a minimum of 35 cents per cubic

foot by T 1T and 36 cents per cubic foot by SACL from certain
Florida ports Oontainerships is forbidden to allow 121h percent
discount for automobiles carried exposed on deck

The majority bases its order on its conclusion that respondent rates

filed pursuant to section 18 a of the Shipping Act 1916 Act and

section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Intercoastal Act

are unjust and unreasonable or unlawful stemming from the two

findings that each rate is noncompensatory to a majority of the car

riers and operates in a manner adverse to the overall eGonomy of

Puerto Rico The minority believes the record will not support
either of these findings and that there are suflicient reasons of record

and policy to sustain the proposed rates as jllst reasonable and lawfuI

A finding that the existing rate is noncompensatory to a majority
of the carriers should not control justness or reasonableness Just

ness and reasonableness should be tested by the customary assumptions
of a free enterprise market where as here no one is compelled to

provide service there are several competing carriers and there is no

monopoly The customary assumptions in such a situation are that

no one is assured compensation and pricing decisions are made in re

sponse to each participant s experienced costs and expectations of

future earnings Compensatoriness is a standard applicable to public
rate regulation of private monopoly or near monopoly enterprises In
other enterprIses economic forces will locate the level of rates better
than a government order having as its own assumption a theory that
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a fixed minimum rate will achieve a level of vehicle carryings that

provide revenuesmeeting all expenses and a profit for all respondents
Such an assumption is not supported by the economic lessons of either

the testimony or exhibits in the record

The assumptions of the open market need no such record support

Arguments having theories and assumptions as p emises however

are apt to be inconclusive Therefore one may put such premises
aside and acoept for the sake of argument compensatoriness as the

touchstone of reasonableness vVe then find that what is reasonable

for one carrier is not reasonable for another This record has shown

the existence of very recent within the last 5 years teclmical innova

tions in transportation The rates in this record for two of the car

riers are their first rates The practical effect of a high rate may be

that the specialized carrier is no longer competitive and as a result

not compensated TMT a specialized carrier provided slower service

but may no longer be compensated even with a 1 cent differential and

Containerships without iots 121h percent ondeck discount may be

likewise noncompensated The geographical differential may cause

SACL to become noncompetitive and hence uncompensated The

record offers no assurance that the estimated 46 900 vehicle market

will be neatly redistributed to provide a compensatory level of carry

ings to everyone The only assurance is to the contrary derived from

the arithmetic that if one carrier increases hiscarryings the others a re

diminished assuming a fixed supply at the time A rate level pred
icated on an increase in vehicles carried by one cannot apply to the

others The increased rate now ordered can only increase vehicles

carried by the highest class service to the diminution of the lowest

class service The latter s costs depend on volume and unit costs will

increase as volume diminishes So too will his compensation diminish

as his unit costs go up and his revenues down The majority without

record support has thus embarked respondents on a pursuit of illusory
obj ectiyes

The competitive relationships which will determine whether the

distribution of the available supply of vehicles will be compensatory
have yet to be tested or to achieve equilibrium in view of the newness

of the transport methods being used as well as of the service offered

Competitive relationships affecting compensatoriness are everywhere
not just between the North and South Atlantic ports which the ma

jority considers significant or between automobiles and food and

clothing used by Puerto Ricans The competitive relationships that

determine compensation exist between ports between areas between

services efficiency salesmanship etc and between methods of trans

portation The exploratory activity causing the conflicting relation
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ships disclosed by this record where we do not have an old established
trade employing the same types of ships must be allowed to continue
until some equilibrium is achieved it is too soon to discuss unremun

erative levels At such time as competitive balance is present and
after a better classification of costs apd a bet r assignment of donar
values thereto is developed the Commission may not find respondents
rates unreasonableorunjust

The second part of the majority s case is that the lower rate oper
ates in a manneradverse to the overall economy of Puerto Rico

The unstated argument seems to be that any increase in price tends
to curtail consumption There is no proof such a theory works out in

practice but it is accepted here An increase in rates on automobiles
the argument would go may decrease purchase of automobiles hile

an increase in rates on food and essentials of living may curtail con

sumption of the latter andit is socially better to diminish consumption
of the former than of the latter The proceeds from the socially unde
sirable service should finance the uneconomic social objectives For

example the majority states with reference to the Florida carriers
that to allow the lower rates to remain in effect would thwart our

determination of the necessity of requiring the automobile carriers
in the public interest to bear more than their full share of allocated

costs Having stated in the initiating order that the proposed rates

may have a detrimental effect on the rate structure the majority has
found this to be the case The idea of detriment caused by failure to

bear a full share must be based on the notion of a socially desirable

share which no one can really know about The majority is taking its
stand without reference to the economic lessons of the testimony or

exhibits Sometimes the economic and social effects of certain rates

may be recognized but the Commission is on insecure shifting sand
if it modifies rates otherwise reasonable out of deference to these con

sequences Whatever merit there is in such a theory of regulation
it is not applicable here

Theories aside the necessary factual base has not been established
There is no testimony in the record on the point nor was it proven that

any carrier of general cargo would increase rates on any other com

modity as a result of approval of its rate To the contrary two wit

nesses stated no decision had been made on the subject Tr 440441
476 There are no exhiblts establishing the need The exhibits were

confined to a general description of Puerto Rico s economy and prob
lems as an island Nothing therein justified making freight rates on

anyone commodity subsidize low rates on a nother This argument re

mams unproven
The issues herein must be based on the present record The adjudi

cator must examine the results and discuss th record and take account
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ofthe real world of carrying automobiles to Puerto Rico by a diverse

group ofcarriers using newlydeveloped methods
The history ofthese proceedings is set forth in appendix A
The CommiSSion s responsibility with regard to these changes in

rates is defined in section 18 a ofthe Act and section 3 of the Inter
coastal Act Essentially this responsibility is to decide whather pro
posed rates are just reasonable and lawful as the terms have been
defined by the courts and by our precedents

Therefore before the Commission is authorized to determine pre
scribe and order enforced as a just and reasonable minimum rate we

must find that each respondent s proposed rate is unjust or

unreasonable

The last paragraph of section 3 ofthe Intercoastal Act provides that
at any hearing the burden of proof to show that the rate is

just and reasonable shall beupon the carrier orcarriers The carriers

complied by filling out and suhmitting as exhihits 1 schedule 3002
Vessel Operating Statement a Maritime Administration form of

accounts except Sea Land which furnished a Profit and Loss State
ment for the year ended December 28 1963

Responden ts furnished other fiscal information and estimates of
what they expected to accomplish withtheir proposed rates including
a showing of profit as well as testimony by their officers and took the

position they had thereby discharged the statutory burden ofshowing
justness reasonableness and lawfulness They succeeded

Respondents operating statements whatever their infirmities for

comparison or other purposes showed profits and losses as follows for
the periods covered by their statements

AUT 844 913 00

Containerships 72 577 63
Motorships 117 498 68 loss

SACL 156 550 00

Sea Land 149 544 00

Seatrain 481 302 00 not from auto carriage
1 403 126 51

Waterman No figures furnished

The infirmities in the fiscal record supporting these figures are dis
cussed below but they represent the basis for these entrepreneurs own

pricing decisions and claims to profits b sed on their past decisions
For the future using respondent s own expectations all claim profit
able operations AUT claimed that by lowering its rate AUT could
obtain sufficient additional carryings to offset the loss of revenue from
the rate reduction with a gross auto revenue increase at 32 cents per
cubic foot of 140 188 14 Ex 4 p 1 and an annual increase net auto
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revenue on the 32 cents per cubic foot basis of 14 672 16 Ex 4 p 2

as explained in Ex 10 p 2 item IV

Containerships proposed findings based on actual experience in

1963 using a 35 cents per cubic foot rate with a 121j2 percent on deck

allowance show profits of 54 069 19 3 000 units and 334 596 34
5 860 units Findings 99 and 100 Brief pp 4041 and claimed its

rates were compensatory just and reasanable Containerships effects
certain economies by joint venture arrangement in which certain
expenses only such as actual time of loading direct stevedoring and
administrative and general expenses are charged to the venture

lfotorships states its reduction toa 35 cent rate is fully compensa
tory and is justified as a reasonable a tion an a request Of automobile

shippers
SACL proves its 32 cent rate per cubic foot including wharfage at

Miami and San Juan and handling at liami is just and reasonable
and produces a profit of 26 21 per automobile Ex 14 p 1 Find

ings 25 28 and 29 and at 80 percent capacity returns a profit of
2 52 per automobile Ex 14 p 1 Tr 766 767 Proposed Finding

61

Sea Land claims that by reducing the headroom in its compart
ments there is a resultant saving in loss of space and broken stowage
Tr 348 Ex 19 Sea Land s exhibit covering nine voyages com

mencing September 29 1963 and ending January 4 1964 Ex 39 and
Tr 595 showed a profit of 32 981Its earlier profit and loss sta te
ments showed a profit but were claimed to be deficient because of the
inclusion of certain charter revenue from Military Sea Transportation
Service MSTS Sea Land makes no claim as to what it might
earn at a 35 cents per cubic foot rate

Seatrain shows no separate financial results from automobile trans

portation because it is not primarily engaged in this business having
carried only 96 privately owned cars for owners Ex 29 using
empty space between seamobiles or railcars Ex 30 p 5

TMT s exhibits show past profits but no claim is made with regard
to future profits

Waterman submits no arguments about its prospects
The respondents assertions and proofs absent clear disproof by

intervenors Or hearing counsel substanti ate a finding that they have

discharged the statutory burden of proof requireJlents
The record cOiltained fiscal information and descriptions of opera

t ions showing that except for AUT Sea train and Waterman all
started service relatively recently using new handling and securing
techniques and a variety of types of ships

The fiscal and operating information in this record makes a reversal
of respondents proofs impossible
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The operating statements furnished did not all cover the same

periods nor include the same sources of revenue or descriptions of

expense
AUT Containerships Motorships SACL Seatrain and TMT

furnished operating statements using a unifom dassification of

accounts pursuant to a liaritime Administration fom Sea Land

furnished a profit and loss statement with its own account classifica
tions these were generally but not exactly similar to the Maritime

Administration form and Waterman furnished no report
The AUT and SACL statements covered the period from Septem

ber 31 1962 to December 31 1963 the Containerships statement

period was from October 12 1963 toDeeember 31 1963 the Motor

ships statement was from October 1 1962 to September 30 1963

the Sea Land statement was for the year ended Deeember 28 1963

the Seatrain statement was from May 14 1963 to December 31 1963

and the TliT statement was from January 1 1963 to Deeember 31

1963 The experience of three respondents was too recent to permit
records for the full period requested

AUT revenues include amounts for both general cargo inbound

and outbound and automobiles and for foreign and MSTS revenues

Ex 1 Oontainerships showed revenues from wheeled vehicles

alone plus an amount reeeived for time charter of the ship on inward

voyages over dou ble the amOlntB rec ved from vehicles Ex Z7

Motorships revenues are exclusively from vehicle transportation
SACL includes amounts for inbound voyages Sea Land revenues

are almost entirely derived from other than automobile transporta
tion Seatrain furnished total revenue figures with no separation
between outward intermediate and inward figures An analysis of
their scope is not possible T iT revenues included charter a nn

inward cargo revenues

No uniform rule for allocating either revenues or expenses between

the cargo covered by the rates under investigation and other cargo

producing revenue or causing expense in the figures herein has been

developed For example Sea Land allocates ship expenses on the

vessel voyage concept i e on a per diem basis Tr 376 terminal

expenses on a weight basis administrative expenses are assigned
directly Tr 381 AUT allocates administrative expenses to follow

the expense administered Containerships charged a 75 a day man

agement fee to its Puerto Rico operations SACL allocated by agree
ment its fixed management expenses Tr 159 but used a revenue

pro rate in allocating fixed vessel expenses Tr 744 Cross examina

tion disclosed diverse understandings about amounts to be put opposite
various account classifications eg Tr 409
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AUT did not include as expenses amounts paid to an affiliated man

aging agent the actual expenses were shown separately and an allo

cation provided
Containerships expenses inCluded nonrecurring expenses for equip

ment not used with vehicles and included an amount for distribution

to time charterer Motorships included general administrative expense
and depreciation charges Sea Land included depreciation and ad

ministrative and general expenses Seatrain s expenses were practi
cally all applicable to other types of carriage TlVIT included both

vessel and trailer depreciation figures Those that excluded depre
ciation interest and general administrative expense provided sepa
rate statements of the effect of deductions therefor

Whereseparate computations considering depreciation interest and

general administrative expenses wereshown a loss was shown in some

cases

No uniformity necessary to valid comparisons to be used in revers

ing respondents decisions was provided by this record Inadequate
as these reports are they werenot controverted by better figures

In no case was a balance sheet of assets and liabilities devoted to

the trade furnished nor any depreciation or other reserve figures or

policies relative to accumulations shown No uniform rules govern
ing allocations of the part of the business devoted to transporting auto

mobiles in relation to other cargo were put in the record for use ill

adjudicating fair results among the respondents
The absence of a balance sheet and an allocation of accounts to

the vehicular trade involved herein alone might be adjudged fatal

to any rational means of fixing rates of each respondent This de

ficiency was increased because available figures are made more diffi

cult to interpret and compaTe for lack of agreement on what account

classifications covered or what the statements should include and for

failure to cover thesame periods of time

The diverse methods ofoperation followed and types of ships used
created further impediments to rational adjudication A description
of the diverse operating methods is in the appendix hereto marked B

The diversity of operating methods reflects the fact that the ships
have been converted recently and the methods of handling cargo are

new The operators are gaining experience which alters expenses as

time goes on Evidence of continuing experience is shown by Motor

ships which found earlier experience unreliable a its operation has
become more efficient and earlier expenses have been eliminated Tr

251 252 b claims expense diminished Tr 255 c vehicle

handling was overstated Tr 256 257 d overhead expense in

cluded too much insurance Tr 259 260 and Ex 4 App 14 e

there was a reduction on stevedoring expense in New York Tr 72

8 F M C
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Ex 10 and f a duplicate cargo survey could be eliminated Tr

402403
The diversity of fiscal information added to the changing financial

results the various operating methods create and the recency thereof

under competitive conditions render the task of declaring existing
rates unjust or unreasonable virtually impossible let alone the task

ofdeciding on a just and reasonable Government prescribed rate

The foregoing represents existing conditionsand past results

Whatever rate is prescribed must operate in the future How the

futurewill reward any single respondent absent a monopoly depends
on an ability to persuade shippers to choose his service Other con

siderations being equal the choice will depend entirely on the rate

Ifother things were equal auniform rate that satisfied all respondents
might make some sense Other considerations are not equal on this

record and it is impossible to fix a uniform rate as a result Shippers
choices which take unequal conditions into account should not be

precluded A rate arrived at under conditions of competition will be

preferable to a rate fixed by administrative decision where an evalu

ation of the varying conditions is necessary to make a reasonable

choice

What each respondent can accomplish in the market depends as a

witness stated on how many cars a carrier can attract Tr 91

This elementary lesson is fundamental to the entire proceeding The

unit cost ofcarrying automobiles depends on the number carried The

revenues depend on the number of automobiles carried and so do

earnings and both are needed to achieve the compensatory status

sought by the majority The number of automobiles carried depends
on the rate in relation to the service offered We cannot change the

respondents rates in view of their proofs and we have no control over

service decisions Consequently our power to influence compensa
toriness is limited assuming it is a relevant factor as the majority
states The statute requires a finding of justness and reasonableness

on the basis of available proofs
The available proofs coupled with a belief that the product of past

competition produces market forces where everyone claims to be com

pensated for a variety of services at his chosen prices eliminate a need

for absolute standards of reasonableness or justness and might be used

to sustain present rates

My conclusions about the record are based on fact but my belief a

to the role of the market in establishing a standard of justness and

reasonableness is based on policy
Policy alone will not support a conclusion of justness and reason

ableness but in the Puerto Rico trade the number of carriers and the

variety ofchoices offered shippers have created competitive conditiom
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which permita degree ofrelaxation ofcontrol through fixed standards

and resort to policy Normally regulation is a substitute for com

petition where no competitive conditions exist and public control has

to be substituted Public control exists in the form of the Act and the

Intercoastal Act which may not be disregarded Of course but where

competition is so e ective as it is here there is less need to enforce

ex cting evidentiary requirements to the test Of statutory guides hefore

reaching conclusions as tO justness and reasonableness in Order tO pro
tect consumers Of transportation services

Protection Of the consumer being achieved it would seem to be a

pursuit of unrelated public policy Objectives inimical to the existence
of competition to establish a minimum rate in the name Of the Overall

ecOnomy of Puerto Rico That this objective exists in regard to com

petition is shown by the arguments of PuertO Rico to the effect that

automobiles help achieve lower rates for other commOdities particu
larly fOod fOr those unable to buy autOmobiles There is absolutely
nothing in this record to shOW either as we have already noted or that

it would be desirable to make the carriersperfOrm what might he an

unprOfitable social service if an analysis of COsts shOWS this tO be the

case In this proceeding tO the contrary five Of the eight carriers

did not carry general cargo tO any degree but were special purpose
carriers so the necessary proofs could not be supplied in any event

The emotiOnal appeal Of the argument alone makes the adjudicator s

task hard enOugh but it is even mOre difficult because Of the unexpected
results that cOme frOm the alteratiOn of competitive positions caused

by the pursuit We shOuld therefore nat ta ke On withaut cOmpelling

reasons the task Of adjudicating results in appositiOn tO market forces

where they exist as here

Whatever protection of shippers as cOnsumers is achieved by find

ing justness and reasOnableness in rates determined by themarket may
even be last by the pursuit of unrelated Objectives saught in the ad

judicated minimum rate hecause both shippers of automObiles and the

respondent carriers who may have a cheaper service tO Offer have been

deprived the pratection of an open market This deprivation on bath

sides is one of the unexpected results shown by this recard This rec

ord shaws the use Of specialized ships carrying nathing but wheeled

vehicles Motarships and Containerships are already experiencing
the results Of innovatian by farward shipper commitments Any need

j

fOr a rate tO suppart low faod rates assuming the existence Of proof
of need Or ta assure campensation does not exist as to the resPOndents

Offering nO generacargO service with specialized ships yet the spe
ci lized operators must charge shippers a higher rate which the

majOrity adjudicates tO achieve the unrelated Objective rather than

One based On the casts and experience The higher rate may inhibit
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full utilization of technical innovatian because shipper chaice based

on rates alone has been eliminated and the specialized carrier has no

more to o ffer or less to affer where he is slower than the cambined

cargo carrier Food may yet be the unexpected beneficiary of these

developments if general cargo carriers increase their efforts to replace
Iost automabile cargoes

This record falls so far short of supPorting a finding of aneed for

what is in effect a Co st guarantee rate for the least efficient to the

penalty ofthe innovator and the efficient as well as ofthe shipper pay
ing the higher rate that competitive regulation added to the short

comings of the exhibits and testimony of record ought to compel a

finding of justness and reasonableness of the respondents proposed
rates The complete absence of contradictory evidence should in no

event be used to support first a finding ofunjustness and unreason

ableness and second a prescription of a minimum rate

Finally we have been asked to condemn the practice of obtaining
forward commitments based on a rate to be established This was

shown to be a traditional trade practice There is no ground for co n

demnation of anything we have studied in this record

To SUM UP

The difference between the majority s and my minority rates per
cubic foot for transPorting wheeled vehicles to Puerto Rico from the
mainland is shown as folloWS

Carriers Majority JSP minority

AUT 37 cents plus 2 cents
arrimo

35 cents

Containershlps 37 cents plus 2 cents arrimo no discount 35 cents 12 ondeck dis

count

Motorships
37 cents plus 2 cents

arrimo
35 cents

Sea Land 37 cents plus 2 cents arrimo u 35 cents

Seatrain
u 37 cents plus 2 cents

arrimo
u u 35 cents

SACL
hn 36 cents u 32 cents

TMT
35

cents
u 31 cents

Waterman
u 37 cents plus 2 cents arrimo 35eents

Includin handlingand Wharfage charges

The referenced Operation Bootstrap a pro gram of improving
economic status of Puerto Ricans has been referred to as justifying
the minimum rate in spite of the absence of authority for a welfare
standard If such a standard is not validly applicable as Icontend
the most secure ground on which to stand in regulating rates is pri
marily disapproval of any rate that is not just and reasonable The
co nverse finding rates just and reasonable where disapproval is not
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warranted is the best assurance of guarding and advancing the

economy of Puerto Rico or any area The majority has elected to

put a floor under rat es for transporting automobiles in the name of

protecting the economy but since automobiles keep the economy mov

ing to some e tent and it takes four tires to keepthe wheels of the

automobile moving one could hold that in the future a floor under

automobile tire rates may also be necessary for conslstel1cy with the

majority s regulatory philosophy There is no end to this process
which Iwould reject particularly where the record is so inadequate

ULTIMATE CONCLUSION

For these several reasons Idissent from the majority s conclusions

and do conclude respondents rates are all just reasonable and lawful
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DOCKET No 1145

REDUCTION IN FREIGHT RATES ON AUTOMOBILES

NORTH ATLANTIC COAST PORTS TO PUERTO RICO

DOCKET No 1167

REDUCED RATES ON AUTOMOBILES

ATLANTIO COAST PORTS TO PUERTO RICO

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Commission to deter
mine the lawfulness under the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 of proposed reduced rates and related charges on

automobiles of all of the carriers in the trades from North Atlantic
South Atlantic and gulf coast ports of the United States to ports in
Puerto Rjco and the Commission having this date made and entered
its report stating its findings and conclusions which report is made a

part hereof by reference and having found said proposed rates and

charges to be unjust and unreasonable

Therefore it i8 ordered That
1 A rate of 37 cents a cubic foot plus an additional charge for

arrimo of2 cents a cubic foot be estahlished as the just and rea

sonable minimum level for the North Atlantic carriers respon
dents in both proceedings dOCket No 1145 and docket No 1167
In lieu of the above these carriers may publish an all inclusive
rate of39 cents a cubic foot

2 The minimum rate for respondents operating from ports in the
Gulf of Mexico shall be the same as the minimum rate for re

spondents operating from the North Atlantic
3 The minimum rates ofTMT and SACL operating from Florida

ports shall be 35 cents for TMT and 36 centS for SACL These
rates shall not be subject to any additional charges for arrimo
d Q
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4 Containerships proposed allowance of 12lj2 percent to shippers
of automobiles when such automobiles are carried on deck be

disaHowed
5 Respondents promptly filewith the Commission revised schedules

of rates and charges in accord with our findings and conclusions

herein said schedules of rates and charges to be effective within

15 days from the dateof service of this order

By the Commission

Signed THOMA8 LISI

SeC1etary
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APPENDIX A

HISTORY OF PROCEEDINGS

1 Alcoa Steamship Company Inc Alcoa and the other three

respondents in docket No 1145 filed to be effective September 15

1963 a reduced rate of 35 cents per cubic foot on certain types of

Vehicles Self Propelled shipped from North Atlantic coast ports
The effective date was suspended to January 14 1964 and an investi

gation ordered September 12 1963 Motorships filed first on July 31

1963 Sea Land on August 7 1963 Seatrain on August 12 1963 and

Alcoa on August 16 1963 to become effective September 15 except
Alcoa with a September 16 effective date Subsequently all respon
dents except Motorships requested and were granted permission to

cancel the 35 cent rate Alcoa canceled its reduction and nfoved to be

dismissed from the proceeding The Alcoa motion was granted N0

vember 26 1963 Motorships was ordered on January 7 1964 to

furnish information about its operations and this order was rescinded

on February 27 1964

2 AUT Sea Land Containerships and Seatrain respondents in

docket No 1167 filed to be effective January 16 1964 a reduced rate

of 35 cents per cubic foot on certain types of Vehicles Self Pro

pelled shipped from Atlantic Coast ports The effective date was

suspended until May 15 1964 and an investigation ordered January
7 1964 No purpose was stated as such but the order recited reason

to believe that the said reduced rate may have a detrimental

effect on the rate structure and result in rates which

would be unjust unreasonable or otherwise unlawful in violation

of theAct or the Intercoastal Act

0 3 TMT filed to be effective February 14 1964 a reduced rate of

31 cents per cubic foot down from 34 cents per cubic foot on the

same types of vehicles when shipped from Jacksonville and Mjami

Fla The proceeding in docket No 1167 was expanded to include

TMT which was added as a respondent and an investigation ordered

February 13 1964 but its rate wasnot suspended
4 On February 13 1964 after stating the purpose of the investi

gation is to determine if the said rate would have an adverse effect

upon the Puerto Rican economy the suspension wa s vacated because

the 4 month suspension period on Motorships 35 cents per cubic foot

rate expired January 14 1964 Motorships was the only respondent
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who did not cancel the 35 cent rate see item 1 above The effect

or this action is to authorize the other respondents to meet the Motor

ships rate without waiting until the end or their suspension period
on lVIay 15 1964 but the assigned reason was that the 3 cents per
cubic root differential is resulting in an adverse impact upon certain

respondents in docket No 1167 Vdlich threatens the continuation of

their full service in the trade and may be harmful to shippers who

are not transporting their automobiles via otorships
5 SACL filed to be effective March 15 1964 a tariff which per

mitted it to absorb handling and wharrage charges on automobiles

shipped from Jacksonville and Miami Fla SACL s rate was not

Stated in the order The proceeding was expanded to include SACL
which waS added as a respondent and an investigation ordered Febru

ary 27 1964 butthe new rulewasnot suspended
6 Containerships filed to be effective March 15 1964 a tariff

revision allow jug a 12112 rcent discount to shippers of automobiles

when carried on deck for the convenience or the carrier with the con

sent or the shipper The change was suspended ror the reason that

it might be detrimental to the Puerto Rican trade disrupt the statua

qo and may result in rates which would be un

just
7 vVaterman filed to be effective April 6 1964 a reduction from

38 cents to 35 cents per cubic foot on the same types 0r vehicles when

shipped from gulf eoast ports The proceeding in docket No 1167

was expanded to include vVaterman v hich was added as a respondent
and an investigation ordered M arch 10 1964 Taterman later re

stored its 38 cents per cubic foot rate

8 AUT filed to be effective March 21 1964 a reduction frOln 35

cents to 32 cents per cubic foot on the same types or vehicles when

shipped rrom Atlantic coast ports The reduction was suspended until

tJuly 20 1964 by order on March 10 1964 ror the same reasons noted

in item 6 above

t F M C
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APPENDIX B

DIVERSE METHODS OF OPERATION

It was shown that six carriers use specialppurpose ships which

transport substantially only wheeled vehicles and one uses general
purpose ships which transport general cargo and wheeled vehicles

together Of the special purpose ships three Containerships SAeL
and TMT roll the vehicles on and off when the top deck is used
SACL uses a mobile shore crane Tr 799 and two Motorships

and Sea Land lift the vehicles on and off One Seatrain drives

vehicles on and parks them between trailers loaded with general
cargo Of the general purpose ships AUT lifts the vehicles on and

oft CI B type ships and stows them mixed with other cargo volume
in 1963 shown as 3 242 459 cu ft of automobiles and 8 848 177 cu ft
ofgeneral cargo

A variety ofships are used

1 Containerships uses a motor vessel on which ships are rolled on

and off

2 Motorships uses a CI B steamship vessel converted to be an

automobile carrier hy the installation of autoniobile decks and special
ized lashing gear It carries a limited amount of cargo on deck most

of which is in trailers Loading and unloading is effected by the lift

on lift offmethod ex 11
3 Sea Land uses a former seaplane tender of the C 3 vintage that

was modified and converted Tr 481 18 Itwas fireproofed and
false decks were installed together with booms for vehicle handling

4 Seatrain uses ships which were not specifically identified in the
rooord but which are specially designed to transport truck trailers
and railroad cars

5 SACL uses a roll on roll off vessel having one cargo hold with
access thru the stern except for cargo on deck Tr 799 She is
twin diesel powered with a gross tonnage of 4 684 tons pro
posed finding of fact No 6 andTr 797 798

6 TMT uses four Landing Ship Tank LST vessels towed by all

oceangoing tugboat Tr 919 The vessels are loaded by the roll ani
roll off method with access through the stern TMT s service is slow
and in other respects is less desirable to shippers than t at of competi
tive self propelled ships
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DOCKET No 652

AMERICAN AUSTRALIAN STEAMSHIP LINE AND PORT ASSOCIATED

LINES PETITIONERS

v

BLUE STAR LINE LIMITED HAMBURG SUD AMERIKANISCHE DAMPF

SHIFFAHRTS GESSELLSCHAFT EGGERT A1ISlNCK COLlIlIBUR

LINE UNITED STATES LINES CO AND M E ROUGH RESPONDENTS

Decided Pebmary 12 1965

ORDER

This proceeding comes before the Commission upon an application
filed on December 29 1964 by American Australian Line and

Port Associated Line members of the Atlanticand Gulf Australia

New Zealand Freight Conference in Vhich petitioners request the

Commission to direct the other members of the conference to show

cause why the Commission should not issue an order that respondents
may not lawfully oppose impede or prevent the amendment of the

conference tariff to eliminate Canadian rates and to terminate that

part of the Merchant Rate Agreement which includes Oanada On
fanuary 12 1965 we issued the requested show cause order and on

February 1 1965 the Commission heard oral argument on the matter

The conference agreement No 6200 covers the trade from the

United States to Australia and New Zealand Itdoes not specifically
include Canada Another agreement 6200 A between the confer

ence and the 1 A N Z Line which serves Canada provides for a

paTity of rates between the c nference lines and M A N Z Line and

provides that MA N Z shall be included in the conference dual rate

system insofar as its Canadian operations are concerned MA N Z

mharris
Typewritten Text
433
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Line has given written notice to the conference of the cancellation of

Agreement 6200 A to be effective February 15 1965

Upon termination of 6200 A only the basic conference agreement
which does not cover Canada will remain Petitioners therefore
l equest that the conference delete the Canadian rates from its tariff
and restrict the coverage of the dual rate system to the United States
Petitioners argue that Agreement 6200 authorizes neither publication
of Oanadian rates nor the inclusion Of Canadian shipments within
the dual rate system They contend that upon the expiration of

Agreement 6200 A therewill be no provision in any section 15 agree
ment which permits the inclusion of Oanada within the framework
of Agreement 6200

In rebuttal respondents contend that irrespective of the cancella
tion of Agreement 6200 A the conference members including peti
tioners have entered into an agreement to publish Oanadian rates in
the conference tariff and to include Canadian shippers in the dual rate
contract sYstem

Upon considering the arguments and documents before the Com
mission in this proceeding we are of the opinion that we will not
order the relief requested by petitioners Since it appears that the

rights of respondents and certain shippers may be substantially
affected by relief sought we a re unwilling to take the summary action

requested on the limited record before us

Our dismissal of this proceeding is of course without prej udice

to the right of petitioners here to file a complaint pursuant to section
22 of the Shipping Act 1916 and rule 5 b of the Commission s rules
of practice and procedure

This proceeding is hereby dismissed

By the Commission

Signed THO IAS LISI

SeCl eta11j

8 F M C
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No 1127

OVERSEAS FREIGHT AND TERMINAL CORP ALL CARGO LINE EXTRA

CHARGES DUE TO DELAY IN UNLOADING CAUSED BY LONGSHOREMEN

STRIKE

Decided February 12 1965

Respondent charged shippers extra compensation for services rendered for delay
in a voyage when longshoremen strike prevented unloading in reliance on

dause in bill of lading attached to tariff that required cargo to pay pro

portionately expenses of carrier for services rendered cargo when cargo

is retained on board and duration of voyage is extended Not shown to be

in violation of section 18b as l charge in excess of that shown in tariff
nor a violation of section16 or 17 of the Shipping Act 1916

Marvin J Ooles Stamey O Sher and Armin U Kuder for

respondent
J Joseph Noble and F Herbert Prem for intervener International

Packers Inc

Frank Gormley and NorrrwnD Kline hearing counsel

E Robert Seaver hearing examiner

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION JOHN HARLLEE Ohairman JAMES V DAY Vice

Ohai11nan ASHTON C BARRETT GEORGE H HEARN JOHN S
PATTERSON Oommissioners

This is an investigation on our own motion to determine whether

or not the imposition by All Cargo Line of a 125 percent surcharge
on shipments it was prevented from unloading at Mobile Ala due

to a longshoremen s strike was in violation of sections 16 17 or 18 b

of the Shipping Act 1916 In an initial decision the hearing exami

ner concluded 1 that the surcharge was not discriminatory under

section 16 because it was assessed against all consignees equally 2

that the surcharge wasnot in violation of section 17 because that sec

tion has never been construed to apply to a common carrier s ocean

freight rates 3 that clause 4 of the bill or lading which was attached
to the back of the filed tariff satisfied the filing requirements of section

8 F M C 435
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18 b 1 4 that there wasno need for any additional filing because

the carrier did not increase its rates within the meaning of section

18 b 2 5 that the hearing counsel and intervener have not proven
that the surcharge imposed by the respondent is unlawful under
section 18 b 3 and 6 the reasonableness of the surcharge was

not an issue in the order of investigation and the parties offered no

evidence to demonstrate that the charge wasso unreasonably high as to

be detrimental to the commerce of the United States under s ction

18 b 5 The proceeding is before us upon hearing counsel s and

intervener s exceptions to the initialdecision

Both hearing counsels and intervener s exceptions are directed to

the examiner s findings and conclusions under section 18 b 3 and

state that the section permits only the filing of rates and charges ill

specific predetermined amounts Thus any rule which provides for

an unspecified charge contingent upon a future occurrence violates the

principle that tariffs must be clear and unambiguous In essence these

exceptions constitute nothing more than a reargument of the issues

and contentions resolved by the examiner in his initiai decision

A careful consideration of the record leads us to the conclusion that

the examiner s disposition of these issues waswell founded and proper
However nothing in the decision is to be construed as sanctioning the

particular apportionment of the carrier s expense arrived at here

As the examinerhas noted this issue wasnot present in this proceeding
Accordingly we adopt the examiner s initial decision as our own and

make it a part hereof and for the reasons stated therein this proceed
ing is hereby dismissed

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI
S erreta ry

8 F M C
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No 1127
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II

OVERSEAS FREIGHT AND TERMINAL CORP ALL CARGO LINE EXTR

CHARGES DuE TO DElIAY IN UNLOADING CAUSED fiY LONGSHORElIEN

STRIKE

Respondent chl1rged shippers extra compensation for services rendered for

delay in a voyage vhen longshoremen strike prevented unloading in re

liance on clause in bill of lading attached to tariff that required cargo to

pay proportionately expenses of carrier for services rendered cargo when

cargo is retained on board and duration of voyage is extended Not shown

to be in violation of section 18 b as a charge in excess of that shown in

tariff nor a violation of sections 16 or 17 of the Shipping Act 1916

j la1Vin J Ooles Stanley O Sheer and Armin U Kuder for

respondent
J Joseph Noble and F 11erbert Pre7n for intervener International

Packers Inc

Frank GOimley and Norman D line hearing counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF E ROfiERT SEAVER PRESIDING EXAMINER 1

Background of the pYoceeding
The Commission s notice of investigation which instituted this

proceeding describes the reported circumstances that gave rise to

the investigation in this way Respondent Overseas Freight Ter

minal Corp All Cargo Line a common carrier by water in foreign
ommerce of the United States subject to the Shipping Act 1916

had charged or demanded a 125 percent surcharge on shipments trans

ported aboard the SS 0ap Verde on a voyage from Rotterdam Nether

lands to ports in the United States because the duration of the voyage
was increased due to a longshoremen s strike The carrier s bill of

lading a specimen of which is attached to the tariff and on file with

the Commission provides in paragraph 4 for the assessment of extra

compensation for an increase in the duration of the voyage and

1 This decision was adopted by the Commission on Feb 12 1965

8 F M C 437
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further provides that the shipper and consignee shall pay proportion
ate additional freight

The notice goes on to state that the carrier may have charged a

greater or different compensation for the transportation of property
than the rates and charges which are specified in its tariff on filewith

the Commission in violation of section 18 h Shipping Act 1916

and by the imposition of said surcharge the carrier may have unduly
preferred or prejudiced shippers in violation of section 16 and may
have unjustly discriminated against shippers in violation of section

17 This investigation was ordered pursuant to section 22 of the

Shipping Act 1916 to determine whether respondent in applying the

bill of lading clause and assessing the surcharge is in violation of

section 16 17 or 18 b of the ShippingAct 1916

International Packers Inc a shipper who had cargo on the Cap
Verde on the voyage in question and who like the other shippers was

charged extra compensation for the extended duration of the voyage
has intervened in this proceeding Hearing counsel respondent and

intervener being all of the parties agreed to a stipulation of the facts

to be considered in reaching a decision in this proceeding The

sti pulation was negotiated with the approval of the examiner and it

has obviated the need for the taking of testimony The stipulation
sets forth facts that are sufficiently clear and complete for the purpose
of a decision in this proceeding The agreed facts in the words of

the sti pulation are as follows

lhe facts
Respondent All Cargo Line is acommon carrier by water operated

by the Overseas Freight Terminal Corp It transports cargo be

tween continental European ports in the range from Hamburg Ger

many to Bayonne France and also Irish ports and South Atlantic

and gulf ports of the United States Its service to the Gulf is ap

proximately every 4 weeks Vessels used in this service are time

chartered and in most instances fly the flag ofWest Germany
Respondent filed its westbound freight tariff No 1 pursuant to

sect ion 18 b of the Shipping Act in 1962 A specimen of the car

rier s bill of lading was filed with the tariff and is attached hereto

as exhibit A 2 The tariff provisions are expressly made subject to the
bill of lading The following notation appears on the title page of

thetariff

Transportation under the terms and conditions of this tariff is subject to the

terms and conditions of the line s bill of lading and other documents currently
inuse by the line

l The enUre document need not be set out in this decision therefore all but clause 4 Is

oml tted
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I

I
I
I

IThe voyage which ultimately gave rise to this proceeding was west

bound voyage No 6 on the MV Oap Verde which arrived in Rotter

dam on December 3 1962 The Oap Verde called at Rotterdam Ham

burg and Dublin and departed from the latter port on December 12

bound for Tampa Mobile IIouston and N wOrleans

A longshoremen s strike commenced in all United States gulf ports
on December 23 1962 at 1700 hours The 0ap Verde arrived in

Tampa Fla t 0910 hours December 24 1962 Upon the vessels

arrival at Tampa Fla respondent because of the strike was unable

to discharge its cargo On December 27 at 1815 hours the Oap Verde

sailed for Mobile Ala where respondent was hopeful that it might
be able to discharge some cargo but due to the strike it was unable

to do so The vessel arrived at the Mobile anchorage on December

28 at 1724 hours It left the anchorage at 0700 hours on January 14

for water and docked at Mobile at 0930 hours on January 14 The

remainder ofthe time during which the strike ensued the vessel waited

in the Mobile anchorage The strike ended on January 26 1963 at

2400 hours The vessel discharged its cargo on January 27 at Mobile

and then proceeded to Houston New Orleans and Tampa where it

discharged the remainder of its caTgo The itinerary of the vessel

for this voyage is as follows

L1
lE

r

a

J

Arrived Time Sailed Time

Rotterdam 12 3 62 0115 12 6 62 1515

Ham burg u u u u u
U u 12 7 62 0310 12 962 1010

DubUou n
u 12 1162 2355 12 1262 1910

Tanlpa n u
u 12 2462 0910 12 27 62 1815

NO cargo worked strike

Moblle u n u u
u u 12 2862 1724 1 2763 1815

Houston n
u 2 3 63 0435 2 563 1815

New
Orleans

u u u nu 2 763 0120 2 8 63 1930

Lake
Charlesuu

u u u 2 963 2105 2 1163 1700

Tampaun
u u h U uu 2 1363 1850 2 1463 2400

Throughout the strike respondent believed that the strike would

be terminated momentarily From newspaper reports and other

sources of information respondent believed that the ftovernment would

not permit sucll a prolonged strike of this magnitude Respondent
as shown below incurred additional expenses in excess of 60 000

during this strike As the strike wore on respondent became increas

ingly concerned with the mounting expense on the vessel

Respondent is informed that other carriers under provisions similar

if not identical to section 4 of its bill of lading discharged nonperish
able cargo in Puerto Rico or 1exico which was intended for strike

bound United States ports Thereafter the obligations of such

carriers were discharged and the consignees were required to acc pt
R F lLCl
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the goods in Puerto Rico or Mexico and arrange for further trans

portation to the United States at theirown expense
International Fackers intervener is unable to find any instances

where perishable cargo has been discharged at foreign ports when
intended for strikebound U S ports Intervener s investigation dis
closed there wereno suitable warehouses in Puerto Rico or in A1exican

ports that were available for acceptance in storage of this perishable
product The circumsta ces surrounding the handling and discharge
of perishable cargo and general cargo are different since the former

requires refrigeration
Respondent had the opportunity to use the Cap Verde in the Carib

bean trade during the periocl it was idle due to the strike period The

Cap Verde is well suited for this trade because of the substantial re

frigerated space in the vessel The vessel however could not be so

employed in the refrigerated trades in the Caribbean as its refrigerated
compartments contained meat cargoes of International Packers which

was the largest consignee on the voyage
Respondent attempted to persuade longshoremen in the gulf to

unload the meat cargo on the grounds that it might spoil The long
shoremen refused to do so Respondent then on approximately Jan

uary 10 called its agents in the gulf and in Tampico Mexico to arrange
to discharge the meat cargo of International Packers in Tampico
Mexico thereby freeing thevessel for trading in the Caribbean or other
trades which might reduce or eliminate the losses that were con

tinuously mounting due to the strike Respondent notified Interna
tional Packers that it was considering discharging such cargo in

ampico Mexico under section 4 of the bill of lading International
Packers told respondent that discharging its cargo in Tampico was

unacceptable to it but that if respondent elected to discharge in
Mexico International Packers had no alternative but to accept In
tervener also informed respondent that it would hold respondent liable
for cargo damage due to unavailability of proper refrigeration facili
ties for storage or transportation The unacceptable nature of the

discharge at Tampico was for the following reasons

1 Investigation disclosed that there was no refrigerated ware

house in operation at Tampico capable of taking the meat cargo and

maintaining zero degree temperature
2 There was no mechanical refrigerated equipment for shipment

by rail to the U S A and U S A railroads would not allow their

equipment to go to Tan1pico
3 The Mexican Government would not allow U S trucking com

panies into Mexico to pick up the meat cargo at shipside There were

some A1exican trucks that could handle the cargo only as far as the

U S border but ship discharge would be prolonged due to shortage
Q 111 r
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of equipment International Packers advised respondent that the ad

ditional cost to International Packers would be about 30 000 to

transport such cargo from Tampico 1exico to its United States
destination Respondent although believing that it could discharge
the cargo in Tampico 1exico under paragraph 4 of the bill of lading
did notdo so

The Cap Verde was on time chaTter from a related company at a

cost of 1 750 per day Insofar as relevant here this figure covers all

costs of running the vessel except bunkers From the arrival of the

vessel at Tampa on December 24 1962 at 0910 hours until the termi

nation of the strike on January 26 1963 at 2400 hours the vessel lost a

total of 33 days 14 hours and 50 minutes The expenses incurred

during this period as follows

Charter Flire 58 831 50

Bunkers 1 465 60

Total 60 297 10

Respondent has never had another vessel which has arrived at a

port subsequent to the commencement of a strike PaTenthetically it

may be noted that the provision in paragraph 4 of respondent s bill of

lading is a standard provision which has been in use for long periods of

time and which may be found in many common carriers bills of

lading
Respondent endeavored to compute what is believed would be a

reasonable distribution of some but not all of the additional expense
incurred due to prolongation of the voyage caused by the strike

Respondent arrived at a surcharge of 125 percent of the ocean freights
for the reasons discussed below Because of the delay in dischaTging
caused by t e strike respondent notified each consignee that a sur

charge in the amount of 125 percent of the ocean freight charge was

being imposed and that cargo would not be delivered prior to payment
by certified check Accordingly the following notation was inserted

on freight bills

Surcharge due to duration of voyage being increased account strike long
shore labor which is to be paid by certified check prior to delivery of this cargo

In assessing this charge respondents relied upon paragraph 4 of

their ocean bill of lading Paragraph 4 states in pertinent part
For any service rendered to the goods as hereinabove provided the carrier

shall be entitled to extra compensation and if in following the procedure per

mitted herein the length or duration of Ithe voyage of the ship is increased the

shipper and consignee shall pay proportionate additional freight all of which

shall be a lien on the goods

All consignees were equally assessed The total ocean freight
charges were 24 037 76 as shwn on exhibit B attached The sur
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charge amounted to 30 047 20 Respondent selected 125 percent to

be the surcharge so that the shippers and the consignees on the one

hand absorbed one half of the 60 297 loss due to the strike and

respondent absorbed the remaining 50 percent of the loss Individual

shipments were small the largest being consigned to intervener In

ternational Packers Ltd who were assessed a surcharge of 10 744 39

on total freight charges of 8 595 51 Over half the shipments were

under 100 Although most consignees paid the additional charge
some did so under protest Intervener chose to post a bond in lieu

of payment pending the establishment of the validity of the carrier s

claim Some consignees opposed the surcharge on the grounds that

it was in contravention of section 3 of the Carriage of Goods by Sea
Act of 1936 46 U S C 1304 3

In no prior or subsequent strike has International Packers been

asked by an ocean carrier to pay a surcharge of the character demanded

by respond nt herein although it has been consignee of cargoes laden
on vessels tied up at American ports by reason of longshoremen s

strikes

International Packers is not aware of any instance where a carrier

has demanded or collected a surcharge of the character demanded by
respondent herein as a consequence ofa longshoremen s strike

No formal complaint for reparations has been filed by any consignee
who has paid the surcharge

The parties agree that any tariffs and bills of lading duly filed with

the Federal l1ari time Commission may be cited and referred to at

any stage during this proceeding
The bill of lading provisions

For conservation of space the entire bill of lading which is attached

to the stipulation is not set out above since clause 4 is the only portion
that is relevant That clause reads in pertinent part
In any Situation l whether existing or anticipated before commencement

of or during the voyage which in the judgment of the carrier or master is likely
to give rise to risk of r delay or to give rise to delay or difficulty
in arriving discharging at disembarlring at or leaving the port of discharge or

the usual or agreed or intended place of discharge o r debarkation in such port
the carrier or the master may before during or after loading or before thecom

mencement of the voyage require the shipper or other persons entitled thereto

to take delivery of the goods at port of shipment and upon failure to do so may

discharge and warehouse or otherwise store thegoods or any part thereof at the

risk and expense of thegoods l orthe ship may proceed or return di ctly
or i ndirectly to or stop at any such port or place whatsoever as the master or

thecarrier may consider safe or advisable under thecircumstances and discharge
the goods at any such port or place or the carrier may retain the

cargo until the return trip or until such time as the carrier or master

thfnks advisable and discharge the goods at any place I including
the port of shipment or the carrier or master may discharge and forward the
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goods or any part thereof by any memos rail vater land or air at the

risk and expense of the goods For any serdce rendered to the goods as

bereinabove provided the carrier shall be entitled to extra compensation and

if in following the procedure permitted herein the length or duration of the

voyage of the ship is increased the shipper and consignee shall pas proportionate
additIonal freight all of which shall be a lienon thegoods

Applicable statutes

The pertinent portions of sections 16 17 and 18 b of the Shipping
Act 1916 the statutes which under the notice of investigation govern
the decision in this proceeding provide

1 SECTION 16

That Itshall be unlawful forany common carrier by water

First To make or give any undue or unreasonable preference o r ad

vantage to any particular person locality or description of traffic 01

or to subject any particular person locality or description of traffic to

any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage I I

2 SECTION 17

That no common carrier by water In foreign commerce shall demand

charge or collect any rate fare or charge which is unjustly discriminatory
between shippers

3 SECTION 17 second paragraph

Every such carrier l shall establish observe and enforce just and

reasonable regulations and practices relatil1g to or connected with the

receiving handling storing or delivering of property Whenever the
board finds that any such regulation or practice is unjust or unreasonable

it may determtne prescrIbe and order enforced a just and reasonable regu
lation or practice

4 SECTION 18 b 1

TDvelY common carrier by watl r in foreign commerce I shaH file

w1th the Commission tariffs showing aU the rates and charges of

snell carrier I for transportation to Hnd from United States ports
and foreign ports II

on any through route which has been established

Such tariff shall pladnly show the places b tween which freight will be

carried and shall contain the classification of freight in force and shall

also state separately such terminal or other charge privIlege or facility
under the control of the carrier or conference of carriers which is granted
or allowed and any rules or regulations which inanywise change afiect
or determine any part or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates or charges
and shaU include specimens of mny bill of lading contract of affreightment
or other document evidencing the traru3portation agreement

5 SECTION 18 b 2

No change shall be made in rates charges classifications rules or regu

lations which result in an Increase In cost to the shipper It except
by the publication and filing of a iIlew tarill or tarill s which shall

become ellective not earlier then 30 days after thedate of publication and

tiling tbereof witb the Commission
6 SECTION 18 b 3

No common carriershall charge or demand or collect or receive
a greater or less or different compensatIon tor the transportation of prop

8 F M C
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erty or forany service in connection therewith than the rates and charges
which are specified in its tariffs on file with the Commission and duly
published and ineffect at thetime 10 1

Rea80JUZbleness of the charges
Before turning to themain questions presented certain related issues

can be disposed of Among other things the intervener contends
that the surcharge of 125 percent of the basic freight is exorbitant
and unreasonable under section 18 b 5 That section provides
The Commission shall disapprove any rate or charge filed by a common carrier

by water in the foreign commerce of the United StatesI which after

hearing it finds to be so unreasonably high or low as to be detrimental to the

commerce of the United States

Respondent urges that the reasonableness of the rate or charge is

not an issue in this proceeding and hearing counsel agree In view

of the preamble in the notice of investigation quoted above it must
be concluded that this issue is not included within the scope of the

investigation In addition in order for intervener to prevail on this

point he would have to establish facts demonstrating that the rate

or charge is so unreasonably high as to be detrimental to the commerce

of the United States Such facts are not included in the stipulation
to which the intervener agreed
Issues raised by sections16 and 17

Intervener does not contend that sections 16 or 17 have been violated

Hearing counsel states that they have not been violated pointing out

that in this case the same charge was assessed against all consignees
equally and therefore there can be no contention that section 16 first

was violated He concludes that since in all prior Commission cases

bearing upon the regulations and practices coveredl by section 17 it

has beeD held that the language is directed toward handling property
at terminals and not toward rate making functions concerned with

ocean line hull movement of property that section 17 is therefore not

applicable These conclusions are sound and thetefore it win be

unnecessary to discuss further any issues based on sections 16 and 17

Oontentions of the parties based on section 18 disCIJAsion and

conclusions

Hearing counsel first contend that the addition l charge arising
out of the delay due to the strike was made by re pondentwithout
the advance 30 day filing as required by section 18 b 2 and that

that section was therefore violated Recognizing that it was impos
sible for respondent to file on 30 days advance notice in the circum

stances of this case hearing counsel argue that respondent should at

least have taken advantage of the provision in thestatute which allows

8 F M C
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a carrier to request the Commission for permission to file a change
upon less than 30 days notice for good cause Respondent correctly
points out that even assuming that the bill of lading provision for

additional compensation was not already on file the 30 days advance

filing provision of section 18 b 2 is inapplicable here The exam

iner agrees Once the cargo is loaded the voyage begun and the con

tractual relations of the parties are fixed no time remains for obtain

ing special permission for a change in rates on short notice This
section is further inapplicable for the simple reason that respondent
did not change its rate or charge Its tariff provisions were the same

as those that had existed for at least 30 days previously Aside from
this since this decision finds that the tariff was properly filed section
18 b 2 need not be considered further

The issues that are central to this proceeding flow from the pro
visions of section 18 b 3 which prohibit the charging of compensa
tion higher than that specified in the tariff filed with the Commission
pursuant to section 18 b 1 Hearing counsel and intervener con

tend that respondent has not satisfied the tariff filing requirements of
the statute by merely attaching the bill of lading to the tariff and
that the surcharge for delay is therefore not provided for in the tariff

They further contend in effect that even if thismethod of filing were

deemed to satisfy the filing provisions of the statute the requirements
of section 18 are violated because article 4 of the bill of lading does
not set out in sufficiently definite or precise words or figures the charge
that is to be made against shippers for unforeseen delay in the voyage
such as that encountered in this case

They rely heavily on three cases decided by predecessors of the

Commission in support of the proposition that the tariff itself must

contain every provision which would alter or change the rate charged
that shippers cannot be forced to look beyond the briff itself to deter

mine whether some rate or charge other than that specified in the tariff

will be assessed and that rate changes brought about by provisions in

documents other than the tariff have no binding effect on shippers be

cause of the prohibition contained in section 18 b 3 Pue1 to Rican
Rates 2 U S M C 117 131 1939 Transportation ofLwmber Through
the Panama Oanal 2 U S fC 143 145 1939 Alaskan Rates 2
U S fC 558 581 1941 These cases do support the general princi
ples cited by these parties but a close analysis of them reveals that

they are no longergermane to the facts of this case

InPuerto Rican Rates the United States faritimeCommission had

before it a general investigation of rates on shipments to Puerto Rico

The Commission also took up and considered certain tariffpractices of
the carriers and found that in their bill of lading the carriers stated

8 F M C
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that they did not undertake that the vessels wereequipped to transport

perishable goods even though their tariffs named rates for the trans

portation of refrigerated cargo The Commission required the elimi

nation of this conflict and in discussing it the Commission employed
language relied upon by hearing counsel and intervener here as

follows

However irrespective of this conflict shippers should not be required to look

beyond the tariff for any provi3ion affecting the application of the rates When

ever a tariff refers to a bill of lading and states that therates therein published
are dependent upon conditions in that bill of lading such conditions should be

published in the tariff l he statute requires the publication in tariffs of

and rules or regulations which in anywise chiange affect or determine any part
of the aggregate Qf the rates fares charges or the value of the service

In Tran8portation of Lwrnber Through the Panama Oanal supra
the Commission had under investigation various rules and practices
in the intercoastal trade The carriers there had a tariff rule providing
that each shipment should be subject to the terms conditions and

exceptions of the bill of lading of the carrier in use at the time of such

shipment and that the shippers shall accept the same and be bound

thereby Hearing counsel and intervener rely on the general co clu

sion expressed by the Commission that any provisions of the bill of

lading which affect the charge for transportation or the value of the

service to be effective must be incorporated in the tariff

Alaskan Rates was also a general rate investigation in the course of

which the Commision had occasion to discuss the tariff filing practice
of the carriers involved there The tariff provided the steamer rates

named herein are applicable subject to the conditions of the

company s shipping receipt bills of lading and livestock con

tracts The Commission condemned this clause stating
Vhen rates are published dependent upon conditions in the carrier s bill of

lading said conditions should be published inthetariff

The three above cases vere decided under the provisions of the

Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 U S C 844 which are somewhat

similar to section 18 of the 1916 Act governing foreign ocean com

merce Hearing counsel relies on an analogy between these decisions

and the situation here in the apparent belief that the bills of lading of

the carriers involved in those three cases like that of All Cargo Line

were attached to the tariffs on file with the Commission Ifthis had

been the case these precedents would lend support to the argument of

hearing counsel and intervener since the Commission required bills

of lading provisions similar to those involved here to be printed in

the tariff However it must be concluded that in those cases a specimen
of the bills of lading of the carriers was not in fact attached to the

8 F M C
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tariff and that this is why the Commission required parts of the bill

oflading to beprinted in the tariff

It is true that in its present form section 2 of the 1933 Act like

section 18 b 1 of the 1916 Act requires that the terms and condi

tions of the bill of lading shall be contained in the tariff filed with

the Commission However a review of the history of section 2 demon

strates that there was no such requirement in the 1933 Act in 1939

and 1941 when the above three cases were decided See volume 47

Statutes at Large page 1425 The requirement that the bill of lading
be incorporated in the tariff was first added when section 2 was

amended by Public Law 85 810 of August 28 1958 See volume 72

of the Statutes at Large page977

The three decisions themselves demonstrate th t the carriers ih

volved in those three cases did not attach or incorporate the bills of

lading to or in the tariffs In Tran8portation of Lumber Through the

Panama Oanal the Commission pointed out on page 145 of its decision

that such bills of lading are not reproduced in the tariff This can

only be taken to mean that the bill of lading was not stapled to the

back of the tariff pasted on an internal page of the tariff or other
wise physically attached in its entirety to the tariff as wasdone by the

respondent in the instant case In Ala8kan Rates the Commission
cites the case of Transportation of Lumber Through the Panama Oanal

at page 581 together with the Puerto Rico Rates case immediately
following the above quoted language from the Alaskan Rates case

It is evident that the Commission considered the facts of the three

cases decided almost contemporaneously to be the same in regard to

the form of the tariff Itmust be concluded that in none of the three

instances were the bill of lading available to shippers in any way as

partof the tariff

If any doubt remains as to the meaning of the three Commission
decisions relating to the incorporation of bill of lading provisions
in tariffs it is dispelled by the legislative history ofPublic Law 85 810

supra As orginally introduced the bill which became Public Law

85 810 provided that the carrier may include the terms and conditions

of any passenger ticket bill of lading contract of affreightment or

other document evidencing the transportation agreement The Con

gress adopted the recommendation of the Secretary of Commerce that

the permissive word may be stricken from the bill and the word

shall be inserted in lieu thereof In discussing the reason for his

recommendation that the inclusion of the bill of lading be a require
ment rather than mere permission the Secretary of Commerce had

pointed out that the Maritime Commission had held in Puerto Rican
Rates and Alaskan Rates that provisions of bills of lading affecting
rates or the value of the service are not governing unless incorporated

S F M O
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Iin the carriers published and filed tariff U S Congressional News

1958 page 4093 It is clear that Congress intended that the statutory
requirement that the entire bill of lading be attached supersede the

rule of the Commission cases requiring certain bill of lading clauses

to be included in the tariff

It cannot be concluded that in addition to attaching the entire bill

of lading to the tariff filed with the Commission the carrier must also

reprint in the taTiff itself any terms and conditions of the bill of lading
that affect the rates charges or the yalue of the service Since section

18 b 2 enacted 3 years later similarly requires that the bill of

lading be filed with the tariff it must be concluded that Congress did

not intend that in addition provisions affecting rates and charges be

printed again in the tariff itself It is therefore concluded that the

method employed by respondent that is the physical attachment of

the bill of lading to the tariff with a provision in the rules and regula
tions portion of the tariff making the tariff subject to the terms and

conditions of the bill of lading satisfies the requirements ofsection 18

insofar as tariff makeup and filing requirements are concerned No

question is raised as to the bill of lading being the complete contract

between thecarrier andeach shipper
The other point raised by hearing counsel based on section 18 al

though apparently with less conviction is the contention that even

if paragraph 4 of the bill of lading had been physically included 01

printed in respondents tariff there is doubt as to its legality under

section 18 because the provision of paragraph 4 is indefinite as to the

amount of the charge for the services rendered They arguethat para

graph 4 of the bill of lading does not comply with the requirements
announced in decisions of the Commission that tariffs must be specific
and plain citing Intercoastal Lwmber Rate Ohanges 1 U S M C 656

658 and eight other cases decided by predecessors of the Commission
that a tariff is unlawful when shippers must obtain information not

published in the tariff and must make mathematical calculations to

determine the applicable rate that in instances where charges are to

be assessed against shippers of diversion the tariffs must clearly state

what special services will be rendered and the specific sum that will be

charged therefor t hatcharges undisclosed in the tariff may not be law

fully charged against the shipper nor charges that are described in the

tariff as being subject to prior arrangement Cases are cited for

each of these latter propositions
Hearing counsel point out that the purpose of tariff filing is uni

formity in charges and rates the prevention of and control over dis

crimination and maintaining stability in rates and they state that

these objectives could not be achieved if carriers are allowed to utilize

amorphous provision such as paragraph 4 They question how ship

r
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pers can ever know in advance what their shipping cost will be by
consulting this tariff and thisbill oflading

The contentions of the intervener stress the point urged by hearing
counsel discussed above relating to the physical makeup of the tariff

of respondents and he also contends as hearing counsel does that the

carrier made a unilateral decision apart from the terms of a filed

tariff that 125 percent of the basic freight was a proper charge to the

shipper on account of the delay in the voyage not 10 percent or

50 percent oreven 200 Percent He argues that the ShippingAct does

not permit such an arbitrary decision on the part of the carrier regard
ing the amount of charges

Hearing counsel do not agree with the contention of respondent
that a carrier has no way of specifying precise additional charges in
circumstances such as those involved here due to the unpredictable
nature of the strike and the fact that no advance determination can be

made 3JS to what expenses will be incurred as a result Of it or how

long it will last They suggest that the tariff might provide that in

the event of delay caused by a strike certain additional freight such

as an extra 25 50 or 75 percent will be assessed He implies that a

fixed daily rate for such additional charges might be set forth in th

tariff He also mentions the possibility that the carrier could provide
for delays in its voyages by insurance orby the inclusian in its overall
rate structure of a cushion for such contingencies These latter two

proposals are possibilities of course but it is not in keeping with the

purposes of he Shipping Act to encourage carriers to increase their
rates and charges by such means The suggestion far establishing a

fixed charge far such dela ys would probably lead to greater evil than

an ad hoc determination ofthe costs after the event because the actual

expenses of the carrier might turn aut to be somewhat less than the

charges that would have to be assessed under a fixed formula It
would not be appropriate for the carrier to profit by a strike or

casualty that results in delay or extension of the voyage The charge
here is not arbitrary being related directly to the added expenses of
the carrier

In the cases cited by hearing counsel in support of the other general
propositions outlined above the Commission or its Predecessors were

cancerned with tariff provisions applicable to regular determinable

voyage charges Itis apparent that tariff provisions as to such charges
can be as a practical matter nlore exact than the clauses in the tariff
whose purpose is to provide for the unknown unforeseeable com

plexities of ocean transportation The least that can be said is that

neither hearing counsel nor intervener have suggested any solutions to
this practical difficulty in tariff practices and none occur to the exami
ner that are so patently superior ta the course followed by respond
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ent that it can be held that respondent committed a violation of sec

tion 18 b The cases cited by hearing counsel involving domestic

commerce as well as the three cases discussed earlier are of limited

applicability here for the additional reason that section 18 a dele

gates jurisdiction to the Commission over the regulations and prac
tices relating to the issuance form and substance of

bills of lading of carriers in the offshore domestic commerce that is

not delegated by section 18 b covering the foreign commerce

Intervener raises the issue that respondent violated section 18 b 3

by charging a rate greater than that shown in its tariff because the

courts would not impose liability on shippers in these circumstances

In reply respondent cites cases where the admiralty courts have al

lowed carriers to recover additional compensation for various services

rendered or expenses incurred by the carrier either based on contrac

tual provisions in the bill oflading such as clause 4 or ongeneral princi
pIes of admiralty Respondent compares the case at hand to the

recovery of a contribution from cargo in general average to the re

covery of freight even when the cargo was not delivered under the

Freight prepaid goods or vessel lost ornot lost bill of lading clauses

and to voyage frustrations due to belligerent action search bygovern
ment authorities strikes and other uncontrollable forces preventing
normal carriage and delivery of cargo Iturges that by the enactment

of section 18 ib Congress did not intend to overturn the ancient ad

miralty principles that form the basis of recovery in such cases

Intervener attempts to distinguish these analogies cited by re

spondent and hearing counsel urged that to the degree that admiralty
doctrines conflict with the Shipping Act the latter governs citing sec

tions 8 and 9 of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 46 D S C 1308 and

1309 which provide that nothing in COGSA sh311 affect the rights and

obligations of carriers afforded and imposed hy the Shipping Act nor

be construed to permit discrimination in any way prohibited by the

ShippingAct

The system of regulation under the Shipping Act and other mari

time statutes has long existed in harmony with admiralty principles
The Commission does not decide admiralty cases and it will not do

so here The courts have developed the doctrine of primary jurisdic
tion under which they leave to the Commission and other regulatory
agencies the decision of issues under the regulatory statutes Conflict
could arise in a situation such as that presented here only if the Com
mission sought to require tariffs to be constructed and filed in a form

that would make it impossible for accepted admiralty doctrines to be

invoked

Hearing counsel and respondent state and the examiner agrees that

this is a case offirst impression hoth before the Commission and the
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courts That is to say no court has held that a charge cannot be as

sessed under clause 4 for delay due to a strike when the goods are held

on board the vessel at the port of delivery It must be concluded
therefore that it has not been demonstrated here that the surcharge
would not be allowable by the courts and that for this reason it violates

section 18 b 3 as fa greater charge than that shown in the tariff

Turning to the final issue raised by intervener that the lan

guage of clause 4 does not by its terms authorize the assessment of

additional charges because respondent did not perform a service

for the cargo beyond that required of it as a carrier a court

decision discussing this clause in a somewhat similar factual setting
can serve as a useful guide In Colonialgrossisternes Forening v

Moore McCormack Lines Inc 178 F 2d 288 C A 2 1949 the car

rier s vessel left the United States for Norway in lfarch of 1940 and

when it arrived it was unable to unload its cargo because of the

belligerent activities of the German forces It retained the plaintiff s

cargo on board and finally had to return to the United States without

discharging the cargo The carrier s bill of lading contained a clause

4 like that involved here The court upheld the action of the carrier

in charging the shipper an extra amount equal to one half the freight
for the outward voyage The ordinary freight had been prepaid
The court stated

3

I

It is plain that the master was justified in retaining the cargo on board until

such time as he thought advisable Under the concluding sentence of clause 4

the carrier was en tiled to a reasonable extra compensation for any services

rendered to the goods as hereinabove provided The question before us is

whether keeping the goods on board and returning them to New York in

respondents vessel was a service rendered to the goods within the meaning of

the bill of lading In retaining thegoods and carrying them back to New

York the vessel was obliged to safeguard them in every reasonable way and

to act as a prudent bailee in protecting and caring for the merchandise In

the circumstances we can see no reason why a return of the goods to the carrier

was not a service vithin the description of services rendered to the goods
and just as compensable as would have been payments for forwarding them by
some other carrier

It is no less a service to the goods to retain them on board and

ultimately discharge them at the port of destination as was done by
respondent than to retain them on board and utimately return them
to the port of loading as was done by l100re l1cCormack Lines The
eost to the carrier is the same except for the additional cost of fuel
The value to the shipper is greater because the goods are delivered to
the desired destination

The parties do not contend that a strike is not one of the incidents
that would bring clause 4 into play Neither do they contend that
since an amount less than the added expenses due to the delay Wt1S

8 F M C
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apportioned among the shippers section 18 b 3 was violated by
making a charge different from that shmvn in its tariff 1Thile the

strictest reading of the notice of investigation might include this

technical question as an issue to be decided it is appa rent from a read

ing of the preamble that the Commission had the protection of ship
pers in mind when it initiated tJlis proceeding This would not be

achieved by inquiring whether they should be charged a 250 percent
surcharge rather than 125 percent

Contentions of the parties not discussed herein have been found to

be irrelevant or unsupported by the record The arguments of counsel

on the question whether the tariff is applicable until it is rejected or

declared unlawful need not be discussed in view of the conclusions

reached in this decision

It is concluded that respondent has not violated sections 16 17 or

18 b by making the surcharge The proceeding will be discontinued

Signed E ROBERT SEAVER

Presiding Exarniner

JULY 29 1964

APPENDIX

EXHIBIT B

TOTALS

Ports Ocean freights Prepaid Collect

Rotterdam to
Tampa

nh 147 34 147 34 None

Rotterdam to Mobile h h 3 081 78 3 081 78 None

Rotterdam to
Hamburg

h h U 1 662 19 I 662 19 None

Hamburg to Tamps u n nnh 907 96 907 96 None

Hamburg to Mobileu uu 98 28 93 28 5 00

Hamburg to Houstonu u n 8 633 45 1 308 14 7 325 31

Hamburg to New Orleans n u 683 36 255 96 427 40

Dublin to Tampa uu u 5 274 24 None 5 274 24

Dublin to Mobile u u u n u 3 530 37 None 3 530 67

Dublin to
Houston

n 18 49 18 49 None

Orand total u u u 24 037 76 7 475 14 16 562 62

Surcharge 125 125 X 24 037 76 30 047 20

Source Manifests and bills of lading

8 F M C
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DOCKET No 1150

HASMAN BAXT INC VALENCIA BAXT EXPRESS INC MISCLASSIFICA
TION OF GOODS IN CONTAINERIZED TRAILER VANS IN THE UNITED
STATES PUERTO RICO TRADE

t

s

v

E

Decided Maroh 8 1965

1 Hasman Baxt Inc found to have violated section 16 of the Shipping
Act 1916 by misclassifying the contents of the trailer van containing leather

2 Hasman Baxt Inc and Valencia Baxt Express Inc found to have vio

lated section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 by false statement of cargo weight
of the contents of the trailer van containing leather

3 Record held insufficient to support finding that either Hasman Baxt Inc

or Valencia Baxt Express Inc violated section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916
with respect to certain shipments of bathtubs and synthetic rayon yarn

Herbert Burstein for respondent
Roger A McShea Ill hearing counsel

Paul D Page Jr hearing examiner

REPORT BY THE COMMISSION

JOHN HARLLEE Chairman JAMES V DAY Vice Chairman GEORGE
H HEARN JOHN S PATlERSON Commissioners

This is an investigation on our own motion to determine whether re

spondents Hasman Bart Inc Hasbart or Valencia Baxt Express
Inc Valbaxt with respect to certain shipments made between Janu

ary 1 1960 and October 3 1963 knowingly and willfully obtained or

attempted to obtain transportation by water for property at less than
the rates or charges which would be otherwise applicable in violation
of section 16 of the ShippingAct 1916

The proceeding is before us on exceptions to the initial decision in
which the examiner concluded 1 that with re pect to a containerized
shipment which included bathtubs Hasbaxt had violated section 16 by
misclassifying a portion of the shipment 2 that with respect to a

containerized shipment which included certain leather both Hasbaxt
and Valbaxt had violated section 16 because of a false statement of

8 FM O 453
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weight and 3 that the record was insufficient to support a finding
that either Hasbaxt or Valbaxt had violated section 16 with respect
to certain containerized shipments of yarn The respondents except
to the examiner s findings and conclusions on the bathtubs and leather
and hearing counsel excepts to the examiner s findings and conclusions
on theyarn

FACTS

Hasbaxt is a freight forwarder whose compensation consists of

freight forwarder fees As a forwarder Hasbaxt tenders Sea Land 1

approximately 700 container vans a year These container vans or

trailers contain numerous individual shipments which have been con

solidated for ocean carriage Valbaxt is a non vessel owning common

carrier by water offering a door to door service to the public Thus it
consolidates shipment trailers pursuant to a tariff on filewith the Com
mission which covers the ocean and inland transportation This tariff
is based on the commodity rates of Sea Land and includes additional

t
charges to cover the services between vessel and door On shipments swhich it consolidates Valbaxt performs the function of a shipper
vis a vis the ocean carriers operating between the United States and

v

EPuerto Rico

As do other shippers of freight to Puerto Rico Valbaxt seeks the
benefit of the freight all kinds rate offered by ocean carriers Under
Sea Lands tariff the freight all kinds rate is applicable if the trailer
contains three or more different commodities and no one shipment of a

commodity weighs in excess of 15 000 pounds Thus if Valbaxt re

ceives a shipment in excess of 15 000 pounds its practice is to break
bulk and place the contents in more than one trailer By paying the

freight all kinds rate Valbaxt attempts to recover its operating costs
out of the difference between its own tariff charges to its customers and
the frieght all kinds rate itpays the ocean carrier

1 The bathtubs
On April 26 Sea Land received at Port Newark a sealed trailer van

No 3150 and certain shipping docUlllents which accompanied it
The record does not show that lIasbaxt ever saw the contents of the
van Hasbaxt acting as forwarder for the exporter presented Sea
Land a bill of ladillg cmrering the shipment or van 3150 from Port
Newark to Puerto Rico aboard Sea Land s Azalea Oity The bill of

lading showed Hasbaxt as shipper and described the contents of the
van as 40 cases of pipe fittings 20 cases of enameled sheets and 25
cartonsofplumbing materials lavatories bathtubs The van s actual
contents consisted of 85 bathtubs and a number of lavatories and or

1 Sea Land Service Inc Sea Land of Puerto Rico Division a common carrier by water

operating between ports in the United States and ports in Puerto Rico
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sinks The freight payable on the shipment as described in the bill of

lading would have been 573 25 Sea Land subsequently ascertained

the actual contents of the van by inspection and prepared a corrected

bill of lading describing the contents as 85 bathtubs Ocean freight
on the shipment as described in Sea Land s corrected bill of lading
was 1 029 60 which Hasbaxt paid

2 The leather

In February 1960 Loewengart Co shipped 25 152 pounds of

leather to Puerto Rico viaValbaxt Hasbaxt acting as VaIbaxt s for

warder presented to Bun InsularLine Puerto Rico Service Bull a

bill of lading covering trailer No 4028 which Bull transported un

opened to Puerto Rico on its SS Elizabeth The bill of lading stated

that the trailer contained 6481 pounds of leather Valbaxt s waybill
1112 shows that the Loewengart shipment of leather moved on the

voyage of Bull Line s SS Elizabeth which carried the van which the

bill of lading said contained only 6 481 pounds A letter from Valbaxt

to Loewengart dated October 5 1960 states

This will confirm conversation held with you that waybill 111 was shipped
on the SS Elizabeth voyage 233 dated February 18 1960 intrailer van 4028

The freight payable on the shipment as described in the bill of lading
and actually paid by Valbaxt was 757 77 being c01nputed at the

freight all kinds rate 3 Since the trailer actually contained all the

Loewengart leather approximately 25 000 pounds the freight pay
able should have been computed at eommodity rates and would have

been 1 124 if all other eargo shown on the bill of lading was con

tained in thetrailer

3 The yarn
On 18 vans shipped by Valbaxt to Puerto Rico via Bull and on 8

vans shipped by Valbaxt to Puerto Rico via Sea Land rlasbaxt pre
sented to Bull and Sea Land bills of lading showing that the vans in

the aggregate contained quantit ies of rayon yarn substantially in ex

cess of the quantities of rayon yarn shown by certain of Valbaxt way
bills to have been intended for shipment on the vessels carrying the
vans Such rayon yarn was one of Bull s lowest rated eommoditiesat
the time of the shipments in question

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

1 The bathtubs

In finding that Hasbaxt had violated section 16 with respect to the

shipment ofbathtubs the examiner found that The point for decision

II The waybill is a receipt for goods which Valbnxt gives to the exporter when It receives
the exporter s cargo

8 Under Bull s tariff the freight an kinds rate does not apply to n trailer which

contains more than 15 000 pounds of anyone commodity In which case the respective
individual commodity rates apply to theindividual cargoes in the van
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is simply if Hasbaxt knowingly and willfully presented the false bill

of lading to Sea Land Thus the examiner found that it was un

necessary to determine whether Hasbaxt had any actuallrnowledge of

the contents of the trailer in question or that Ha baxt had prepared
the false bill of lading Such findings are unnecessary as we under

stand the examiner s reasoning because the mere presentation ofa bill

of lading to the carrier by the forwarder carries with it the implied
representation that the hill accurately describes the contents of the

trailer even when the trailer is received by the forwarder under seal

and regardless of whether the forwarder has any knowledge of the

trailer s contents The examiner grounds his conclusions on the duty
of veracity and care with respect to cargo description which the

forwarder owes the carrier To avoid the impact of this nlle a for

warder could as countervailing evidence demonstrate that it prepared
the false bill of lading in reliance upon a description of the cargo fur

nished by the exporter and that no such description furnished in the

past by the same exporter had been inaccurate To the examiner such

evidence would almost certainly establish the fact that a forwarder s

conduct in presenting a fa1se bill of lading to a carrier was neither

careless nor culpable
The initial decision lays down a rule governing the conduct of for

warders handling containerized shipments under seal The validity
of any such rule is of course its reasonableness and in onr view the

reasonableness of the rule announced in the initial decision is depend
ent npon a far broader eonsideration of the day to day operations of

forwarders handling containerized shipments than is possible from

thisrecord

The nature and scope of the duties of various persons subject to

section 16 have presented continuing problems to both the eourts and

our predecessors See for example Royal Netherlands v FMO 304

F 2d 938 D C Cir 1962 Oontinental Oan 00 v United States 272

F 2d 312 2d eir 1959 Misclassification and Misbilling of Glass

Tumblers etc 6 F M B 155 1960 and Hazel Atlas Glass Oo Mis

classification of Glass Tumblers 5 FM B 515 1958

While it may eventually prove true that the forwarder must be held

to an implied representation as to the corrootness ofthe description of

the shipments on the bill of lading such a decision should be made only
upon thorough investigation of the terms and conditions surrounding
the handling of containerized shipments Morevaver the investiga
tion should include the question of the nature and scope of the duties

and responsibilities of the exporter and the carrier undersection 16

For the foregoing reasons we find the record in this proceeding in

sufficient to conclude that Hasbaxt violated section 16 with respect to

the shipment ofbathtubs in question
o m K r
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2 The leather

The examiner found that van No 4028 contained the whole Loewen

gart shipment of leather some 25 000 pounds when the bill oflading
stated that thevan contained only 6 481 pound9 The examiner s find

ings are based on the two documents of Valbaxt s referred to above

Valbaxt s waybill 111 exhibit 11 which shows that the Loewengart
shipment moved on Bun s Elizabeth and the letter dated October 5

1960 from Valbaxt to Loewengart exhibit 12 The letter states

This will confirm conversation held with you that waybill 111 was shipped on the

SS Elizabeth voyage 233 dated February 18 1960 in trailer van 4028

The respondents do not deny that the 25 000 pounds of leather was

actually shipped in van No 4028 They merely assert that there is in

sufficient evidence to prove that van 4028 contained an of the Loewen

gart leather Respondents do not however have any explanation of

their statement that the shipment for which waybill 111 was issued

moved in van No 4028 Since waybill l was issued as a receipt for

the full 25 000 pounds of Loewengart leather the only permissible
inference is that the full shipment of 25 000 pounds moved in van No

4028

There is a distinction between Hasbaxt s handling of the bathtubs

and the leather The bathtubs were received from the exporter in a

van already sealed while the leather was not already containerized

and wasactually placed in a van or vans by Hasbaxt and Hasbaxt had

aotual knowledge of the contents of the van in question Thus by
falsely stating the contents of the trailer as including 6 481 pounds
of leather when it in fact included the entire Loewengart shipment of

some 25 000 pounds Valbaxt and Hasbaxt obtained transportation by
false statement of weight in violation of section J 6 Shipping Act 1916

3 The rayon yarn
The examiner found the record would not support a finding that

there had been any falsifying of bills of lading on shipments of yarn
We agree with this conclusion Hearing counsel excepts on theground
that a comparison of the waybills with the bills of lading demon

strates that on certain entire sailings upon which were shipped an

undetermined amount of containerized trailer vans Husman Baxt

on behalf ofValencia Baxt had not shipped as much yarn as appea red

on even one or two bills of lading The examiner rejected this find

ing because it is dependent upon the determination that the waybills
introduced into evidence by hearing counsel represented all of the

yarn presented to Husbaxt for shipment The examiner could not

say that one or more other exporters had not shipped yarn with

Hasbaxt during the period in question because to do so it would be

necessary to examine aU the waybills in Hasbaxts files covering the

8 F M C
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period in question which vas not done Thus the examiner had to

allow for the possibility that other exporters had made up the excess

of the bills of lading over the waybills We agree with the examiner s

conclasion that the evidence is insufficient to show a violation of sec

tion 16 with respect to the trailers containing the yarn

COMMISSIONER BARRETT di3senting in part

Iwould uphold the examiner s finding that respondents violated sec

tion 16 of the Act with respect to the shipment ofbathtubs and to that
extent Idisagree with the majority As to the other shiments in issue
Iagree with the findings and conclusions of themajority

The proceeding is discontinued

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

8eC1etary

8 F M C
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No 1158

IN THE Th1A ITER OF AGREm iENT No 13421

GULF ThtlImIlImRANEAN PORTS CONFEIDJNGE

Decided lJIaTch 15 1965

Proposed urnelillment to Conferf nce AgreenIeut No 134 whereby there wHI lJe

ex nlpted fruln confereuee jurio dictiol1 full shiploads of one commodity

r hipped by one shipper under charter i onditions found not in violatioH of

sections 14fourth and 16th first of Shipping Act 1916

Said am ndment approved under section 15 of Shipping Act 1n6 and proceeding
cUscontinuecl

Frank GOImley and IiolOardA Levy Hearing Counsel

Edwcl1d8 Bagley for respondents
T R Stetson for intervener United States Borax Ohemical Corp

REPORT

By THE C01lMISSION JOHN HARLLEE Ohairntan JAMES V DAY Vice

Chairman ASHTON C BARRETT GEORGE H HEARN G0l1unissioner8

This proceeding is before us upon the e xceptions of Ilearing Counsel

to the initial decisioll In that decision the examiner found that

approval of the proposed an1endlnent to Agreement No 134 the basic

agreement of the Gu1f Mediterraneml Ports Conference auld not

be violative of sections 14 fourth and 16 first or contrary to the stand

ards of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 The proposed amend

ment Agreement No 134 21 would eXeInpt from conference juris
diction full shiploads of one cOlnmodity shipped by one shipper under

charter conditions

Hearing Counsel obj ects to the examiner s conelusion thatthe amend

ment should be approved because there is no need for the amendment

and the possibility of contrariness to the statute youpled ith the

8 F M C 459
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lack of need dictate its disapproval The examiner s decision clearly
sets forth circumstances and rOOsons which prompted the proposed
amendment reasons which weresufficiently urgent to promptbhe with
drawal of one member from the Conference in the face of the initial

opposition of the other member to the proposed amendment They
are inour view as in the examiner s sufficient

Were possible contrariness to the statute alone sufficient reason for

disapproval of an agreement under section 15 it would be hard to

conceive of an approvable agremnent For as we said in Agreement
8492T F Kollmar bw and Wagner Tug Boat 00 7 F M C 511

1963

We should not disapprove the agreement on the bare possibIlity that the

parties to it could violate the Act At least there ought to be a substantial

likelihood of such conduct

No such substantial likelihood appears from the record before us

A careful consideration or the record in this proceeding leads us to

the conclusion that the examiner s disposition of the issles herein was

v rell Tounded and proper

Accordingly we adopt the initial decision a copy of which is at

tached hereto and made a part hereof 1
as our own and Tor the reasons

set forth in the decisioJ
Itis ordered That Agreement No 131 21 is hereby approved
Commissioner Patterson concurs in the result

Signed THOlfAS LISI

se01etary
1 Initial decision of Gus 0 Basham CblefExaminer page703

8 F M C
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No 1104

PACIFIC SEAFARERS INC

v

ATLANTIC GULF AMERICAN FLAG BERTH OPERATORS ET AL

Decided March 17 1965

Agreements concerning rates and other matters described in section 15 of the

ShippIng Act 1916 as amended not within jurisdiction of the Commission

where they relate solely to foreign interport trade in goods of foreign origin
and destination even though Agency for International Development financed

the procurement and shipment of the goods and only American flag carriers

were involved

Unfiled agreements outside territorial jurisdiction under Shipping Act 1916
are not brought within jurisdiction by use of same organizations set up to

administer other agreements filed with and approved by the Commission

where the approved agreements dealt with different sUbject matter and were

notmodifiedby the unfiledagreements

Marvin J Ooles Stanley O Sher and Armin V Kuder for com

plainant Pacific Seafarers Inc

Elmer O Maddy and Ronald A Oapone for respondents Atlantic

Gulf American Flag Berth Operators and its member lines except
American Export Lines Inc Isbrandtsen Co Inc Lykes Bros

Steamship Co Inc andWaterman Steamship Corp
EdwardD Ransom and Gordon L Poole for respondents American

Flag Berth Operators and West Coast American Flag Berth Opera
tors and their member lines except Isbrandtsen Co Inc Lykes Bros

Steamship Co Inc not a member of WCAFBO and Waterman

Steamship Corp
Edward S Bagley for respondent Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc

Sterling Stoudenmire for respondent Waterman Steamship Corp
Richard W Ku71U8 and James Jacobi Donald Caldera of counsel

8 F M C 461
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for respondents American Export Lines Inc and Isbrandtsen Co
Inc

Herbert B Mutter and RobMtJ Blackwell hearing counsel

Walter T Southworth hearing examiner

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION JOHN lliRLLEE Ohai1Jnanj JAMES V DAY

Vice Ohairmanj GEORGE N HEARN and JOHN S PATTERSON

Convmissioners

This is acomplaint case before us on exceptions to theinitialdecision
ofthe examiner

Complainant Pacific Seafarers Inc PSI alleges that respondents
AGAFBO l WCAFBO 2 and AFBO s together with their member
lines have unlawfully attempted to drive PSI out of the Taiwan
Thailand South Vietnam trade Complainant asserts that respond
ents 1 Have violated section 15 of the Shipping Act the Act by
operating pursuant to an agreement not filed with or approved by
the Commission 2 have violated section 18 of the Act a by not

filing their concertedly esta blished rates with the Commission and
b by maintaining rates that are so unreasonably low as to be detri

mental to our commerce and 3 have violated section 16 First
of the Act by acting in a manner which is unduly prejudicial to

complainant
PSI operates a common carrier service with American flag vessels

in the Taiwan Thailand South Vietnam trade It does not offer a

service between the United States or any of its districts or territories

or possessions on the one hand and a foreign country on the other
hand The principal commodity that it carries is cemeI1t and it was

these cement offerings which prompted theinstitution of omplainant s

service In addition to its common carrier service a PSI affiliate

operates a charter or tramp service in the same trade again catering
to cement principally The cargoes carried by PSI are entirely com

mercial in nature originating in one foreign port and destined to an

other foreign port The shipping arrangements as well as the sales
of the conunodities are made between foreign principals Although
the U S Government through the Agency for Internati0nal Develop
ment AID ultimately finances the sales including th cost or water

transportationour Government in no way participates in the trans

actions Indeed but for the cargo preference laws which require
1 Atlantic an d Gulf Coast American Flag Berth Operators
J West Coast American Flag BerthOperators
a American Flag Berth Operators

8 F M C
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generally that 50 percent of AID financed cargoesmove in American

flag bottoms American flag vessel participation in the movement

might never have occurred Further the record is bereft of any

evidence that the cement involved was cement transshipped from the

United States
AGAFBO is a conference of Amerjcan flag carriers which operates

under approved Agreement No 8086 WCAFBO operates under

Agreement No 8186 Parties to each of these agreements are per
mitted to act collectively in the negotiation of transportation rates

and conditions of carriage respecting MSTS 4

cargoes including
related shipments to and from U S ports and between foreign ports
Agreement No 8750 an approved interconference agreement permits

meetings and discussions between AGAFBO and WGAFBO None
of tlwse agreements permits the signatories to agree upon rates for

either commercial or other Government sponsored cargoes in our

foreign commerce or in the foreign commerce of other nation

AFBO an association of American flag carriers organized in theearly
1950 s is composed of carriers who are members ofeither AGAFBO
WCAFBO or both although memhership in neither AGAFBO nor

TCAFBO is a prerequisite to AFBO membership AFBO purports
to establish rates and conditions of carriage by its signatories between

Taiwan Japan and Thailand Korea Vietnam the Philippines Oki

nawa and Cambodia Its memoranda of agreed rates relate solely to

commercial cargoes in these foreign interport trades AFBO does not

enjoy Commission approval under section 15 of the Act nor are its

tariffs filed with the Commission

Apart from the asserted violations ofthe Act we are first confronted

with the issue of jurisdiction It is our judgment that the reach of

the Act and consequently our jurisdiction does not extend to the

matters complained of

Admittedly respondents entered into an agreement in the Taiwan

Thailand South Vietnam trade and that agreementAFBO is the

type which falls squarely within the purview of section 15 Parties

to the AFBO agreement have not filed their agreement with the Com

mission and have effectuated it without the Commission s prior ap

proval Ifour jurisdiction encompassed thistrade a classic violation

of section 15 would be established harm vel non to complainant
notwithstanding

While it is true thatsection 15 requires that

every common carrier by water shall file a copy of every

agreement with another such carrier

l

Ii

d
MI

MUltary Sea TranllportaUon ServIce
6PSI likewise haa not flIed with the Commission any schedule ot rates In the Taiwan

Thailand South Vietnam trade
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the common carrier by water of section 15 is the entity defined in
section 1

The term common carrier by water means a common carrier by water in

foreign commerce or a common carrier by water in interstate commerce on the
high seas ortheGreat Lakes on regular routes from port to port

And a common carrier in foreign commerce is defined as

a common carrier engaged in the transportation by water of

passengers or property between the United States or any of its districts terrt
tories or possessions and a foreign country whether in the import or export
trade

Hence the reading of section 15 which Congress obviously intended

requires that every common carrier by water in interstate commerce

and every common carrier engaged in the transportation by water of

passengers or property between the United States or any of its districts
territories or possessions and a foreign country file with the Commis
sion for prior approval certain species of agreements with other such
carriers I

I
The record in this case makes perfectly clear that the conduct com

plained of is and has been exercised by carriers in a trade or trades
other than between the United States or any of its districts terri
tories or possessions and a foreign country and no matter how offen
sive or horrendous that conduct it does not fall within1the authority
of this Commission There is not a modicum of evidence that brings
the gravamen of the complaint within the purview of the Act Com

plainants have attempted to cross the jurisdictional barrier oil two

grounds
First we shall deal with the claim that since the eargoes including

the cost oftransportation vere financed by AID what otherwise might
have been commerce betveen two or more foreign nations was con

verted to the commerce of the United States We have noted in this

regard that the ocean transportation and the sales were arranged
between foreign principals and that neitherAID riOI any other agency
of our Government participated in any of the commercial or shipping
transactions AID s concern began and ended with its role as finan
cier 6 The lending of funds by a Government ag ncy to finance wholly
foreign transactions including ocean freight does not convert foreign
to foreign commerce into the foreign commerce of the United States

any more than would the lending of such money by an American

private financial institution

Our view in this regard is not unlike thnt generally held with respect
to dur antitrust laws

8 AID itself does not procure any commodities or make shIpping arrangements As a

general rule AID acts only in the capaetty of a financing Institution Deposition of
Dat id RI Bell AID Administrator exbIbit 106

Sl 1l M 1
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I

I t is clear that the meretlnancing by Americans of manufacturing

mining or other local activities abroad does not come within the Sherman Act

Report of the Attorney General s National Oommittee to Study the Antitrust

Laws 1955

In short our jurisdiction cannot be expanded or contraeted merely
by the underlying financial arrangements of ocean shipping 7

Finally PSI argues alternatively that a AFBO itself is an agree
ment within the purview of section 15 and should have been filed and

approved before its effectuation or b it is part and parcel of

AGAFBO and or WCAFBO which as a modification thereof should

have been filed andapproved prior to implementation
As the record establishes AFBO is an organization of Ameriean

flag vessels plying a trade tota lly within the confines of foreign Far

Eastern ports For the simple reason that the trade does not involve

as o E terminus any port in a State district territory ox possession
of th United States the carriers within the AFBO context c annot

be deemed to be engaged in the foreign commerce of the lJnited States

Complainant s alternative argument although equally defective is

more engaging In support of its proposition it points to the use of

AGAFBO and WCAFBO offices and officers for the transaction

of some of AFBO s business and cites precedents which indicate that

our jurisdiction often involves foreign to foreign commerce

As the Examiner noted the use of the physical organization or

machinery of the two approved agreements by the AFBO group is

immaterial to whether or not AFBO constittites an agreement within

the purview ofsection 15

There is no relationship between AFBO on the one hand and

AGAFBO and WCAFBO on the other hand save an overlapping
of memberships and some confusing of the organizations administer

ing the agreements But it is crystal clear that AGAFBO and

WCAFBO do not encompass the foreign to foreign movement of

commercial cargoes whether or not financed or owned by our Govern
ment Were AGAFBO and TCAFBO to agree on rates and con

ditions of cargo moving on our foreign commerce not specifically
authorized by the approved agreements a different result might have

been reached

The caSe3 cited by complainant fall far short of aiding its theories

In States Marine Lines Inc v Trans Pacific Freight Oonf 7 FYC
204 1962 the Commission considered the legality of an approved
neutral body provision in the context of the filed and Rpproved agree

n

t

1

1 A second argument advanced by PSI Is not dlsslmHar trom Us AID claim Briefly Its

thrust ls that the mere operation of U S flag vessels constitutes a part of the commerce

of the United States No authority is found to support this assertion We have noted

that PSIs operation has been wholly foreign We believe such operation constitutes other

local activities abroad AttorneuGeneral s National Comnattee 8upra

R F M C
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mnts The particular transaction which triggered the proceeding n

the movement of oranges from Japan to Canada was entirely irrele t

vant The real question in issue was whether conference wasefiectuat 1

ing a neutral body provision compatible with the Ol1e which had been

approved aEi a modification to its basic or organic agreement Upon
review the court in Trans Pacific Freight Oonference of Japan v

FMO 3 11 1i 2d 277 19 63 addressed itself to the jurisdictional issue

in foreign to foreign commerce and concluded that the nelltral hody s

fines were assessed not for any act or thing done in connection with

the shipments from Japan to Canada The court significantly
brushed aside the Conference s contention of no jurisdiction with the

statement

V e think that petitioners assertion of lack of jurisdiction is without

validity for a more fundamental reason When the members of the conference

chose to adopt their conference agreement and its various amendments they
deliberately elected to enter into a single unitary agreement lfo promote com

merce from Japan Korea and Okinawa to Hawaii and Pac1ftc coast porte of

the United States and Oanada Empbasis ours

Further Oranje Line et al v Anch01 Line Limited 5 FMB 714

1959 the Board noted that the trade between Catlada and the
United Kingdom was encompassed explicitly by the very terms of the

agreement

It is clear tbat in this case wbere the agreements cover both the foreign
orumerceof the United States and also the intimately related foreign commerce

of Canada our jurisdiction exists

In the case before us the subject matter of the AFBQ agreement is
not set forth in the AGAF130 and WCAFBO agreements nor is the

subject matter intimately related to our foreign commerce
S

In the case at hand the AFBO agreement neither directly nor materi

ally affected our foreign commerce

Since we have no jurisdiction in the premises we shall not

address ourselves to the other contentions raised by complainants
Aceordingly
It is Ordered That thecomplaint is hereby dismissed

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

SefYletary
8Complainant has placed some reUance on Umted Stotes v 4noh01 Line Ltd 282 F

BUDP 379 1964 Involved in that case were agreements made abroad which dIrectly
related to the foreign commerce of the United States

The vital prlnc1ple to the applied tn eterminlng whether the United States courts
have jurisdiction Over foreign ftag carriers who taU to ftle contracts entered tnto abroad

Is whether the performance of those contractlJ or effectuation of those arrangements oper
ated in thiSC01lIntry 80 as to affect our foreign commerce lUrect ond materlolZv Empha
sIs added




